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INTRODUCTION 



INTRODl,CTION 

Mr. GRACF. The Instrument Unit, as you arc probably av.arc, i.!; cons1dC'red 

as one of the Uprated Saturn 1 and Saturn, stagc>s It 1s not. a propulsion 

stage, obviously. but doe:; conlain tlw primary nav1gatwn, gu1danl·1.· ::me! tonlrl1l. 

ldcm<'lry and mlasurc •mcnls syst�ms, t't c:cl(ira, for th1.• Saturn V,•h1c.lvs. Tlw 

Instrument l,nit was designed specifically to have the flexibility that w1ll be.� 

needed, from mission to mission, in the matter of incorporating technical 

changes. This flexibility is  a significant point because it impacts the nature 

of our operat1on to a certain extent. Jn the propulsion stagc>s, th�re is c-onsidC"r

abk commonality from 111i s sion lo m1ssion. Changes, wht•n they do occur, a rt• 

fairly s1gn1f1cant and arC' well plannc>cl. Tl·ey arc- impl<'mcntcd \l\.ith considerable 

lead tune and testing. On lhC' olh<•r hand, thp lnslrunwnl tlnit is specificallv 

designed to be Vt'l'Y flexible, and lasl minuL(.; cl1angcs to the m1ss1on t.•nd up 

as last minute modif1cations in the Instrument Unit. We have to be geared to 

handle this kind of flexibility, Lo accept redirection momentarily. and be able 

lo incorporate these changes into the program I think we have some pretty 

good training in that regard, because. just getting into :his program, \I\C had 

consid,•rablc act1v1ly of lhal natun•. As you know, the Instru1ncnt Unit 1s a 

Marshall Spare Flight Center de::vclopmcnt Along with a number oi other con-

traclon,, we· <1ss1slt•c.J tlw1n in ll•rn1s of specific c•lc•n1(•n1s wh1c·h Wt•re cl( •vch>p\·cl 

oVl'I' a nun1ul•r of yl•ars. 1n FC'bruary 1964, we were :wlcdNl as th� µrirn<.' 

contractor for th<' Instrument Unit. At that time. we took over the completion 

of Lhc design and deve lopment and the rc•sponsib1l1ty for building, t.estlng, and 

shipping the Instrument Unit to the Cape. 



Mr GRACE (cont ). 

Going back into tfw lalc 1950's. W<' had a background nf producing 

t:!quipment and developing new technology for the Marshall Center �hen 

1l was the Army BalJisL1c M1ssile Agency. But prior to that, just b)• way

of background. we at IBM had been involved rn this kind of thing for qUJ te 

so1nctimc. ln the early l 950 1s, we were on two big programs for the Air 

Force: one "'as lhc bombing navigation system for the B-52, \\hich we 

developed and Lhc other was building Lhe computers for the SAGE System 

(Semi-Automatic. Ground Environment Program) for lhe North American 

Conltncntal Air Defense Command Both of those programs were big, and 

thc-y were long lasting. As a matter of fact, we are still making parts for 

the B-52 System some 16 years later. The SAGE Program was about R to 

lu years in dural:on and consisted of many similarities to what we are now 

doing on the Instrument Unit--mainly btg system integration ln the m1ddlL 

and lalc 1950's WP had major responsibility on Lhc B-70 Program, which, 

as you know, never really went operational. But we did develop a complete 

bombing-navieation missile guidance system for it--completc with in-fli,ehL 

testing and checking wilh totally integrated ground support systems. Again, 

this program was very similar lo the kind of tning we are doing on the lnstru-

1ncnt Unit. Also, by �ay of background. the TITAN guidance conlputer rl�vPlop-

ment, the gmdance system for Gemini, and the primary processor and data 

storage system for the Orbiting Astronautical Observatory were all things 

lhat IBM was doing in lhc late 1950 1
1, and <>drly 19(,O's. 

Mr. EHRHARDT We have t..he TITAN Ill, too. 
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Mr. GRACE. Yes, we have the TITAN III Computer. The TITAN 111, of 

cours , went through an iteration wher they { USAF ) w r goin lo go 

for a new system. We did bid on that {TITAN Ill) but did not win. Then, by 

virtue of the economics that prevailed, they did not have as much money as 

they wanted and could not go for a brand new system. They went for an 

uprated TITAN II system, which we did have. 

Mr. WILSON. ls th r much commonality betw n subsyst ms in your 

Instrument Unit for the Uprated Saturn I and Saturn V and in the TITAN Ill, 

or is it very much different? 

Mr. GRACE. Very different from lhe TITAN III. Yes, completely di!£ r nt, 

as you will see when we get into the mission and system description 

Mr. WILSON. Even in the subsystems? 

Mr. GRACE. Even in th subsystems. There may besom similarity in 

some of the relatively smaller subsystems, such as the Azusa transponder. 

But basically, the lyp of programs that we v., ere doing and that led to our 

being here, are those I mentioned. The most significant program., in terms 

of our relationship with Marshall, was on the Saturn I where we provided the 

guidance computer which was an Uprated TITAN II compuler, called the ASC-

15. I had a divide capability and a few other features that were not in the

TITAN machine. But, basically, that same machine was used in the last 

six Saturn l's and actively guided the last five. That activity, of course, 

started back in the early 1960 1 s. We also built the Guidance Signal Processor 

for Marshall which is the input-output part of the digital syst m on th Saturn I. 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). We ?.ssisted them in som<" 01 the oth<•r Instrument llnll 

activ1tif's assnciaicd \.\ith the Satur,1 1 P1·orram. 

As a rl•su IL, v. c had pl oplc down here at Huntsville and were a;;ked to 

1,ro\.1cl, Hnmt• Fllppurt on tl11' Up1·a1, d S,1lurn 1 and Saturn V Instrument Unit 

ciCLiv1t1t;:,;. Additiona!ly ''I.! hoped to be Clrn:..1dl'red,1f and v,:hcn a contract 

would bf' let,to dcH·lop tl.,• 110.w computer reqlllred m Cpraled Saturn I and 

Saturn V. W1•, in fact, v l'rt· ultfrnately selected for that effort. Herc in 

Huntsville, v.e han• a ,;11 1ation where- the guidance computer and data adapt<.-r, 

that \\1• will dt·s.:r1bc a lia . ..:: hit l,itcr. ar<' go\'c•r11ment-furnish1.-•d cquipmC'nl, 

,·,-t·n !hough 1h,• sourc-,• 1,1 that l'qu1prrwnl is IBM Owl go, New York. As a 

t"L·t.ult of that kind of ba1 I, •round and int1·rnal Mai-shall revi1•w in tcr-ns of 

whr:1L should h1• donl' on tlw ln�I rum�nl Unit, they asked us to takt· Lhe resp�>n

::.ibd1ty for tlw Instrument Ln1L in the early part of 1964. 

What I would like to do nov. is to J?d into the prepared presentation in 

t< rrns of facilities, that we h;1vc hM·c in Huntsville. to carry out this program. 

First of all, 1 would like to or.cnt you with the particular area we are in--H 

is call <>d the Research Park. This is a drawing of it. (Figure l) You cam(• 

in from Umvcrs1Ly Drl\.c down here, and down Sparkman Drive to our (aciliti(::,. 

This bluc-sh:HINI arl•a is 1he 111M propc-rty in lhe Research Park. We have 

lhret• b\lil<lingb thnl w,· .... itl show you later in more detail. We also hav(• a 

c·orncr of this Bruv.n Engineering property in which we have our Commc•rc1al 

Sales Branch Office We also have about one-half of that building occupied 

with the acllv1ties we ha,� ht:rl:c' on Lht: l11�Lru1n1::nt Unit P1·ogra1n. 
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Mr. WILSO'\J. D,H s IBM have an, v.,ork in the!"e facilities other than the Marsha Ii-

as sociatcd \.\ or k? 

Mr GRACE. Non1,;. Nol r,,"lv-. 

Mr. WILSON. IL 1s all ,•nltrt•ly a�!:.,n:1all•d with the 1.lar,,l.,.dl SpaC:l' Flight 

Ccntc r? 

Mr. GRACE. Right. In ass csEing the job that we had co do on the Instrument 

Unit 1:--rogram, \.\C detcrmiried that the rnnst cff1c1cnt \.\ay to handle this and, 

probably, as it tur"'ls out no'\v. the only way ,l could have been handled, was 

LO build the facility here. We did not have a fac1hty anywhere that was totally 

I \ a dequaLc to hand! c the v. hole JO b. We had thought. at the outs et of the work

"with Marshall, that ""'e could do most of it in our O\1\,ego, New York facilities. 

But as il has turn<'d out. we could nut. We v.ould have had lo build nev. facil-

ities anyway. W c elected Lo build them here 10 Huntsville for the convenience 

of being closl' to the Marshall C,•nter, and, of course, in this program. picking 

up a development that was well along, closeness was a great advantage. I.1 

phasing over the activity LO us, they had a number of ground test programs 

going that we participate-cl in. Being here, in proximity to the Marshall 

Center, has bcl·n very advantageous. Let. me expand on this. You 

notice some of our neighbors (Figure l) -- Lockheed, Boeing, Chrysler, 

Northrop- - one� who arc pre-tty v. ell known in the aerospace industry arc loca tc.!d 

here with us. Thi:; Research Park location has turned out to be also very

advantageous because local concerns do a cons1derable amount of support work 

for us. 
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Mr. GRACF (cont.). Ld 1 s tak<' a look al the next s1id1• l,\:hich is an aerial 

viP.w of the facilities. (Figure?) This gives you a lillle better orientation 

looking this v.,ay into this building, where we are sitting right now--che third 

floor of this building which we consider, primarily, a� our Adminis:ration 

Iluilding. This ts our Operations Building where the actual fabncat:on, 

assembly, and c:hci-kout of th<i lnstrumc>nt Units take place. The High Bay 

arl�a is tn Lhl• ba,·k, and ;i lwn-s1ory s,,,·11on i� in the front. Thi!,j is our 

Engineering Building which is a three-floor engineering facility. This 1s the 

[BM Commercial Sales Branch Office. IBM FSD O(.'C-Upit•s about one-half of 

that bu,Jding. while lhe balance 1s occupied by the Commercial Sale!: Organi-

zation. WP also arp in some lt>ased fadl1ties aro11nrl the com.munity--about 

SCVl'TI cir eight i.rnall buildings that house the people who arc necessary for 

the job. As you can see. we also have some expansion underway. Let me 

give you m.ore dt>tail on lhe buildi�1gs. Thi:, Olll:, Duildin.t:i.. I (F.igurt> J), the 

unc th.:il you arc 111, we starlt'd lo build in 196? or 1�63, 1 guess. The buildinµ 

was in planning so long, and then 1t was under conslruct10n so long that 1t ,vas 

a real maJor proJect 1n terms of the t1mc 1t consumed. ln a ,.,,_ay, thl:i 1s kind 

of humorous. It was to be the Sales Of!icc. This building was m the plans 

for IBM before we had any indication that we would be the prime contractor 

on the. lnstrunwnl Unit When Wf': came down to Huntsville. to support the 

Saturn I Program, we talk<•d the salt�s people into making i t  two floors tall and 

we leasC'd part o( the secon::I floor. They agreed to that. Part of the reason it 

took so lnni:r to get the building up is because we kept changing it. Then, -...,hen 

we we re awa1·dcd the Instrument Unit contract. we macl1.� 1 l three floors, and 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). we 1.ook the whole thbg from them. The intecesting 

thing about it 1s that at the outscl of the program, when v.e met w1Lh Dr. 

v,,n Braun and his staH out. at Marshall on March 9, 196-i, we said we would 

have the second building up anc ready to go on October 1 of that same year. 

They knew we- had been fooling a round with Lhe fj rst one for about a year and 

;i half, and it was still not quite finished at that time. So they had a lot of 

skepticism about. our ability to gel the second bu1lding up. I see Mr. Luthei. 

Puv. ell srniling over there because he remembers this. That was our first 

milestone, I guess. We had Bu1ldinf? 2 (Figure 4}, ready for initial occupancy 

on the 1 s l of Oc Lober. W L had been able to meet, in terms of facilities, pretty 

much what v..as required. This building., as you will see on the tour later, is 

designed speTifically with Lhe Instrument UniL in mind, It has two floors on 

Lhis front part, and 1s about 1 OG fel't by 3C,O feet in the two-floor section. 

The first floor consists prin1.arily o( the elaborate equipment required for 

checkout of the Instrument Unit. Al this end of 1t, from here down on the first 

floor, are tv.o system checkout stations, one for the Uprated Saturn I and one 

for the Saturn V. On the othet end are areas for unit checkout stations to check 

L'at·h or Lhe cl emenls of flight harclv. ,, rt' that go into the Instrument Units, The 

second floor houses Lhe Resjdent Manager's Office at that end, then the n1anu

facturing C'n�int'l'ring. quality cnf?inC'1..'ring, and people a:;socialed with lhc day

lo-day ac-tivil1cs. Th<' High Bc1y area is 50 feet wide and 300 fe�t Jong. 

I should say at this point. that when ""e originally discussed the program 

that had to b<.· conducted on the instrument Unit, we felt that the two buildings 

7 
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Mr. GRACE (cont. ) that you have just seen, Building 1 and Building 2, would 

be adequate. It was sized with not much spare room in mind. But we thought 

it ,,;,•ould be arlequate, with maybe the necessity to lease some extra S?a.ce for 

:Hor age, and so forth. It turned out tha .:, a, we negotiated thu contract, we 

came to fully understand what was required, and we recognizerl Lhat we had 

grossly undersized the facilit�r requirt::d. This led to lhe conslrudion uf Build

ing 5, the Engincc ring Building (Figurl.! 5). So we moved Engl.nee ring into 

this three-floor engi.neering fadli.ty in which we have the IBM 360 Comp uter 

SysLem. The computer system is associated with scientific p:ogramming 

that ha; to be done, as well a.; our administrative aystem. This building also 

houaes the very important Simula•ion Facility where we simulare the compu,er 

pr.::>gran1s lha·. are involved m the system. I might ju::;t say a ·.vord aboat. LhaL. 

I think it was a majo: tleci3ion made p:rimarily by Mr. Ha,•uss�rman and 

the Aslrioni.cs Laboratory when they elected :o have Saturn go Lo an all-digital 

system. As you p:-obably know, th,.dr background was i.n the: Jupiter and 

Redstone and some of these other systems with analog guidance sy:nems. As 

I hear the sto:-y related, there was quite a period o( time and a 101· o( ciiscu.;sion 

ensuing in terms of going to a rligital systtm1 fo:: this. From ou .. · point of vi.ew-

althou.gh perhaps we are a little prejudiced in it--and ir)Ting to be objective 

when looking back i.n reLroapect from what w� have done her� so far and from 

Lhings we have seen, it just could not have bcl!n dont! any other way. But even 

the folks who ma:ie the decision to go all-d1gital in the flight hard,vare and tn 

the systems checkout hardware had no way of •.!nvisioning the magni.luul' of the 

job a11d what would :,e required. As it lu;.·ned onL, pa rt of the reason that the 

8 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). job we have is bigger now than it was at the outset 

has to do with the facL that the amount of programming--con1puter pro

gramming--requirecl for the flight computer and the factory checkout system, 

and a tremendous complex of launch computer systems at the Cape , were just 

p,rossly underestimated. 

Mr. WILSON. Do you do all the software work for this, he1·e? 

Mr. GRACE. We do the software work here, yes. We- will be discussing 

that in cons1dcrab le detail l.itcr. The other bu1ld1ng l ment1oneci 1s Building 

-+ and, as I said, it is our Branch Office. (F gure 6) We do have some 200 

FSD people over there. There are some.! engineering folks responsible for the 

design of some of the measuring systems. but most of them are in the Systems 

Programming activity. They have to do with software. 

1 mcnlioncd the fact that we- arc expanding Building 2 We have an 

artist's conception here. (Figure 7) This is looking from the back of that 

building. Now, if you 1.:d11 recall Lhe lwo-slory building and t.hc 50 iooc by 300 

foot High Bay ar ea--that turned out lo be just too small. We have two checkout 

stations, one each for the Uprated Saturn land Saturn V. We have three assem

bly stations and two !abricat.ion stands. As it turns out, to meet the current 

rate of delivery, we have something on those stands at all times. Because you 

do not always have the ideal situation--two in fabrication, three in assembly, 

and two in checkout, it is a Jugghng act just to have c-nough room We have 

found ourselves Just terribly cramped for space and it has been d1ff1cult lo 

operate as eific-iently as we would like. That is LIH' n·ason for this t·xpans1on. 

9 
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Mr GRACE (cont.). We are going to make this 110 feet widt-• compared Lo 

tht• present 50-fool width. We arc adding 60 (C"ct more, full kngth. Y.•hich 

will give us room to operate around the stations that we ha, c 1n there. Tlw 

1-story area in the back is going to house- some of the specialized fac�litics

that a re required in terms of clean rooms and the component working a rca, 

which is also rather cramped. 

Mr. WILSON. How much total investmc,nt does IBM have in these facilities? 

Mr. GRACE. We have some detail on that. Just to give }'OU a round !1gure, 

including the furniture, fixtures, land, and buildings, it is about $14 million 

Mr. W lLSON. And this is all IBM investment? 

Mr. GRACE. We came here on the basis that we had a firm conviction that 

space was here to stay. W c bought th,• land, we own the bu lldings, anc thcr 

are un--what is it, Mr. Cleary, a 33-yl·ar amortization? 

Mr. CLEARY. On a 50-year average for the buildings, with lesser average 

for furniture and fixtures. That 1s an overall average of about 33 years. 

Mr. GRACE. Well, to answer your question- -yes, we own it, it is ours. 

lt is not completed, but we put it here specifically for space work, and that is 

what it is here for. 

As you drove in, you may have noticed the expansion work undertAay. 

Acluallv, it 1s a little morr. undc>rway now Lhan since this pictur� v.a:; taken. 

(Figure 8) Hut this 1s lht• area rn winch we will be expanding this building. 

Mr. WILSON. ls this new section included in the $14 million investment? 

to 
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Mr. GRACE. Yes. When this is finished it will be $1-1 million. 

This is a glimpse o! an area you w11l be seeing in more deta1J a li tlle 

later. (Figure 9) You get an idea of what I mean by being squeezed in. In 

this particular instance, we do not have this Instrument Unit on a stand. 

Notice lhc three segments in Lhe background which are ready to be mounted 

on this fabrication stand. This is a fixture that goes on the Instrument Unit 

for drilling and potting the holes in the interface where 1t connects to the 

S-IVB Stage and Lhe Lunar Module Spacecraft Adapter. The Instrument Unit

is, as you know, a .structural element within the total system. It is a load-

bearing element that comes to us in these three 120-degrec sectors. Our 

supplier on this particular phase of the program is the North American 

Aviation, Tulsa Division, who also makes the Lunar Module Adapter. We 

went on a competitive procurl!ment and they won. They deliver the segments 

to us with certain bosses already built in--in terms of their assembly activities. 

Then we do a lot of the fabrication work. The re is the cutting of holes and 

putting bolts m, and so forth, which has to be done with a very precise drill 

fixture, as we have here, both fore and aH. Then we proceed through t he 

assembly phases down to th<:> checkout stations on Lhc l•nd. You Wlll nolt• in 

this particular p icture, which is comparatively recent, that we have two Instru

ment Units, in checkout one on each checkout station. 

The Instrument Unit (Figure l 0) is built with a cable tray around the top. 

This is the upper surface. The cable tray, in this particular view, does not 

have many cables mounted on il yet. You will see more of that when we give 

you a technical description of it. The big duct you see in the inside of the cable 

11 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). tray is the purge duct. When the vehicle 1s stacked 

at  the Cape, it purges the dangerous gases out of the area while thl· men arc 

rn there working. 

On the inside periphery, all of the equipment is mounted on thermal 

panels, called cold plates, which have a water-methanol mixture pump,.!c.l 

through lhem. The water-methanol mixture runs through an environmental 

control system which regulates the temperature so that the operating tem

peratures of the units arc kept within a reasonable range. 

Mr. FELTON How long does it tak<> to check out onl' of the.> units·� 

Mr. GRACE. Normally il Lakci:; about 8 weeks to go through il. That is 

figured on a standard 8-hours-per-day work shift. We have done it in less 

time bul wllh a tremendous crash effort. 

Mr. FELTON. You have two checkout units? 

Mr. GRACE. Two checkout stations, one for the Saturn V and one for the 

Uprated Saturn I. We will go into more detail as we discuss checkout a little 

bit later. 

As you well know, the Uprated Saturn 1 and the Saturn V arc quit<> similar 

in c:onfigu.rat:iun gcHng from the IU up toward the sta�cs above. (Figurp 11) 

The Instrument Unit is relatively small in terms of the size o( the total Apollo

Saturn V moon rocket. The reason for showing this is to show that Lhes(> are 

essentially the same dimension. However, as 1 pointed out, the lnstr·..iment 

Unit is different from each Saturn V to the next, and from each Uprated Saturn 

I to the next, m terms of the exact configuration. It depends on the mission 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). that is planned, what 1s in there, and exactly how it 

1s structured. The maJor impact from m1ss1on to m1ss1on is, as you would 

expect, in the electrical system that connects everything together in the 

specific units that are rnvolvec! 

Mr. WILSON. Are we going to discuss these in some detail? 

Mr. GRACE. Yes. W£: \\ ill discuss these in some detail. 

We havt? a scqu<>nt:al event that must. take place. and that is the checkout. 

We have a necessity to allow time for what we call refurbishment of the check-

out stations from one level to Lhe next--in that the S-IU-204, for example, \\as 

different from S-IU-203 1n certain respects- -and we have to make the modifications 

to the checkout stations that handle these differences. You will see that latc."r 

as 1 get into the status of the program. l wanted to sp0nd a little time in 

discussing this m some detail so that you can see the interaction or. what we-

e-all. thP dnminn prfect. You get a real bad problem, and because we have o 

sequence that has Lo be followed 1 t pushes everything out. 
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MILESTONES--AS-201, l02. �03 

Mr. CRACE. \Ve h .. v0 accomphshcd a Ct'rtain number of 1hin!!s so far. 

Having started back in early I %4, we completed th building in October 

of J 964, and got undl•rway rt•,dly, 1n terms of fabri. ali,ln of our (i rst Instru

ment Unit, 1n early 19( 5. The fnst Instrument l'nit, S-�l'-201, \.\.as fabnca.t ci 

and assembled by !RM w1tr.; ss,stancc from Marshall. and chl'ck<'d out b} 

Marshall with alisistanc.r f:rnm IBM. We had a Vl'l'Y close.• \vorking n·latwn� 

ship here at thal tLmC'. 

This is a view of thP S-ll -201. (Figur1• 12) Obvioi,sly, -v.c• \\'t'!'l' all 

prdty proud and plt:asc.ct wht·11 1hat iirst one w1::nt out, and ev1•n n,ore proud 

when it was successful in te�ms of the actual rr.iss10n of the flil! ht. 

This is a vic.•w of the' S-ll·-:.oJ on our big ciay last Octolh•r, abNtt tht-

8th. (Figure 1 )) This is a vif'W oi it going by the familiar AdministratH,n 

Builrlings out at t11e Marshall Center on the way to the riv(•r. The Jnstrumc .. nt 

UnH was carried on this transporter to the river and lo KSC (Kennedy Spac,• 

Center) by barge. \\' c learned a lesson on that day, did -., e not, Mr. Powell? 

We had iL ready at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, and we- wcrt· anxious to let it 

go. So we shipped it al 3 v'l·l•l•-k in Lhe afu:rnoon. About 15, 000 p�opl� wanh·d 

to get home from Lhe Arsenal about 3:30 or 4:00 p. m., and \.\C were right in 

the middle of the biggest trat(ic: Jam that Huntsville ever saw. They finally 

got us off to the side of the road out there until they got the people home. We 

had a lot of people mad al us that day. We have learned not to ship 1t al that 

particular tim". 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). 

This is a view of S-IT' -202. (Figure 14) One thing you may notice--

they are white. The first three were white; they are black now. This is 

one of the changes that was necessary because o! the environmental control 

system. We determined that the color of the paint had a significant influence 

on our ability to control the temperature. As a matter oi fact, our therm.al 

c:ontrol system was too good. It was making th:ings a l1ltle too cold. So we 

changed the color from white to black on the Instrument Unit and modified 

the paint inside also. 

The S-IU-202. was also shipped by barge and, just to give you a view 

of the size of the barge, it is big enough to transport the Uprated Saturn l

Stage. (Figure 15) 

The S-IU-203 was shipped in April of this year and as you know, has 

been launched in the very, very successful hydrogen experiment wh.ch was 

recently conducted. (Figure 16) This is the first Instrument Unit that we 

were able to ship in the Super Guppy. (Figure 17) It makes a considerable 

diHerence--1-day transportation compared to 10 or 11 days by water. We 

are hopeful that the Super Guppy will continue to function as well as it has up 

to now and that we will be able to ship them all that way. It provides much 

more flexibility. However, as you will see in our status even though we 

have problems--we will tell you about that, too--we feel fairly confident that 

we could meet the Apollo program requirements, as they stand today, even 

if we had to ship them by water. 
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FIGURE - 17 - IU 203 LOADING ON SUPER GUPPY 



Mr• WILSON. ls there any reduction in cost associated with air shipment?

Mr. GRACE. I expect so, but the shipment is a government responsibility. 

Mr. Powell? --I do not know what their costs are. We could probably find 

out from Marshall Space Flight Center. This concludes my introductory 

remarks. 

I wanted to give you an introduction and then ask Mr. R. E. Ehrhardt, 

our Manager of Engineering, to spend a little time in the technical description 

of what the Instrument Unit is all about. Interrupt Mr. Ehrhardt whenever 

you feel like it. 

Mr. WILSON. You talk about your investment here. May I ask one question? 

How many total people do you have on board at this time? 

Mr. GRACE. We have a work force right now of about 2,000. We will go 

into that specific question a little later. 

Mr. WILSON. I would like to leave time in your schedule to discuss that a 

little later. 
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INSTRUMENT UNIT DESCRIPTION 

Mr. EHRHARDT. I would like to describe the purpose of the Instrument 

Unit by first talking briefly about the role the launch vehicle plays in the 

overall Apollo Miss10n, and th1s first slide talks about that particular subject. 

(Figure 18) I am sure that you are all very familiar with the ultimate objective 

of the Apollo program--to launch Astronauts from the earth and get them to 

the moon, land them, and bring them back successfully The trajectory, as 

outlined here. is essentially that. The basic plan is to first orbit the launch 

vehicle in an earth orbit, and then during any of the first three earth orbns, 

launch the S-IVB, Instrument Urut, and Apollo payload rnto a translunar 

trajectory, send the Apollo payload to the vicinity of the moon, land the LM 

on the moon, and th.en return the Astronauts to earth in the Command Module. 

Now the launch vehicle itselI is concerned with that portion of the mission

from liftoff into earth orbit, Orbital-type operations, in::.\!1 tlon into thi: trans

lunar trajectory, and control out to a poml in lime where we have turn-around 

of the Command and Service Module and reinsertion into the Lunar Module. 

At this time, se}Jaration occurs between the payload and the lU /S-1 V 13 combina-

tion. 

These pictures, around the side, give mort> detail of the mission. In 

the Saturn V Program, boosting into orb1t requires th1.' burning of thn·t> s,•par.ih• 

stages to get into an earth orb1t. At the appropriate time we ignite the thi.rd 

stage again and insert into the translunar traJectory. We then prov1de the 

necessary stabil1zat1on while the turn-around maneuver 1s accomplished. At 

this point, then, the mission of the launch vehicle is essentially complete. 
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Mr. EHRHARDT (cont.). 

Now, this is the ultimate mission. I am sure we all know about this 

one. Perhaps we are not all quite as familiar with the steps leading up to 

it. Specifically, in the Uprated Saturn program, the AS-201 and 2C?. missions 

are not orbital shots, but lob shots. In other words, we launch but bring them 

back down again before they make a complete revolution around the earth. The 

basic purpose of these two missions is to check out the heat shield on the Apollo 

capsule and insure that we have the design complete on the total launch vehicle 

and that it is operating successfully. 

Vehicle 203 was a hydrogen experiment whose basic puq,ose was to 

prove that the S-IVB engine can be restarted in orbit. At that point in time, 

we had some additional television equipment on board so that the proper obser

vations could be made to see just what was going on with the hydrogen during 

the weightless condition. This equipment was located in the Instrument Unit. 

Vehicles 7 04 and 2 05 are planned to be the first manned missions. 

Vehicle 2 06 is one which is used to checkout the Lunar Module. It will be put 

into earth orbit and then checked out by actual operation. Vehicles ?07 and ;cs

have been rather recently defined as a rendezvous mission. Our basic purpose 

for indicating these particular flights is the fact that they arc going to b<' opcrati ng 

in different kinds of trajectories. In other words, they will be lobbing a few, 

and going into earth orbit on others. There will be a necessity to steer 

the vehicle in different trajectories, operate different time sequencing to turn 

the engines ON and turn them OFF, and to operate the various equipment on the 
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Mr. EHRHARDT (cont.). other stages to meet the particular demands of 

the mission. 

Now, because of that, we :eel Marshall was rather wise in their decision 

to take these mission-dependent functions, and, instead of distributing them 

through the whole vehicle, include them in one stage. Within this one stage 

they can be more easily adopted to the various missions and are able to 

accommodate mission changes based on the results of previous missions. 

Frankly, that has proved a little successful already. We have a lot oi the 

functions for each mission planned out but, as you gain a certain amount 

of insight in each mission, you discover that there is a need to make some 

changes on subsequent flights. Again, the concentrated effort for these 

changes is not in each of the stages, but only within the Instrument Unit. 

The whole design of the Instrument Unit is aimed toward that particular 

goal--to insure that these changes can be made so that we can operate the 

launch vehicle in whatever particular mission is required and without a lot 

of redesign and lengthy lead times Now if I can move on to the next slide 

(Figure 19), I would like to Lalk briefly of the requirements or capabilities 

of the Instrument Unit. The guidance and control function, which is the one 

that establishes our trajectory. is one of these mission-dependent functions. 

The monilormg and origination o! vehicle events is another one that I have 

already mentioned in terms of the ON-OFF type functioning in the various 

stages of the vehicles. Ground communication is also very mission-dependent. 

Dcpt:nding on Lhe ()articular orbits that you art: guing to go into, you will be going 

over different ground stations at particular times which are different from 
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Mr. EHRHARDT (cont.). mission to mission . Therefore, there is a necessity 

to sequence telemetry equipment and various flight control parameters ON and 

OFF so that you can correctly identify what is going on and monitor it correctly 

from mission to mission. The Instrument Unit has several other capabilities. 

Mr. Grace already alluded to one, that the Instrument Unit is a basic part of 

the total vehicle,and is therefore, a mechanical load-bearing member of the 

total vehicle interfacing between the S-IVB and the Apollo payload. It is 

pretty much of a self-contained unit as it has its own electrical system and is 

mechanically self-sufficient. In ground communications, I have already talked 

of orbit determination. There is a need to be able to track satisfactorily from 

a range safety standpoint during the actual boost operation to be sure we know 

where the vehicle is, and then to determine the orbit from ground station tracking 

data. There is also a need to track the vehicle once it has gone into translunar 

trajectory on later missions. In all of this, because the Instrument Unit is 

operative for the total life of the launch vehicles in each mission, there is a 

need for very high reliability. 

And now we get into some details on how reliability has been approached 

rn design. We have the basic hardware units which are common from vehicle 

to vehicle and from Uprated Saturn I to Saturn V. The notable exceptions betv.,een 

an Uprated Saturn I and Saturn V Vehicle is in lh<' need for a command system 

in Saturn V that will operate in deep space--which is not required on orbital 

mission for the Uprated Saturn I. The other one is the Flight Control Computer, 

which outputs signals to the engine gimbals. Since we have three stages in the 

Saturn V and only two in the Uprated Saturn I, it necessitates that there would 
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Mr. EHRHARDT (cont.). be a difference in the actual Flight Control Computer 

construction. But the remaining Instrument Unit hardware is essentially common 

from vehicle to vehicle. The ability, then, to meet the particular mission 

requirement is accomplished, not by redesigning the whole assembly, but by 

building into the 1rutial design the capability for programming it--and l use 

tha t word in two contexts. We will talk about some digital computers, of course, 

which are programmed by computer programmers. This is software as you 

may know it. The other programming concept is hardware programming 

where we have standard modules and, depending upon the particular job yo':.1 

are trying to do, you plug in this one or the olhe!" one,or put in Modu�e A or 

B--depending upon the particular mission. 

Mr. WILSON. Can you use either one of your test Cacili ties for the Instrument 

Unit for the Uprated Saturn I and Saturn V? 

Mr. GRACE. You are talking about the checkout? 

Mr. WILSON. The checkout. 

Mr. EHRHARDT. Right now we do use one solely for t he Ui,rated Saturn I and 

one solely for Saturn V. We are investigating what it would lake to a' low tPstrng 

of either type of Instrument Um.t on either facility. 

Mr. WILSON. You do have the capability of using them interchangeably? 

Mr. GRACE. No, they are di!ferent al this period. You would have to modify 

one or the other, and because of the fact that we do have the constraint of only 

one Checkout Station for Saturn V and the other for the Uprated Saturn I, we 

are working up now, for Marshall, what it would take to provide the capability 

to test either Instrument Unit on either checkout facility. 
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Mr WILSON. ls lt because of schedules, anc so forth, thal you want to do 

this? Is it a problem to you? 

Mr. GRACE. We are doing it because we had a problem recently that put us 

in a schedule bind. Although you do not anticipate Lhcse things, I think you 

have to recognize thaL Lhey can happen, and it is insurance to have already 

figured out what you would do if you got into a situation where you had to 

convert one station inlo another. 

Mr. WILSON. The impression you get is that you are simply adding um ts. 

Is this reasonably correct when you are adding subsystems to, or modules 

to,the Uprated Saturn I configuration to meet the Saturn V requirement? 

Mr. EHRHARDT. We are actually replacing one with the other. 

Mr. WILSON. I see. 

Mr. EHRHARDT. The reason for the difference between the two Checkout 

Stations is the fact that we have specific configurations within this programmable 

capability of the hardware in the Saturn V program, which are checked out 

dilfe1rently because of the configuration definitLOn in the Uprated Saturn I 

program. 

Mr. WILSON Would it be worlhwhile to build a third unit with a dual capability? 

Mr. GRACE. Yes, as a matter of fact it would, and we have been discussing 

that with Marshall OnP thing that WP arr• rloing on our in1hat1ve--1n this npw 

expansion to the High Bay area--we are putting trenches in the concrete that 

are required for the cabling, ducting, and the piping that is necessary for 

the Checkout Station W c had hoped that the 500 FS System, which is out at 

Douglas for the thermal vacuum system tests, might be considered. However, 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). there must be at least four or five other needs for that 

particular system that Marshall is exercising. It does not look as if we are 

going to get that one right now. 

What we are saying in answer to your question is--we think it would be 

advisable. We have gone ahead on our own initiative to make it possible, 

with the least amount oi additional cost in our facility, to put another one in, 

should thal decision be made in lhe future. 

Mr. FRIETAG. Currently there is no plan for a third system. 

Mr. WILSON. Do you, one for one, duplicate your checkout facilities at the 

Cape wHh the facility you have here at IBM? 

Mr. GRACE. We check more here than is done at the Cape. The reason for 

that 1s, I think, fairly obvious. On a specific miss1on at the Cape. they check 

for that specific mission. Here, in the factory, we check the whole range 

and capability of all of the equipment that is installed. We do a little more. 

Mr. EHRHARDT. We do check the basic interfaces that are used at the Cape, 

as Mr Grace pointed out. We check those plus a little more. We have to go 

with break-out box1>s ::tnd do more detailed check,;; th::tn WP would do at the Cape. 

The basic ground support to Instrument Unit flight hardware 1s checked here 

as part of our normal checkout. We have identical type interface eqlllpment 

1n oui· checkuul i11:.lallalicm. 

Mr. WILSON. Do you intend to describe, someplace alo;1g here, your par

ticipation in total mission planning, tracing it back to the basic mission 

planning, and how 1l ends up m requ1rements that cause you Lo do things? I 

think that might be of interest to the committee--how the m.is sion planning 
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Mr. WILSON (cont.). sequence takes place, starting all the way back to 

Bellcomm, i! you want to go that far back, and how you get requirements. 

Mr. GRACE. I think that, if I might suggest it, Mr. Meadlock, 

in your presentation of software, if you would go back to the mission-defining 

documents, make sure to show them how you have up-to-date information, 

how changes affect you, and so on .... 

Mr. MEADLOCK. I think that will be a very important part of it. 

Mr. GRACE. Of course, we are very actively involved in post-flight analysis .... 

Mr. MEADLOCK. Right. 

Mr. GRACE. . ... and quickly getting Lhe information back that c:an be injected 

into the program to make the necessary changes that are required. We can 

pick that up, too. 

Mr. EHRHARDT. I think we will be covering most of those elements. If 

we have not covered them to your sat1s.fact1on, we will be certainly happy to 

expand on them at the end.

Mr. WILSON. I think it is an important ingredient- -how you do the work r.ere. 

Mr. MEADLOCK. l had planned to touch on a couple of them in here. I will 

be extra certain that I do. 

Mr. WILSON. And you might even wish to discuss some specific problems; 

take a couple of excursions like on abort problems and engine-out prublon1s 

and things like that. Show how it works--how you plan for these. 

Mr. EHRHARDT. l would like to get down into a block diagram now (Figure ?G) 

to talk briefly of the now of information and Lhe various (unctions thal go on 

within the Instrument Unit. Certainly one of the most important, if not the 
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Mr. EHRHARDT (cont.). most important, is the guidance and control 

function, which puts the launch vehicle on the trajectory for the particular 

mission that we are talking about. Within the Instrument Unit, we have an 

Inertial Platform whose basic function is to measure acceleration and 

attitude of the vehicle. That i:iformation is fed lo our Launch Vehicle Data 

Adapter. The Launch Vehicle Data Adapter is the interface unit which handles 

digital information to and from our Launch Vehicle Digital Computer. We 

h ave many analog devices of which I will be talking briefly, and this provides 

the interface with them. When we send something in, usually an analog signal, 

it is converted to digital form so that Lhl:' computer can work with it, and, in 

a reverse direction, digital information flows out and is converted to analog 

signals so Lhat we can interface correctly with the rest of the system. 

Information from the Inertial Platform is used to establish our actual 

present position and attitude of the vehicle. Within the Launch Vehicle Digital 

Computer-Data Adapter combination, we compute the end-conditions of the 

trajectory that we are trying to obtain, and establish, from that computation, 

what attitude and velocity vector we need in order to get there. These are 

usually different from the current attitude and velocity vector such that we 

get steering correction signals from the Launch V c-hicle Data Adapter lo our 

Flight Control Computer. Coming into the Flight Control Computer, as well, 

are accelerometer inputs and rate gyros, inputs to provide the necessary control 

system stability of the vehicle for all three stages of flight. The net output, 

then, are steering signals to the engine gimbals in each o! the three stages. 
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Mr. EHRHARDT (cont.). Switching occurs, as staging occurs, to allow the 

signal then to driv<• th,· apyropriatc slag<: en�inc �irnbals. The oth(.•r overall 

vehicle-type actwtty is the ON-OFF sequencing for the total vehicle. H<'re W(;' 

use information generated within the Launch Vch1clc Digital Computer to eilher 

monitor certain functions that are going on m the vehicle and. as a result of 

something happening, issue commands to something else, or we output thal 

information from the Launch Vehicle Digital Computer into a Switch Selector 

at a particular time when we want certain events to occur. The Switch Selector 

is a device which allows us to control l 12 different functions in each of the 

various launch vehicle stages. We have a Switch Selector in the Instrument 

Unit and one in each of the stages. Particular vehicle functions are controlled 

by signals from the Launch V chicle Digital Computer-Data Adaptc r-Switch 

Selector operations. Tied into lhis program is our commun1cations capability. 

We have the command system, which allows us to send commands from the 

ground, and this, in turn, allows us to update the on-board computer with new 

data generated on the ground, or go into alternate mode-type operations, as the 

case may be And, finally, the down-link of communications is our telemetry, 

where1n we monitor the actual operation of the equipment and determine how 

well things a re going from the ground. 

Mr. GRACE. If I may interject here for a moment--a point of interest on thi:;; 

lasl m1::.sion, AS-?03. Fairly close lu Lhe launch dale. while verifying the 

program, we deterntlned that there was a time in which the computer would 

not be able to accept a c:omn1and to switch the cameras. This was a V(�i-y 

critical thing in this !light. We wanted to be able to switch from camera A to 

camera B iI one of them went out. You know the drama that surroc.ndcd AS-2G3. 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). One of the cameras was not working when it was 

launched. We went through a crash e!Iort to get that program corrected 

so that it could accept a command. And, sure enough, it went through an 

automatic sequence in which it switched from camera A, which was working, 

to camera B, wnich was .not working. We had to command it over one of 

the ground stations to go back to camera A, and then we fixed the program 

which could do it. This was one of the kind of things that could be done. 

Mr. EHRHARDT. Things workec pretty well. 

Mr. GRACE. There were a few fellows that sweat a little bit during the 

process when they knew the automatic sequence switched over to the wrong 

camera and wondered, "Was it going to work?" and it did. 

Mr. EHRHARDT. There is one other point that I would like to make here 

to give you a better feeling ior the design of the Instrument Unit. 

The elements that I have just gone over are mission, vehicle-oriented, 

and are certainly vital to the successful completion of the mission. Marshall 

and we have taken some extra steps in here to provide as much reliabihty as 

possible. For example, in the Launch Vehicle Digital Computer we have what 

we call TMR, Triple Modular Redundancy. This is, essentially, a techniqu<' 

wherein there are essentially three ci'rcuits doing the identical program. 

Their outputs are compared, the majority of the outputs is used so that if 

there is a random failure in any one o{ the circuits, we will still get correct 

operation. 
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Mr. WILSON. Sort of a voting-type procedure. 

Mr. EHRHARDT. Yes, sir. Now, we have another redundant technique ove:r 

in the command system which is slightly different. We send up 14-bit data 

words to the command system-- 7 data bits are needed to either input data or 

to change an alternate mode of operation. The rema1ning 7 bits are complements 

of the first 7 data bits. These two sets of bils are compared with each other 

in the Launch Vehicle Digital Computer. If for any reason they do rot compare. 

the cornrnand is reJected, and the command is retransmitted so that if \11.C havl• 

transm1ssion dif!icultics from U1e ground station, dlic to atmospher' and th1.� 

like which occur from time to time, we avoid getting erroneous data into the 

computer by sending it up again until the data is correctly received. From a 

reliability standpomt, these are typical examples of what is built into the hardware 

itself. The program that we put into the memory of the Launch Vehicle Digital 

Computer also has additional backup capahi1itif'!- In insur,, th�f if th.-,.re should 

be a hardware failure of various types, the failure will he recognized and 

alternate courses of action will be taken to continue the mission. For an example. 

for au: eh:ration inputs froni. t.hc Platform, we have a table within 1:hc con,putcr 

which gives prescribed values for the acceleration we would expect to see 

during a given mission. We compare the measured accelerations with the 

prescribed accelerations to see if they are reasonable. 1f they are not reason

able, we switch over to the previously stored value which will allow us to still 

satisfactorily complete our mission. It is that type of technique, both from a 

hardware redundancy standpoint and t.he software backup-type capability, that 

we b.ave been able to, we feel. cover most any case that might come up so we 
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Mr. EHRHARDT (cont.). can attain a successful mission. Let us discuss 

some of the other systems. Electrical systems are, of course, required in 

order to supply power to the various units. Environmental control sys:ems 

keep a controlled temperature environment or. the various units and minimize 

the temperature changes that we have to go through. We have two other RF 

(Radio Frequency) systems that are used--one for safety and one £or orbital

tracking--in the Azusa and C-band Antennas. 

Mr. WILSON. How much hardware in this Instrument Unit does IBM develop 

and manufacture, and how much of 1t is from other sources, which you buy c,r 

subcontract---just a rough f:gure? 

Mr. GRACE. Well, most of it is subcontracted. 

Mr. EHRHARDT. The major ones thaL are IBM developed and produced a re 

the Launch Vehicle Digital Computer, Launch Vehicle Data Adapter, and 

Switch Selector We do electrical work, such as distributor and 56 Volt 

Power Supply manufacture here, also. 

Mr. WILSON. What would i: be--about the total unit cost of the Instrument 

Unit--roughly? 1 realize it differs as you go along. 

Mr. CLEARY. li you average them out, it is roughly .... 

Mr. WILSON. The total lns,.rument Unit? 

Mr. CLEARY. $5-1 /2 million. About 30 percent of that is purchased. 

Mr. WILSON. About 30 percent of the dollar value? 

Mr. EHRHARDT. Lest we lead you astray there, Mr. Grace has already 

mentioned that some of these items were GFE. The Platform and certain 
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Mr. EHRHARDT (<-onl.) other major dollar items arc GFE. 

Mr. CLEARY. Those are over and above the million and a half of purchase 

cost we indicate for purchase of the Instrument Unit. I am including in the 

$5-1 /2 million the support activity, the programming software act1v1ty, which 

is also about 30 percent of the cost. 

Mr. WILSON. Then, o! the total cost, only about $4 m'itlion--about 70 percent 

of the cost- -is hardware? 

Mr. GRACE. Yes. Mission-related engineering and software development 

activities make up the balance. 

Mr. EHRHARDT. On the next slide (Figure 21) we show the three structural 

segments. The structure was designed in three segments because initially it 

was thought that the Instrument Unit would be disassembled and shipped in 

these three segments. Further down the line it became more appropriate to 

ship the Instrument Unit totally assembled because of the transportation avail

ability of the Guppy and of Lhe barge. This would requ.i.re less rechecking when 

we get to the Cape. 

Mr. GRACE. I think you asked the question, Mr. Wilson, on the savings in 

transporting by Super Guppy as compared to barge. I think one of the things 

that needs to be recognized in the savings 1s that you do not have to disassemble 

it, and break all the electrical connections, plumhing connections, and splice 

plate connections. You do not have to do an awful lot of realignment and 

assembly that lakes time and expense at the Cape. We greatly reduced that 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). activity at the Cape. Sometimes that savings gets 

ignored when you talk about transportation savings. 

Mr. FRIE TAG. Is there a reliability factor that is also benef1ted between 

the barge and the Guppy? 

Mr. GRACE. Rehab1hty? 

Mr. FRIETAG. As far as the amount of checking that has to be done? 

Mr. GRACE. No. It is basically chcckl:!d the same way at lhe Cape- -put in 

the ground station down there and run through a sequence of tests which are 

programmed. 

Mr. Wil.SON The C-band and the Azusa just happened to be located here. 

As far as you are concerned, you do not need a common power source and 

all that sort of thing for these systems. They are really independent of the 

basic Instrument Unit. They are housed with it, but .... 

Mr. EHRHARDT We provide power supplies--totally self-contcs.ined power 

systems within the Instrument U11it--and the C-Band and A:Gl1sa are supplied 

power from our power system. The three segments here are manufactured 

by North American, Tulsa, and ar� shipped in pretty much the same config

uration as you see Lhem here. The brackets from which we hang cold plates 

and the ot.her units are put on at Tulsa. The painting that Mr. Grace alluded 

to is also done the rc->. 

Mr. WILSON. The painting interests me. You say the system was too cold 

with the white paint cm there? Does this mean you have fundamentally some 

problem with your environmontal control system? 
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Mr. GRACE. It is difficult, of course, to simulate all of the actual environ

ments you are going to get into. We did not have initial flight data--201 was 

the first time we got that data. I guess there were engineering opinions as 

to what we would find there. What we found was that it was much cooler than 

had been anticipated. In other words, the cooling system was mucJ-� more 

effective--more efficient than was anticipated it would be. 

Mr. EHRHARDT. We are presently evaluating the data on AS-203, which is 

really the first chance to get a large amount of data to see what is happening. 

Mr. WILSON. Does it mean you are pushing the environmental control system 

and its capability whP.n you mak<" l..hP.sP paint c:hanges? Does it mean that you

have to operate at either end of the extremes of Lhe specs? 

Mr. GRACE. Actually, it is the other way. There is a lot more capacity 

there to handle the heat than we would have to have. We could add considerable 

equipment in there, in terms of heat generabon, and still handle it with the 

environmental control syste1n. 

Mr. EHRHARDT. It is a self-adjusting system so that, as the temperature 

drops, h essentially shuts itself down so thal it does not take away more heat 

than necessary. 

Mr. WILSON. It is not a mis-estimate of the environment- -it is the efficiency 

of the environmental control system? 

Mr. EHRHARDT. Not a mis -estimate of the environment. 

Mr. WILSON. Not like lhe Pegasus program where the environment actually 

was di!ferent? 

Mr. EHRHARDT. Here is another slide of the ring fully assembled (Figure ?2). 
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FIGURE - 22 - IU 204ASSEMBLY ( COLD PLATES) 



Mr. EHRHARDT (cont.). When the splice plates are located and bolted on, 

we have a ring essentially 22 feet in diameter and 3 feet high. Now here we 

started to install the cold plates. They are the panels which take heat away 

from the various boxes that are mounted to it. In lhe next picture, we get a 

closer look at the cold plates. (Figure ?3) There are 16 of these pane:s in the 

Instrument Unit. Black-box components are mounted with bolts. We have 

standardization of the actual drill holes in the cold plate. So long as the mounting 

units of the black boxes are 2 inches on center, or some multiple thereof, they 

can be easily mounted onto the cold plates. Manifolds at the top and bottom 

bring the water-methanol coolant to the units, pick up heat, and bring it oack 

to the environmental control system panel shown on the next slide. (Figure 74) 

Herc we have the pump which circulates the water-methanol solution in t!'le 

environmental control systen .. and sublimating device which expels the heat 

from the Instrument Unit itself. Take water, introduce it into the sublimator 

element., and it turns into ice because of the temperature. The heat from the 

water-methanol causes the ice to sublimate into water v apor. 

I would like to move on to the electrical system and give you a little idea 

about t.ha t. We have four primary batteries lo supply power to all of the elec

trical systems contained within the Instrument Unit. They are electrically 

isolated from the other stages a s  is true of all the launch vehicles. We have 

our cables located on the tray around the top here (Figure 7.5). Some 7 miles 

of wire go into manufacturing these cables. The basic purpose of the cable 

tray is to mechanically support these cables and provide necessary spacing, 
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Mr. EHRHARDT (cont.}. electrically, so that we minimize any interference 

problems and, essentially, eliminate them. The cables then drop down to the

appropriate black boxes. The cable tray is actually mounted slightly in-board 

of the structure its elf so that it fits with no interference difficulties up rnto the

next stage. We had a little problem in the beginning, m terms of getting those 

lengths right. We now have our jigs set up so we get our cables in just right. 

Mr. GRACE. We have an interesting interface problem there. As you knl.'.>w, 

the Lunar Module fits up in there and the folded feet come down right around the 

inside, and the hydrogen dome comes up in the middle. It is a very compact 

space there. We had a situation where some of the cabling on the outside could 

actually interface with separation. 

Mr. WILSON. Other manufacturers have had considerable difficulty in fabri

cating, fitting, and checking out the cabling. Do you experience these kinds 

of difficulties with your cable in the Instrument Unit? 

Mr. EHRHARDT. In case there were ma3or differences from vehicle to vehicle, 

we have gone to some extra effort in terms of fitting the cables because we do 

not want lhem flopping around in there. 

But moving on down to S-IU-205, for instance, many of the measurements 

a re taken out now because the evaluation period is over. The cables become 

more or less standardized We expect that some 70 percent of the cables, from 

one vehicle to the next, will be essentially identical and 30 percent v.ill absorb 

these mission-type changes. 
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Mr. WILSON. IL is only 70 percent standard? You do nol simply have a 

standard cable system of lh� same type fur the• on(• lh;:il would he· r,•qu1 rr•cl 

for the flight? 

Mr. GRACE. What we have- -not that this is exactly what would happen- -

but perhaps this particular unit is not required. Obviously, you do not !'lave 

all those breakouts down to that, jf it is not in there If 1t were not in there 

before, you have to put it in now--all those breakouts have to be adde.d. So, 

the answer to your question is: Yes, we only have about 7C percent common

ality, and lhal is jus La rough figure. It varies cons1 de rably from unit to unit. 

Cabling 1s an area where we have to plan to make changes. 

Mr. EHRHARDT. Well. in order to meet the varying mission requirements, 

there is a need to modify cables. The electr1ca 1 system has certain flexibilities 

built into it, and that will be my next slide. (Figure 26) 

A Lypica l example: On S-IU-2v3, a television system was employed, and 

special cabling was needed to service it. The television system would not be 

on subsequent vehicles. Ii there were a need for a television system on a later 

vehicle, in that case, there would be some cables added. 

1n order to allow a circuit change, without 1·edoing cab1es and developing 

a brand new Distributor, the Distributors are designed to be essentially like 

a plugboard. Like one of our IBM machines, we can plug in and out to hook 

it up. An incoming terminal wire may be connected to an outgoing terminal 

simply by using a jumper wire. If there is a need to connect A Lo A in one 

mission and A to B in the other mission, we make the change in the !inal buildup 
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of the Distributor its elf. Therefore, the cables and the basic Distributor 

do not have to change. This scbemP c.onsiderably reduces the ] ead time to 

design and fabricate the Instrument Unit electrical cables and Distributors. 

We make most of the wiring changes in the Distributors. 

Mr. WILSON. Is this susceptible to field changes as well as here? 

Mr. EHRHARDT. We have made changes at the Cape. We try to minimize 

these. 

Mr. GRACE. Mainly because we like to have as near to 1 GO percent checkout 

of the exact configuration here m the factory and nol have to do that kind of 

thing at the Cape. You always have to do a little, but the mo re we can minimize 

that, the more comfortable we :eel. IBM makes the Distributors here at its 

Huntsville facility 

Mr. EHRHARDT. Since there is also a need to modify switching requirements 

from a mission standpoint, there are pluggable relays that can be pt.t into this 

unit as required. Again, not the need for a redesign of the Distributor, but 

just to plug it in at the appropriate relay. 

Mr. GRACE. Mr. Ehrhardt, how many of these are in the unit? 

Mr. EHRHARDT. There are five different types. There are two Measuring 

Distributors and they service most of our measuring equipment, a Control 

Distributor and two 1-ower Distributors. 

Mr. GRACE. The number of these vary, too. In an instance where you have 

a lot of measuring going on, you may have more Distributors because you have 

mo re Lhings that have to be done. 
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Mr. WILSON. I am wondering, as you go through the flights. whether, in 

fact, will lhere be less than the 30 percent change in the Instrument Unit 

that you are talking about now? 

Mr. EHRHARDT. That could well be. It could become completely standard. 

I have to point out that, to date, the various m:..ssions which are outlined 

require some mission-type changes, and we expect them to continue. 

Mr FRIETAG. What was yo�r estimate as to some sort oi percentagt.> 

number regarding change from rrussion to mission? 

Mr. EHRHARDT. That was the 30 percent. 

Mr. FRIETAG. ls every mission lhe 30 percent? 

Mr. GRACE. No, that is an average of the first ones. Though we have not 

had a great deal of experience so far, we are up to S-IU -204 in the Uprated 

Saturn I and we are on the S-IU -501 and 502 on the Saturn V. 

Mr. EHRHARDT. There was a net reduction in the number of cables in the 

total electrical systems from S-IU -204 to 205. The plan in the program was 

to significantly reduce the number of measurements, essentially going operational. 

Cables go from something like 170-180 down to 120-130. IL has been just a 

complete:: clt:h:tiou uf a lot of cables and Measuring Distributors, s1n1ply because, 

on the ope rational vehicle, they are not required. Now, I guess, l have Lo fall 

back and say that we want to get a liltlc more expericncl! on tho st!- -maybe my 

30 percent is high. 

Mr. GRACE. The present thinking on the program is that launch vehicles will 

be more standard as we get further into the mission. We talked early in the 

contract negotiations with MSFC that they would be fairly standard. We have 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). modified our thinking a little, based on our experience 

to date. 

Mr. Wll.SON. Change infers additional cost, and, I assume, you will explore 

this in further detail as we get on in the presentation. Change would seem to 

have some effect on both schedule and cost. 

Mr. GRACE. What you say is true. Change ordinarily is associated with 

increased cost. However, I think we need to very carefully understand. in 

the case of the Instrument Unit, that it was specifically designed to provide 

the capability to modify the overall system from flight to flight and be adaptable 

to what you want that mission to be. This is not a change in the sense that you 

might ordinarily think of it. If we had big problems, we incorporated the 

change. We anticipate these changes, and we do a lot of things in designing 

the Instrument Unit since we expect that these things are going to be there. 

In other words, having the flexibility in it that will allow us to put these changes 

in with a minimum impact on schedule and cost. 

Mr. FRIETAG. I think you might add to that, that in addition to the fact that 

we did decide to concentrate the variability in the Instrument Unit, S-llJ -201 

to 204 and S-IU -501 to 503 art:: designated as vehicle develop1nent flights. This 

is where the development changes, superimposed on the mission assignment 

changes, would be. It would be greater io these seven Instrument Units than 

it would be in the S-IU-504, which is quite standard. Of course, the Uprated 

Saturn I is a little different because the mission variation there is quite different 

from that of the Saturn V series. 
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Mr. EHRHARDT. I want to give you a qui.ck look at some of the components 

so that, when you go on the tour this afternoon, you will have a better feeling 

for what they look like. Here i.s the Inertial Platform which we rnenli.ont::d is 

GFE to :hi.s contract. (Figure 27) It is built by Bendix Corporation. It has 

integral cooling, as do s�veral other componenLs. The Platform, the.Launch 

Vehicle Digital Computer, Launch Vehicle Data Adapter, a:1d Flight Control 

Computer have integral cooling, as part of the actual desig:1, to remove the 

hea� from the i.nt.erior 0£ the components by ci�culati.ng a water-methanol 

mixture through them. The information flow from the Plat:orm, we said, 

was to the Launch Vehicle Dtgttal Computer and the Launch Vehicle Data 

Adapter shown in the next picture (Figure 28). The information then flows 

lo the Flight Control Computer which outputs Lhe signal lo the power stages 

(Figure 29). 

Mr. WILSON. Whc.t is the size oi the memory bank? 

Mr. EHRHARDT. That is variable. You can have up to eight modules wi.th 

4000 words. Each word is two instructions, so you have a possible 64, 000 

instructions. We are flying four memory modules on S-IU- 201. S-IU-203 

ha; six memory modules, and S-IU-501 is going to be eight memory modules . 

Mr. GRACE. The usual problem with digital computers is that, no matter 

how big you make the memory at the outset, everybody says, "What in the 

world do yon need that much capacity for? 11 No matter how big you make it, 

there a re people who can figure more things to do than the computer can handle. 

That makes a little problem for Mr. Meadlock because be has to sandwich it all 

into ::he pro6ram.. 
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Mr. WILSON. That is an interesting point. Just how much of the change 

work you have seen in these early development vehicles was NASA-initiated, 

as opposed to IBM-initiated, in terms of seeing problems and changes? You 

say 30 percent change. How much o! this would you tag IBM and how much NASA? 

Mr. EHRHARDT. May I clear one thing here? You have picked up my 30 

percent, which is only for the Electrical System, and I think you are thinking 

of it now in terms of the total Instrument Unit. 

Mr. GRACE. To put a number on that, I can give you a few numbers, just for 

statistics .... 

Mr. WILSON. I am not interested in a number and statistics to the decimal 

point. 

Mr. GRACE. In S-IU-201, Just to give you a feel for iL, we had over a thousand 

changes, and S-IU -202 had four hundred of them. Back in those early phases 

of S-IU-201 and 202, I think you would have expected to have a lot of them 

because there were a lot of problems that had to be worked out as we put things 

together. That kind of change is way down at the noise level. The kind of 

changes we are now getting are changes that we put in to correct things that we 

discover in the test program, dates of actual launches, changes that had to do 

with additional requirements that get imposed as a result of a mission, and 

conditions in terms of the program. To try to decide who originated this changl•. 

whether it was Marshall or IBM, is a little difficult. I would say that most of 

the changes in the early phases came in as directed changes. Thal does not 

necessarily mean that Marshall decided to make the change and imposed it on 

IBM. We are working so closely together on this that it is hard to say, in many 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). instances, who found the need for the change. 

Mr. WILSON. Do yot. have a formal change procedure? 

Mr. GRACE. Absolutely. 

Mr. LERNER From a statistical standpoint, we received 205 directed changes 

prior to the launch of AS-201. They were instituted by either Marshall or IBM. 

From AS-201 on, to date, we have only received an additional 166--that includes 

a series of vehicles. So there is already a significant downward trend. 

Mr. GRACE. You recognize, of course, that the lnstrumen: Unit is a Marshall 

Center development, and we are taking over responsibility for it. A nu.mber of 

things we.re still in the final stages oi development, with considerable testing 

still going on at the various laboratories at Marshall Center. while we were 

in the process of trying to buy these units and put them in. Changes were 

incorporated as a result of this testing. They were doing as well on testing as 

we were doing. It is very difficult to answer your question in a very straight

forward fashion. 

Mr. WILSON. Is this type of testing still going on in-house with IBM? 

Mr. GRACE. Pretty much in-house with IBM, but there are additional require

ments for testing. For example, if a change 1s made to a subystcm or a unit, 

we must run through qualification tests to prove that it is flightworthy. There 

are still some tests like this to be run. 

Mr. WILSON. Are you going to talk about your Quality Testing, on a current 

basis against current units, a little later? 

Mr. GRACE. We car give you a general update on that. 
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Mr. WILSON. That does not alter the statistics, as you would like to see them? 

Mr. LERNER. Those are the actual numbers. 

Mr. WILSON. These are changes that are still in process, but have not been 

completed. 

Mr. GRACE. We still have quite a few, and I trunk that every time you look 

at any of these presentations--of the type that you are referring to--you have 

to remind yourself that this Instrument Unit is designed to have these changes 

concentrated U1ere. Thus, there will be a higher number of changes in the 

Instrument Unit than you will ever see in the powered stages --if the program 

runs according to plan. 

Mr. POWELL. Exactly. One thing, to get a feel for what kind of a static change 

level we will have, we will see more of that wilh a standard vehicle. But, if 

you look at the statistics Mr. Lerner just gave out, you are looking back at 

S-IU-201, and we have a large number of what we called t1make it work'' changes.

W c developed the Instrument Unit strictly on paper and we went through a 

separate test program, but we never really ever put a full flight configuration 

logether until we got lo S-IU-201. We started putting the bolts in the holes, and 

sometimes the hole may be square and the bolt may be round. 

Mr. EHRHARDT. That is why, sometimes, these change numbers tend to be 

a little deceiving. Someone can think we have tremendous problems. Some 

of them were, but there are small changes, that still count as a change. 

Mr WILSON. Some of these are schedule -critical or cost-critical, where 

others are not? 
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Mr. LERNER. To <.:orn•ct a misapprehension on an upwar<l cu1·vl· of tlwsc• 

205 changes, there is one particuiar change Uiat Mr. Powdl has t·eferenLt�d 

to as a "make it work 11 change. This was a single change c.ocument against 

which 439 specific actions were charged. My statistics, from a contract 

standpoint, show 205 directed changes, against 1 of which there are over -100 

specific actions. 

Mr EHRHARDT. Perhaps I can put the subj eel in perspective this way. 

We do have a number of control documents which recognize when there is 

a need for something to be different from vehicle to vehicle. In the measure

ment area the re is an Instrumentation Program and Components list w;uch 

defines the instrumentation requirements 18 months prior to vehicle delivery. 

Mr. GRACE. As a result of this list, there is some early planning in terms 

of things which would affect the cable, power c.1stributors, and the like. But 

we have not built them at that particular point. 

Mr. EHRHARDT. But here is planning jnformation that there is a need for-

somethmg to happen--and we are starting to recognize that early enough to get 

it into the program. We have a final design review with Marshall on the actual 

Electrical System some 16 weeks prior to the actual checkout of the hardware. 

Here 1s where we finalize anything that has come in. We have essentially done 

the design change, and we now present a total system design package to them. 

You might say we are al the point where, if you change something from there 

on down, you would start to sec cost or schedule impact. But al that point, W<· 

think we have a layout that minimizes costs. lam not going to say it changes 
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Mr. EHRHARDT (cont.). at no cost, you know you always have to put pen 

Lu paper. But it is not the large type of cost impact where you have a bunch 

of hardware built, and it a.l has to be changed. The same thing is :rue in 

software. We do have mis s1on defining documents that come out nine months 

ahead of Instrument Unit delivery. These documents define the basic tra

jectories, and the like, that we are to use for this mission. Basically, there 

is an in-house control docutnt!nt that define� Lhe actual logic of the software, 

and thi.s is what we program against. Within these bounds, there are definite 

plans to confine the ability to make changes so Lhere is a minimum of change 

done, and yet, remain sufficiently flexible to accomplis.'.1 the desired mission 

obJectives. We are getting more and more successful every day, too. 

Measurement system--just a quick few words on this one. (Figure 30) 

Quite a number of different measuring devices are used. Essentially, Marshall 

has developed a number of different types of transducers to m.easure pres sun', 

acc eleration, acoustics, and .flow rales. 11 there 1s a need for a measurement 

change, we can usually accomplish it by usmg one of the existing transducers. 

We are not talking about having to go oul and design something. What we do 

to program our measurement system is to i>Ut in one of these available devices, 

assign it to the appropriate measuring rack (Figure 31) for conditioning, and 

lo the telemetry sys Lem for multiplexing and transmission to ground stations. 

We try to get standardized modules and jusc plug in the right one for the specific 

use and it goes into the appropriate slot, depending on the mission requirem ent. 

There are a number of antennas located around the per.1phery of the lnstrunu:nt 
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Mr. EHRHARDT (cont.). Unit. (Figure 32) Telemetry coverage is inde

pendent of attitude. We have a dual antenna system so we are not dependent 

on the attitude of the vehicle, and we can still get our data down. We have 

other antennas for the command system. 

Mr. WllSON. You would not lose it with violent roll? You could still 

communicate? 

Mr. EHRHARDT. We do not have any programmed violent roll. 

Mr. WI.1.SON. Sometimes you get it without programming for it! 

Mr. EHRHARDT. In the event it does come up, we have some emergency 

detection systems available that are sensing that kind of a tning. In summary, 

I have attempted to give you an idea of how the flexibility of the vehicle, in 

performing various mission roles, is concentrated in the Instrument Unit, 

how we plan to mininrize the cost and schedule aspects to meet the require

ments of the mission. Further, I hope I have been. able to show you some 

of the reliability that has been bu1lt in so that we can count on success oi ea ::h 

mission. ls there any other question? 

Mr. GRACE. We will be getting into more of the speci!ic technical aspects 

of the program. We did bring a few items to give you an idea 0£ the technology. 

The items are on the table in the back of the room. 
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PROGRAM STATUS - PROBLEMS

Mr. WILSON. You are going to start off on program status and problems 

and lead into this question, I am sure. As I understand it, the Instrument 

Unit contract was negotiated before you had the current schedule to follow. 

Is that essentially correct? 

Mr. GRACE. I think so. We want to be sure we answer you correctly. The 

contract was a littlP. ovPr a year in rtefinition and negotiation, before it 

was finally executed. We were awarded the contract in February 1964, and 

in March 1965, I bt.'li eve, 1t was executed. In lhe process of doing tha L, th� n• 

was considerable evolution in the scope of work with all of the Marshall 

laboratories, as they jelleci their thinking in terms of what we were to do. 

We had, al the outset, supported Cape Kennedy. We still do, as a matter 

of fact--considerably more than we originally discussed. All this was nego

tiated in terms of a schedule which at that time was, I think, generated in an 

environment of recognizing the tremendous amount of problems in the phase

over from Marshall to us, and so forth. It is the desire on the parl of the 

Marshall people, and I bclleve it is a natural desire, to �lv<: themselves enough 

cushion to recover from difficulties, if they did occur, in getting the Instrument 

Unit out. As a result, the schedule was negotiated into our contract. It was 

a compromise between the easily seen, near-in problem which says we must 

have that much time to do it and the influence of such a big Job of getting it 

phased over, out in the future, where we can allow ourselves a little more 

time. 
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Mr. GRACE (cont. ) 

I might as well get slarted here, because in discussing status, we- can 

cover this in relation to the total program. 

Mr. WILSON. My specific question here is: "How has this affected the cost, 

and has it been an advantage co you to make changes, in terms of total cost 

and time, based on the difference in what you originally started and v.:iat 

actually is happening now'? 11 

Mr. GRACE. Up until this point in time, the fact that our contract schedule 

is in advance of the program requirement has not affected the cost. In our 

opinion, it would have been just about the sa.me,becanse in the early phasP.s 

of this contract, we had our master phasing schedule--our internal IBM 

schedule that we are working to in order to meet the contract schedule dates. 

We were just barely making the deliveries consistent with the Apollo Program 

requirements. We arc talking about activity that took place in here when we 

were pretty much on the schedule we had to be on, so the impact (cost) of the 

program schedule has not yet been felt. But it will be felt now, and we have 

been working closely with Marshall to assess this. They are well aware of 

Uu:, and undt!rstaud what we are talking about. When you look at this schedule, 

it is based on the delivery of the Instrument Cnit to our current contract. 

(Figure 33) This little arrow here is lhe contract target right out of our nego

tiated contract. This is within weeks of when it ought to be in terms of program 

requirement. When you get down here to the last few, it -is 7 months in advann· 

of the currently defined program requirements. Now, if we address ou rsclv<•::. 

to this schedule and gear ourselves to the pace it takes to n1eet this schedule, 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.}. it is gomg to increase the cost because of the necessity 

for extra effort and working around the clock to resolve problems. 

1f the contract schedule is moved out to this, the MA2 schedule, which is 

consistent with the program requirements, we have, as will be shown in a 

lillle more detail later, determined thal it will reduce !.he cos L of the progran1. 

in FY67. It should be understood that Marshall had a good rationale for 

retaining us on this schedule. It will nol reduce the overall program cost, 

because the present contract is scheduled to be finished in 1969, compared 

with moving it out into 197G. There is a level of effort that. in effect, is 

being deferred to a later time of year rather than be accomplished now. The 

total program cost for a stretch on this schedule is, in fact, greater. However, 

in FY67, this time period presented here, when you take a lot of activity and 

move 1t out into a later hme period, you can reduce the cost in that time by 

deferral, and you do gain some actual dollar savings from the overtime that 

is eliminated. But the fact that you have to sustain a level of effort over a 

longer period of time, actually results in a net increase in the total program 

cost. These are lhe things that arc being debated within Marshall in terms of 

what should we direct IBM to do. I think we are close enough with them to 

understand why we have been on the schedule we have. 

Mr. WILSON. You are showing your incentive dates here, and you are well 

in front of those, of course, as you go out later and later. 

Mr. GRACE. We want to get in front of them. 
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Mr. WILSON. How has this incentive contract affected you? And what is your 

opinion of the incenlive contract from a performance, not from the profit, point 

of view? 

Mr. GRACE. We really have not needed the incentive of the dollars in the 

incentive contract to motivate us to do what had to be done on this program. 

I would say, unequivocably, that on any program that we are involved in, dollar 

incentive is not the motivation that we have to gel the job done in the time 

required. Up until now, we have had a fight on our hands to get the incentive 

fee earned, mainly because of the tremendously dynamic aspects of the program. 

There are so many changes, many of which have not been negotiated yet. Mr. 

Lerner is going into more detail on this for you. But a quick net on it; the 

incentive contract in this particular phase of the program has been a little 

difficult, I think, from Marshall's point of view and ours. I think it does provide 

Management motivation, but I frankly feel that m the case of IBM, we do not 

need that motivation to do our best to get these Instrument Units out to meet 

the program. 

Mr. WILSON. During the current period, is your incentive primarily oased 

on schedule or cost? 

Mr. GRACE. It is a little complex. That is one of the things about it. Because 

it is a very complex structure, I would like to defer that, if I might, until Mr. 

Lerner talks about it. Let me just spend a little bit of time on this particular 

chart. By way of orientation, we had a difficult time in instilling, in everybody 

in Marshall, the level of confidence that we wanted instilled there- -that we 

had a handle on this program, that we knew where the problems were, and 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). that we were addressing them in a timely and aggressive 

fashion. We went to the extent of establishing this Program Contrnl CentPr 

and including, in here, the things that you are going to be seeing--devices 

for program control and communicating, where we stand, and so forth. I 

thin� I can say without contradiction, that we now have that level of confidence 

from Marshall--now that we do have the program control. We know where 

the problems are and have taken action in a real timely fashion 1t has hf.'en 

a wonderf
u

l relationship since we put all this together. Basically, what we 

do is take every Instrument "Cnit--on the Uprated Saturn I, we have 12 under 

contract and on the Saturn V we have 15. The contract shows lhal lhey are 

required through the First Quarter of 1969. What we show by color code here 

is the fabrication phase, assembly phase, checkout and delivery phases. We 

delivered S-ID -201 on October 8, S-IU-202 on February 10, and S-IU -203 

on April 7. 

Mr. WILSON. What was the break between assembly and checkout on S-Iu -2C3? 

Mr. GRACE. This is something that I will get into in more detail. Notice the 

blue checkout. You cannot have two of the same kind of units in checkout. at 

the same time. Ii you finish assembly and the previous unit is stil� in checkout, 

you cannot begin to test the second until you get the first out of checkout. 

Actually, I think we were still incorporating changes and putting in modif1caliun 

kits during that period of time. 

Mr. WILSON. This goes back to the fact that the checkout stands are not 

interchangeable? 
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Mr. GRACE. That is right. 

Mr. WILSON. Are they done simultaneously? 

Mr. GRACE. Yes, we do run the Uprated Saturn I and Saturn V simuitaneously. 

We can do that with some exceptions. We did make some program savmgs 

by not duplicating the total facility. For example, the telemetry room and 

some o.f the RF rooms are shared between the two vehicles. We have to 

schedule the test to use that particular function for measuring that element 

within the Instrument Unit. We have to schedule them in sequence. We cannot 

do both of them at the same time. There is a completely independent and 

separate control room and computer for primary equipment involvf'd in the 

checkout. 

Mr. WILSON. Have you experienced much problem--does the checkout equip

ment change appreciably as the mission changes from vehicle to vehicle? 

Mr. GRACE. The electrical support equipment, the specialized panels in 

the control room--some o! the specific ones--do change and we have modifi

cations that have to be made. 

Mr. WILSON. Is th.s part of this gap that you show here? 

Mr. GRACE. A lillle l.,it. You will notice here, for example, we completed 

assembly on the 3rd and we started the checkout on the 10th. That week we 

did need a little time to refurbish the checkout stations, as you will see when 

I get into a discussion of this particular unit. A week is the minimum time 

to make the changes necessary aiter you vacate the stand with the preceding 

vehicles. 
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Mr. WILSON. What is the normal time between your shipping it out and 

the actual firing, and how long can it stay down at Kennedy before the Instru

ment Unit starts to deteriorate? 

Mr. GRACE. We do not expect it to deteriorate, but v..e have not thought 

about periods like S years or something like that. The kind of time we are 

talking about is 3 months, 6 months, or l year in which there should not be 

any deterioration. 

Looking at what we are talking about here, it was the 8th of Oct:ober when 

S-IU-201 was shipped to the Cape, and the launch was in February. The

S-IU-202 was delivered on the 10th of February and is not launched yet, of

course. It has been down there S months. T he S-IU-203 was deli,,ered the 

7th of April and was launched about the 3rd of July. How long they are there 

varies somewhat, but we think it is generally going to be in range of 2 to 

6 months. 

Mr. WILSON. This chart would then indicate that all flights are going to go 

before 1970? 

Mr. GRACE Well, this chart, as I have already said, is well in advance 

oi the launch dates, and we are going to show you another one over nere 

which is the one on which we have been working with Marshall to get this 

schedule adjusted. In effect, it takes the delivery dales and does this (indi

cating movement to right) to them; in effect, the delivery dates run out into 

1970. 
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Mr. POWELL. For clarification, let me jus; inject here that this was Lhe 

OJ -2 schedule. This was the old schedule before they slipped to MA2, and 

the last two, S-IU-514 and 515, are scheduled for, I believe, February and 

May of 197(;, now, on the Master Apollo Schedule No 2. This was the old 

schedule which was the one prior to that one and which was never stretched 

out before. 

Mr. REDFIELD. I believe that IBM is the only major space contractor that 

has not been adjusted to the MA2 schedule. There are a couple of other 

minor things; I think the engines arc on the old schedule. Things that were

standard production items, a lot of them are kept in lhe old schedule and 

a lot of the subcontracts. For example, out at North American Mr. 

Meadlock saw dala which indicated that the Colhns Radio and Communication 

equipment for the Command and Service Module are being delivered within 

one year. Their schedule is vertical; they will deliver 12 items in the first 

year. 

Mr. POWELL. An old pipeline philosophy from Marshall s viewpoint, the 

pipeline is not full yet, it is relatively empty and until we get that fullnt·ss, 

we wi 11 not feel like we have lhe confidence to make tradeoffs and move t hc

schedule. To date, we have not seen any reason, I think, from a cost stand

point, to re-project something in 1970. Since we do not know what kind of 

perturbations we are going to have in the next 2 years. We get a feeling of 

uneasiness if we start moving things around drastically. 
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Mr. WILSON. This has considerable effect on manpower and the type of 

manpower that IBM retains here, and I assume you will be talking about 

that as we go along; this is the other side of this coin. 

Mr. GRACE. We have been talking with the Marshall management in these 

general things. 

Mr. CLEARY. The reason we did not stretch out the Instrument Unit was that the 

total cost of the contract would go up if we stretched it out. The sustaining 

engineering and fixed overhead items would be used over a prolonged period 

of time, but now, in the spring of 1966, we have run into a serious expen-

diture problem--actual disbursement of dollars. If we can reduce the amount 

of current expenditures, --that is good, so far as a current dollars position 

is concerned. The only way we have to do this is to stretch it out. We are going 

to save money now, invest money now, and we are going to pay for it later on. 

Mr. GRACE. One thing I think we need to recognize--we were asked a year 

ago to give you a quotation on the MA2 schedule. It came out, as I recall, 

over the total program, a $200+ million program--a $12 million addition as 

the total program cost for stretching it out like that. I am sure that was one 

of the reasons that MSFC then went slow about implementing it. Because of 

the additional cost of the program, they let us wait awhile and see how things 

progress. I would have done the same thing myself. Now we are talking 

about some things that we will be talking about later--follow on and the pos si

bility of additional vehicles. If you do this and you shut the facility down, in 

a couple of years--a year later--you want to start it back up, you buy yourself 

a substantial additional startup cost. Besides, you have lost all the team. So 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). there is a lot to be thought about in terms of program 

planning and to adjust this out in a way that you phase-in the anticipated 

follow-on. We have done pretty well on the schedule. Back in November 

( 1965) we renegotiated the schedule of S-IU-202 to take into consideration 

all of the changes that had been done, and we set up a target date for delivery 

of the 15th of February (1966). Internally, we worked toward the lOch of 

February. We actually made the 10th. We have renegotiated delivery dates 

on those two Instrument Units, based on the direct changes we got. Obviously. 

the Government has the right to direct a contractor to do things under the 

Directed Changes Clause. The contractor has an obligation to come back 

within 60 days and say what the direction is costing in terms of money and 

schedule. Several of those impacts have not been negotiated for many Instru

ment Units--they were on these two. They have not been on S-IU-201 as 

a matter of fact, and that was the one that was probably impacted the mos l. 

Actually, the joint effort on 201 was pretty fantastic. I feel quite proud about 

it, and I think the Marshall folks ought to, too. We are in a situation now on 

S-IU -204 and 501 where a lol of things have to be taken into consideration in

negotiation. Yes, there were a lot of changes that were involved and we ran 

into some trouble. For the first time we had a problem Lhat impacted our 

ability to recover in terms of the schedule. 

Over here, I will show you the near-term expansion of our portrayed 

schedule. This is what we call our status chart--that is our schedule chart 

(Figure 34)--from this period through S-IU-505. This is a little bit complicated 
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Mr. GRACE (cont. ) if you are not used to sitting in here every week and 

watching thrngs go on like we do with the Marshall people. 1 think it is 

very informative and I would like to take time to discuss it with you. 

Obviously, it has dropped off the three units that were delivered. We 

are addressing ones that are in the house. That chart on S-IU -2G4, as 

you can see, calls for a delivery on the 29th of June. The S-IU-204 is

still on the checkout stand; it is essentially finished. We are talking about 

a delivery by the 1st of August--about a month's delay. You can see what 

happened here. We were in systems test and scheduled to complete on the 

22nd for our 29th delivery when we ran into a problem concerning the 

environmental control system. 

We found a problem that led us to suspect the welds in the manifold. 

We found it necessary to meet with Marshall, our supplier, and our own 

engineering people and really evaluate what we had. The net of che evaluation 

was that IBM had no confidence that we could sign a certi!icate of flightworthi

nes s with those manifolds in it. We felt that we had to make a decision, and 

we made it. 

Manifolds are the pipes that carry the water-methanol mixture around 

the Instrument Unit--a part of the environmental control system. (In discuss.ing 

the environmental control system hardware, Mr. Grace refers to items on 

display.) If you can visualize, each of the cold plates has a flexible inlet and 

a flexible outlet. There is a connection from the manifold or pipe that goes 

around for each one of those coming in and oul. This is what we are talking 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). about, the piping that goes around the inside of the 

Instrument Unit. There is a connection for flexible hose going up to a 

cold plate or coming down from a cold plate. Because of the bosses, we 

have many welds. 1n each one of those locations, there is a weld on either 

side of it. This big long pipe that goes around the inside is made up of 

sections A piece of pipe falls into a fitting, and another one welds in the other 

side and around. It looks beautuul. We had a lot of trouble with it, and 

went to a different supplier to come up with one that is very good in terms 

of appearance. But after we were well along in checkout in S-IU-204 and 501 

and S-IU-205 was well along in assembly, we lost confidence in the manifold 

and, frankly, made the decision that we had to pull them all out. 

Mr BROWN. What happened to make you lose confidence? 

Mr. GRACE. We had a leak at a weld while undergoing tests. It was not a 

gusher, but in a period of. several hours, a drop was formed on the outside 

of the weld, actually coming through the weld. Looking into that, we had 

two developing in S-IU-204 and one developing in S-IU-501. We had one to 

start wilh, then we had a couple more. The fact that we had three of them, 

really shook us. We ran a real investigation of welds, X-rays, and micro

sections, et cetera. We came in one Sunday, about a month and a half ago, 

and checked all S-lU-204 manifolds that we could get. to You understand, 

that once they are installed on the Instrument Unit, you cannot get in there 

too well with X-ray machines. Of the 108 or so welds in this system, we 

could get at about 56 or so. Of those, we found 8 of them that we felt possibly 

had a defect. 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). 

With that kind of data and the kind of evaluation we ran, we made a 

decision and presented our decision to Marshall. We had to take them 

all out. We had to re-X-ray every single one to be sure that they we re 

all right. You know, when you start do:mg something like that, you really 

throw a 11 glitch 11 into the program. What you see here, then, is the impact 

of thal. We had to get a complete evaluation of the manifolds, take them 

out, re-evaluate them, and put them back in. We also had another thing 

happen. Follow me down to S-IU-205. We had S-IU-205 finished in assembly 

when we took S-IU -204 of( the checkout station. We refurbished the check

out station with the S-IU -205 configuration. Those are the changes to the 

station we talked about. We wanted to get through the electrical tests on 

S-IU-205 to make sure that we had everything checked out there. We .find

that if we get the electrical system, with all those connections and miles of 

wire all checked out, we are over a big hurdle. So we wanted to do the ch1,;;ckout, 

in terms of minimizing the impact on the program, we knew that we were 

going to get out of the manifold problem pretty quickly, and then we were 

going to have the domino effect of the single checkout station. If we would 

get as much done as we could, we would be better off. We did complete those 

tests on S-lU -205, then went back, refurbished back to lhc S-IU -204 levd, 

repeated the tests that had to be repeated as the result of pulling of£ manifolds. 

then put them all back in again. We are now back to the point where S-IU-204 

is finished and just about ready for shipment. 
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Mr. FRIETAG. How does this one-month slip affect lhe launch schedule'? 

Is it a one -for-one slip? 

Mr. GRACE No, as a matter of fact, we have not impacted launch schedule. 

It will not impact launch schedule. This little note that you see here is the 

stack date at Cape Kennedy. We are still three weeks ahead of the stack 

date. Three weeks ahead of when Kennedy needs it. So, even ·with the I

month slip, we had enough time. As you know, they have had a few diH1cultles 

at the Cai,e lhat bought us a little time. As it turned out, the schPdule require

ment is the 23rd of July and we make shipment by the 1st of August. We arc 

going to make it in terms of program requirements. 1n terms of our situation, 

as you know, incentive fees, et cetera, we may have a problem. 

Mr. WILSON. On S-IU-204, it still meets laU1ch? 

Mr. GRACE. Yes, now we have other problems as a result of this. This 

shipment on the 1st of August and getting out of the checkout station on the 

29th of July means we have to refurbish back to the S-IU -205 level. We .have 

manifolds to reinstall in the S-IU-205. As a matter of fact, we are going to 

have the checkout station refurbished again at the S-lU -205 level before we 

get these manifolds back in. So you have the unhappy situation that, in both 

S-IU-204 and 205, the manifold problem kept us from utilizing our checkout

station to the maximum extent we possibly could. That hurts because that 

is the sequence of activities From now on, the checkout station is going to 

cause us problems if the manifolds do come in. But we come off of the checkout 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). station on S-IU-205 on the 23rd and this refurbish

ment cannot start here for S-IU-206 until then. So the refurbishment is not 

going to be done until then. The systems test on S-IU-206 is going to be 

delayed to that extent, of course, down to S-IU-207. This refurbishment 

will be delayed until the 25th and end by the 2nd. 

I did not explain the diamonds to you. I should have. This dangling dia

mond technique is one that Marshall evolved to indicate a delay in the schedule. 

The S-IU-206 is going to be delayed this much. The delay you can see is 

decreasing. Down here on the S-IU-207, you have a little over a week. 

The S-IU-208, of course, is back on schedule--no impact. 

Mr. WILSON. How are you working around this delay to close this gap? 

Arc you just simply going to use your equipment as it stands now? Or you 

were talking ahoul the possibilities of changing your checkout stations or 

adding capabilities? 

Mr. GRACE. Nothing we can do in terms of adding capabilities would give 

us any relief in this time period. The lead time of getting another facility 

going is too great. We are doing one thing that has not been completely tied 

into this yet. That is, we are re-assigning personnel. We arl! adding more 

people to our checkout function to enable us to work double shift on the 

Uprated Saturn l checkout. You can see how we are currently scheduled to 

work--we had enough people to run a double shift on S-IU-201, 202 and 203. 

Then, with S-IU-204, we had S-IU-501 at the same time. We took the S-IU-

501 people and put them on their planned assignment. This gave us two single 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). shifts in checkout. With this (manifold) problem, 

we are adding people to that area to run a double shift on the Uprated 

Saturn I station and a single shift on the Saturn V station. What we think 

we can do, is perhaps move this delay back a bit as a result of the double 

shift. As it currently stands, this is the impact that we expected from 

that problem. There was some impact on S-IU-501 since we had to take 

the manifold back out and recheck them. We did not refurbish the Saturn 

V checkout station as we did on the Uprated Saturn I. We went from the S-IU-204 

configuration, to the S-IU-205, back to the S-IU-204, and then back to S-IU-205. 

The reason for that was, as you know, we wanted to get as much testing done 

as we could. It was the lack of manifolds that was holding us up .from even 

doing that (two extra sets of refurbishment). We still have a little time where 

we cannot check out something because of the manifolds. 

Mr. WILSON. It appears that on the S-IU-502 that your delivery date would 

be after your planned stack date. ls that correct? 

Mr. GRACE. No, that is not so. The stack date for S-IU-501 is the 10th of 

September. We plan to ship the 19th of August. On S-IU-205, the stack date 

is the 25th. We do not show the stack date on S-H,,; -502, but it is out here. 

This little note here is our maximum incentive. We just stuck that up there 

to show ourselves that this is a maximum incentive plan. In a sense, the 

incentive contract does provide you some motivation, but when you are in a 

problem like this, you are more interested in solving the problem. 
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Mr. WILSON. On the manifolds you took off the later stages, did you find 

the same percentage of defects that you did on S-IU -204? 

Mr. GRACE. Yes, just about. As a matter of fact, the reason Mr. A. R. Beckhardt, 

our Operations Manager, is not here today is that he is out at Solar, a Division 

of International Harvester, alo ng with Marshall technical people on this 

particular problem. They are making sure that the process es we are using 

and the products we are getting are going to continue to con1e in on the schedule 

we wane them on. We did find problems. 

Mr. WILSON. What about those manifolds on S-IU-201, 202 and 203? 

Mr. GRACE. They were different manifolds. They had different kinds of 

problems, but their problems were technically assessed by Marshall and by 

us as problems that we could live with. Specifically, the big problem was 

porosity on the S-IU-201, 202 and 203. The manifolds were hand-welded with 

the variation in that kind of a process. We got a lot of leakers in S-IU-201, 

202 and 203--lots of them. It was a nasty kind of problem because it depended 

upon the individual welder, whether you got a lot of material, or whether you 

had a little or a lot of porosity. We had cracks. But we did, by brute force, 

net out our manifolds in S-IU -201 and 203, which were considered to be flight

worthy. 

Mr. BROWN. If you could have lived with leaks on them, why could you not 

live with it on S-IU -204? 

Mr. GRACE. Because S-IU -204 is man-rated. 
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Mr. EHRHARDT. S-IU-Z0l and 202 are sub-orbital shots. They are of 

short duration. Frankly, if it had sprung a leak, it could have got by. 

When you start into the continuous orbital shots, you do not have that option. 

The S-IU-2.04 is man-rated and i.s a 14-day schedule. 

Mr. WILSON. You are working on correcting the welding problems you have ? 

Will these units be subjected to vibration test, environmental tests? 

Mr. GRACE. Will, are, and have been--let me get into that on Lhe manifolds. 

Specifically, I want to give you more of a feel for that problem. I just want 

to show yon the impact of it. No..v, I do not know whether you noticed it as 

we were going Lhrough--you might want to run back through Lho�e pictures. 

(Flgures 35 through 40) This is a view of S-IU-204 on the checkout station--

these pictures are not more than a week old a� this point--S-IU-501 is on the 

Saturn V c.heLkoul :;tat.ion. 'Iht: S-IU-2.05 pi.cturt: lS a little older than that 

because it bas been completed in assembly. :t has been checked out electri

cally on the checkout station, and is back in asse:nbly with the manifolds taken 

off for refurbishment. The S-IU-502 is in the final phases of assembly and, 

as you can see here, it is not complete. Notice the cable trays are not full. 

The S-IU-206 is in assembly also. This is less far along in assembly. We 

did not even have the purge duct in thi.s one. The S-IU -503 is in fabrication, 

with the forward protective ring and aft protective ring not on yet, but 1t gives 

you a feel for where it stands. The S-IU-207 ts coming into assembly. As 

you note here on this chart, we are now in fabrication on S-IU -503. The 

S-IU-207 is scheduled to be in fabrication here and will be in fabrication
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Mr GRACE (cont.). at that point. We had delay in delivery of the tti-ucturcs 

lll S-IU -207 because we ran into other things that sometimes come up. We 

had a big debate among the inspection agencies as to whether a certam require

ment was necessary and whether it was being met. We became involved at 

North American. No problems are going to occur on this one. We can actually 

complete this fabrication in less time than scheduled. 

Mr. WILSON. You have talked about the e!Iect o.f s chedulc for this problem. 

What 1s your costing experience now that you are in this problem and your 

schedule has slipped? You are adding people to shi.fts and trying to catch up, 

you are looking at the problem. What effect does this have on your cos ts? 

Mr. GRACE. At this point, I <io not know the exact effect on the cost. Mr. 

Cleary, have you got an assessment on it at this point? Mr. Cleary is our 

Financial Manager. 

Mr. CLEARY. You cannot real1y tell, at this point in time, whal it is or what 

the total impact on cost is going to be. For one thing, we have not really 

resolved with Solar for their rework. We are on a fixed-price contract w-ith 

Solar so the repair, to get good workable units, is Solar's responsibility 

Now, double checkout is probably only going to cost us a premium for the shift 

di.f.ferential because, actually, you are still going to have the same number oi 

hours. Where we have the doubling-up effect 1s in putting the units on the 

stands to do the electrical tests, then taking them off to reinstall manifolds, 

and then putting them back on again. We have not really assessed this because 

we do not have them all pegged. As you can see up there, they are not c·om

pletely checked out and ready for shipment. We really cannot assess it. • 
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Mr. GRACE. Let me give you a little better feel for the kind uf things Wt> do 

in here on a week ly basis. To do that, 1 thought I would take S-IU -205 which 

is one that is fairly current, in terms of activities, and you can see what 

has happened. 1 am going to make a specific point, and, when I do, I want 

to be able to show it to you. There 1s a message to be had from this one. 

First of all, let me give you this before you go into a state of shock- -a little 

explanation for these tremendous delays here. We had a couple of things 

happen to us on the programs. I think it proves the adaptability and flex

ibility of the Marshall-IBM team. We had a structur�, and lhe first three 

units, by the way, were built with Government-furnished structures which 

had been procured under the development lest program by Marshall from 

suppliers they had building them. Actually, il was Gene ,al Dynamics in Fort 

Worth. We went competitive, and General Dynamics. Fort Worth, lost to 

North American, Tulsa. However, on the program, when you change the 

supplier for a n1ajor element like that, you have to repeat certain tests. 

We had to repeat structural tests. In the repeat of those tests--the static 

test and simulated dynamic load at the Propulsion and Veh1cle En)!in1!erina 

Laboratory--we reached the required 140 percent safety factor, and the thing 

collapsed. We had a failure of the structure. Now, we had other tests that 

were expected to continue using that san1.e structuro, so we had the qu,n;tioni;: 

"Well, do we have to re-do those tests, or do we not? Should we really run 

additional and other tests on this one since we did havf! a failure?" In 

actuality it had ih rated load, but it collapsed at that point. Thi1; was t:he 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). maximum--140 percent of the maximum Saturn V 

load. At any rale, working with Marshall, we determined that we should 

have another structure, and we should run it through the static test again. 

We had to bring in an additional structure. We did nol have one in the plan. 

What we did was this: Since S-IU-204 was just beginnfog assembly, we 

disassembled it and we sent the structure to Marshall for the test:..ng. We 

then put another set of structures into S-IU-20-1. The same impact was 

felt in S-IU-205. That was one time. Then we had another situation when: 

we determined, between us, that we ought to have even one more structure 

test. We ought to run some additional tests in terms of vibration, et cetera, 

on another structure. We took another one out, and what you see here is, 

look at the original schedule--we show on these detailed charts a repeat 

of what we call an F level schedule. That is what we originally planned to 

do to each of those phases of fabrication, assembly, checkout, et cetera. 

What you see here is the impact caused by virtue of pulling out of the stream, 

H you will, two structures. This caused our completion of fabrication lo be 

way bl."yond what was originally sc-hPdulPd. WP absorbed that impart, in 

terms of getting the Instrument Unit together, with only that much 1mpaci 

on the completion of the assembly- -which is, on the schedule, from about 

the lat o( July to the 14th of July. We expected to complete checkout on 

schedule. We would have,if we had nol had the manifold problems. 

Mr WILSON. This is still after Marshall had required you to provide two 

extra structures for structural tests? 
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Mr. GRACE. You say, "required". We agreed to it. We agreed to do it 

and still meet our schedule. We felt definitely convinced that we could. 

Mr. WILSON. This may not be an appropriate question to you, but was the 

requirement for the second structure to repeat the same test that was done

on the first one? 

Mr. GRACE. We did repeat the static loading test on that second structure, 

but we also used that structure for additional tests which had been planned 

in a ground test prog1·am. We would have done these tests if we had not 

lost the structure at that particular poinl. 

Mr. WILSON. You were completing the test on the lost structure? 

Mr. GRACE. Right. The third structure was primarily the vibration test. 

There had been some questions come up in vibration test- -the tests that 

Marshall had run. The question sufficiently concerned us, and it was definitely 

felt, in the interest of the program, that additional vibration tests should be 

run. That was the reason for the two extra structures being called for. 

Mr. POWELL. I think there is another basic message there. 

Mr. GRACE. We will get to the other one. 

Mr. POWELL. I do not think we should leave anybody with the interpretation 

that the additional structure was bad, and I base it on the fact that they could 

have been available. I think it was a mandatory requirement, and based on 

the schedule we had and the work we had to do, it just so happened that it 

did not work out that way. 

Mr. WILSON. Were the original test plans as fair as possible as far as 

Marshall was concerned? 
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Mr. POWELL. The structures were there and. when we Lost them; the

test program had to be continued. W c felt like we could not fly S- IU -203 

or S-IU-204 without completion of the test programs. It was, in essence, 

the qualification program. 

Mr. GRACE. Well, it turns out, as Mr. Powell is saying, even i( they 

impacted the schedule somewhat--iI it had to be done--it turns out that 

happily we could accommodate that requirement without impacting our 

schedule. Now, there were other things that were involved, which leads 

me to another point l want to make. If we had not pulled those structure� 

out, you would have still seen a lot of these dangling diamonds because we 

have had one awful time getting all the bits and pieces in here on schedule. 

We ran into some dark days with Marshall about 9 months or so ago. W c 

were using the technique oI PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique} 

and simply cranking into the PERT system the availability dates on the h;ird

ware. PERT showed us dropping off at the end in terms of schedule dt•livcry, 

because PERT is developed, as you know, on a logic flow of activities. You 

takt" one key point, and when you move it 3 monl hs, the whnl(• dPlivt•ry mt"lv1•s 

3 monlhs. Well, we were simply cranking it through as required by contract, 

and we got into a situation where we were always hav1ng to explain ourselves. 

PERT 1:1huwt!d, al unt p.Jint, S-IU-501 being ddivcr .. �d in Novcrnbcr 19(,(,, We 

said we just did not believe that because we have things we can do to prevent 

that from happening. As a result of having to cxµlain it ,�very time anyborly 

saw it, we got into an awful mess. People were angry with us and probably 

justifiably so. We were frustrated ourselves because we could not explain, 
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Mr. GRACE (cont ). satisfactorily, that in this assembly phase we had

a lot of flexibility. If one p1ecc was not there, it would not stop the ""hole 

program- -it would stop that element If we had to work around it and. 

Mr. Powell well knows ''work around" got to be a real common word 

around here. As a result of this unbearable pressure on our production 

control organization, where they just plain could not stand up under it, 

one of the men over there came up with a technique that we are most elated 

about. We call it our Multiple Operation Sequencing Technique (MOST). 

1n the vernacular, ''it's the 'most.' 11 Basically, what it does is take the 

scquPncing events of assembly and breaks out the 1ncfrvidual stations 

Now we talked about having J 6 cold plates or thermal panels distributed 

among 24 possibh· locations around the inside of the Instrument Unit. The re 

is not a cold plate on every one because as you know from Mr. Ehrhardt's 

talk, some of these components, like the Platform, Launch Vehicle Digital 

Computer, Data Adapter and Flight Control Computer, are integrally cooled. 

It is pretty easy to see that you can take any location and put out a sequence 

of assembly for that particular location. For example, you cannot put that 

cold plate on until you get that Little transducer mounted behind it. (Mr. 

Grace refers to Figure 41) So on this particular activity, that transducer 1s 

a major item. You cannot put that bracket on until you have the cold platt• 

installed. This is what we are showing you in this exploded view- -that the rt· 

is a sequence of events that has to take place. On each Instrument Unit. 24 

locatfons had to be dealt with; that meant 2.4 parallel activities Also, those 

events that were oriented to the cable tray, manifold, and structure itself 
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Mr. GRACE (cont ). had to be included. And what happened? Let me 

use this chart. (Mr. Grace refers to sequence chart which is not included 

with the figures) We now have a programmed method of laying out the 

sequence of events that have to take place at each one of those 24 locations 

and other areas mentioned. From that, we now get daily reports to our 

factory floor and product1on control. These reports list what has already 

been installed, what we can i:istall what we cannot install. (becacsc it 

is not here), and highlights the ones that are the most critical- -this includes 

the delivery date, the purchase order who has it, and the name of the 

expediter. It has been ternftc. Mr. Carl Crebar, our 1-rogram Adminis

tration Manager, is delighted with it. 

We arc getting PERT Lied mto this--the very same basic data that is 

going into the MOST system 1s also going into the PERT system. Now 

PERT 1s no longer a rigirl sequerH"C' nf lngir. PVPnts Tt adapts itseU to the

sequence that we are actually employing in MOST. It comes out with a 

predicted date that is now compatible with what we are talking about here. 

1m,Ll•acl of being 3 or 4 n-ionths off l think we are goin� to get some real 

fine reaction from th1s. 

Mr. WILSON. Have you had enough experience with this system now lo tell 

how much it will improve your alnlity to work around these problems? 

Mr GRACE Yes, I think so. When you go down to the manufacturing floor 

you wiU find the manufacturing management men down there with the MOST

report, going over it, and using it in terms of th ell" routing. So 1 know it 
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Mr. GRACF (cont ) is working Before I used to ask a question about a 

specific parl and 1t would lake 2 to 3 hours to find all the answers on il. 

It does not take that long anymore--we have the answer right there. We 

know who is doing it, when it is coming in, et cetera. 

Mr. WILSON. Lookmg at these schedules 1t looks like a pretty e:fiect1ve 

sort of thing 

Mr. GRACE It does a real good JOb Mr. Powell, you might. comment. 

You and your folks observe the way it works on the floor 

Mr. POWELL Well. when this first came out we were rn one o! the 

11black1' days We were back to Marshall giving IBM the monthly "massaging" 

by Col. James, Dr. Rudolph and Dr. Reese. l made the statement that, 1
' li 

that thing gets to operating in the next 2 months, we will have Instrument units 

corning out of our ears. 11 Il was amazing--the number of raised eye bro'-" s 

of the IBM peoi:,le--"By George, that thing really works.'' Tb.en over night, 

just all of a sudden. a lot of hardware went in the Instrument Units I think, 

overall, that it has really helped IBM in capability of knowing when they have 

to do something and planning ahead for doing it When that PERT room- -

that stockroom--looks like it is empty, that thing is really working! And it 

stays empty! 

Mr GRACE. Thank you Mr. Powell. He did not rt.'hear&e that part. but 

I am pleased with his comment. H1s job here, I think, is to really keep the 

pressure on, and he and his folks do that pretty well. 

Essentially, MOST got us oul of a si1.uaLion whc::re lhe peo1,1lc:, who a.n: 

involved in an operation this complicated, are not milline around in a daze--
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). not quite knowing where they stand. It is to a poinl 

now where everybody has a good handle on where they stand and the actions 

that are taking place. The work that most of the people are doing is effectively 

directed toward solving the problem. It has been just delightful. 

Well, that was th� story we wanted to give you here. This js a kind

of thing we go over with Marshall program management people every \.I. eek 

in here. We have a chart like this on every instrument Unit. We use this 

control room as a working room. Everyday we get in hl.re and consider 

specific problems. I hold a management council meeting, on Wednesdays, 

where we just 11 beat each other' 1 back and forth in terms of what we are

going to do. On Fridays, we bring the Marshall people in. 

Well, I would like to go into mort! ddail on some of these problems that 

I mentioned earlier; spec1fically, the manifold problem. l sa.id that w� had 

a leak that occurred in S-IU -204 and 501. As a result of those leaks, 'we 

started lo look at the manifolds. (Figure 42) We X-rayed them ir. S-ll -2(,-t 

to determine if we, in truth, had a question mark- -at least in our minds. 

We needed to know thal. In terms oI X-ray techniques, there are real vari

ations. It depends on the X-ray technician. l will try to illustrate that. 

TakC' a ptece of manifold, like that one we have here, and X-ray it. To you 

and tn<', you look at that, you might say, 11 That looks fine. What is wn,ng 

with 1t'! 11 Th<' X-ray technician says, 'That Liny little bil of :1had1ng lhc:rc. 

l think there is a defect io it. 11 Now, another X-ray technician may look at

iL and say, "l do not sec anything the re! 11 And we arc down into that kind of

situation. If we had not had a leak in S-IU -204, we may not even nave got 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). into this problem for quite a while because it is 

down in that kind of level. I J\lst thank God that we had the leaks when 

we did! We got the problem and had it fixed before it really caused a 

disaster in the program. This 1s the kind of thing we get into. Here is 

a case of one, a bad one, that we saw on an X-ray. (Figure 43) If you 

see a thing like that, nobody debates whether it is there or not. But 

that thing might not leak. The fluid enters at the inside of the pipe and 

gets to the outside. The fluid has to get through up here--and there 

really is not a hole there--but there is a b1g one down there. You must 

have a way to detect those flaws before you get Lhem into a system. The 

one we had- -that leaked--was this kind of thing. In an hour or two, a 

bubble formed there--a little drop. You would go over and check it. 

As a result of this, we went to what you see here. This is a microsection. 

We took manifolds that we had in stock and X-rayed them with high resolu-

tion X-ray technique, and we found a lot of little shadings, et cetera. Frankly, 

there were some interesting discussions between Ma.rs hall and us. ),fr. 

PoweU can rec-all the one in which our X-ray technicians saw three defects. 

We took the section of manifold with three welds in 1t- -three bad ones- -out 

to the Propulsion and Vehicle Engineering Laboratory at Marshall. They 

called Mr. Powell and said, "You sent us lhe wrong one. There 1s nothing 

wrong with this manifold. 11 Remember that, Mr. Powell? 

Mr. POWELL. Yes, sir. 
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Mr. GRACE. W c said to them, "There are tnree bad ones in there. " 

Finally, by polnting out v.herc they were, we got them to say, 11 We1l, 

yes, there is maybe one there, but we do not agree that the other two 

are bad." But, frankly, just to show you the confidence we have in the 

ability we have here to look at X-rays, we have yet to find--when we 

have actually gone to microsection--a weld where our men have said, 

"We think there 1s something in there," that we did not find something. 

Maybe just a little thing that was no real problem. 

Well, let me go back and give you a little o! the background in mani

folds. In the beginning, when manifolds were handmade, we had the 

i:,roblem o.( porosity and some cracks. Porosity was the biggest problem 

because it is difficult to weld 6061 aluminum. This was the metal selected 

for the other properties that are required. We went out to suppliers to 

get samples made of welds. A number of them just said, "We JUSt are 

not interested in that. It's loo tough. 1
' We had a few that did provide us 

samples. Solar submitted us samples that looked beautiful--better than 

anything we had seen. In working with the Propulsion and Vehicle Engineering 

Laboratory, we decided to go with Solar and their techniques in making these 

manifolds. Solar, in spite of the problem that we have, is a real fine outfit 

and does real good work. 

Mr. WILSON. 606 l. Is it T6? Will you find that out? 

Mr. EHRHARDT. It is T6. 

Mr. GRACE. Well, at the beginning, we ran some engineering tests because-

these manifolds are on the inner periphery- of the Instrument Unit, on a radius 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). of about 10 or 11 feet and they have to be formed 

that way. In the hand-weld procedure, the forming was done as they 

were held in a jig with the pipe already set. 1n other words, when you 

a re doing it on the machine, you cannot let that end flop a round. It has 

to be done in a straight path and then iorm·ed. We ran a lot of ces ts with 

Solar and most weld experts agreed with this old axiom of, 11 When you have 

a good weld, it is as strong as a parent material." Now they started with 

that kind of a preset mental condition, ran a number of tests, took a lot 

of manifolds, welded them, made surl! they were good with X-rays, bent 

\ 

them, heat-treated them, and then checked the X-rays--still good. So 

we did not require additional X-rays alter forming on the basis of those 

enginecrin� tests. 

It is expensive to run 100 percent X-rays on all of these. It gets 

pretty expensive to do that across the board. We do have to X-ray 

l 00 percent as we make it up, because you build this manifold up a piece

at a time. You obviously have to check as you go along because, if you have 

one weld that is too bad and you do not repair it, you may end up scrapping 

th� \.\holP. assembly. Wr require 1 DO perc-cnt X - ray as you build it up. 

Then, on the basis o( the tests, we did not require it after forming anci 

heat treat. When we got into tht: problem, the question was rai scd. ''Could 

it be that, in spite of those tests, something did happen to those welds when 

you formed or he.at-treated? 11 First of all, people said, "It is the installa

tion that is bending or torquing them. It is the handling :hat is doing the 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). cracking of tht• welds. 11 We ran some tests that 

led us to believe that that was not true. We did not really affect the 

welds when we put forces on them, so we went to the stockroom and 

X-rayed those that v.erc in their constrained shipping cartons. We found

defects v.e thought were cracks. We went to Solar and had them X-ray 

materia) s in process. Chagrin was alJ over the place because they found 

cracks that wt•rt? not tlwre brfor1.: !orn1ing and heat tr ating. Wt.• had a 

disaster on our hands. This is the reason we made the decision to pull 

them out. Fran�ly, we did not knov. what we had. Now we require X-ray 

after forming and heat treating even though it is expensive. 

Mr. BROWN. But you still require X-rays during building? 

Mr. GRACE. We have to because of Lhc way the thing is made up--these 

things get 10 to 12 feet long. There might be 10 or 15 v. elds to the section. 

Sometimes, these things are non-repairable. In trying to repair it, the 

pass does not work, you scrap lhe whole thing. It 1s cheaper than to try 

to keep going. So, we have to do it as we proceed along with the 

welding. We do it again after the heal treating and forming. Solar found 

that some of their people were not really following the manufacturing instruc

tions to the letter. It was in a critical area, at one of these locations, where 

you have a boss like this. (Mr. Grace is referring to a sample manifold} 

It was a requirement that a fixture be applied, during the forming operation, 

to prevent excessive forces on the weld area. Those fixtures were being put 

on but not securely and not well. Solar determined it themselves and came 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.} back very apologetic. They found that the number o( 

cracks and the number of defecl:i were greater because their people were 

no� following instructions carefully. They wenl back, tightened things up, 

and are getting a much higher yield. This does not change the fact thal 

this is a tough operation--it is difficult to weld these things. 

In :he course of the kind of mic ro.scopic inspections that we have been 

doing lately, with the laboratori.e3 at Marshall, there were differcnce3 of

op:nio"l as to the best techni.q�e to use. Solar uses the technique of chamfering 

the pipe ends, assembling it, and then putting il in lhe fixture. On1.: pass ts 

made to heat it--melti.ng it, son1ewhal. On .he second pa��. the pipe is 

fused together. On i.he third pass, the filler rod is added in. Solar firmly 

co"ltend:s that. this i.s the way to do �his job because i.t prevents blow-through 

and dirt on the inside. Recognize, now, that we have a tremendously high 

cleanliness requirement inside that pipe. 

We seldom have a reject after forming heat treat. Whal we see over here 

(Mr. Grace points lo a sched.1le chart, Figure 34). those are manifold sets Nos. 

l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Wt.! show when we expccl lo get tha manifold scto in 

and, frankly, Solar ts just ''scra:ching and clawing11 Lo try to meet the�e deli.v

ery schedules. We di.cl not quite !neet this O"le. We are absorbing the impact 

of that so, until wo get arw:hc r month or so under our belt, we will net really 

have a good handle on just how healthy we are in th1s area. 

Mr. FREITAG. What alternatives do you have in this piping system? Do you 

have any? I a.;snme tha•. you have co�sidered some alternatives and fallbacks. 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). Yes, we have. The S-lVB Stage has a similar kind 

of a system. As a maLter of fact, we did not make th1s point, but our 

environmental control system also pumps fluid to the electronics in the upper 

skirt of the S-lVB Stage. They have had a lot of problems in manifolds 

just like we have. They have gone through a slightly different technique 

by using couplings instead of welds and more flexible rose. 

Mr. FELTON. Do you use flexible- tubing and mechanical couphngs? 

Mr. GRACE. Flexible tubing and mechanical couplings. They have a 

different set of problems. It is just a difficult thing to do in the kind 

of environment with all of the conditions that have to be met. Anyt:me 

you make a major change in the technology, you have a lot of testing and 

proofing to do. As a backup to this delivery problem of Solar, I should 

say that we have a capability here at IBM to repair manifolds. We can 

hand-weld some of them, but it is very dH!icult because of the attendant 

problems of cleanliness, porosity, and so forth. We have repaired some 

that are flightworthy. MSFC I s Laboratory has a capability to do some and, 

1n cr1ses situations like these, there has been a very fine hci.nd-in-glovt: kind 

of cooperation in terms of working it out, so we have that as a backup capa

bility to get additional assets, but we are not seriously considering changing 

the basic lcchnological approach. 

Mr. WILSON. You say this is the gating item in the manufacture of the 

Instrument UniL Laday? 

Mr. GRACE. Today it is. Well, let me go into the next problem. The one 

I am going to talk about now has not been a pacing item up, until now, partly 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). because it is not so profusely distributed throughout 

the Instrument Unit. In Lhe environmental control system, we have what 

is called the Gas Bearing Heat Exchanger. In the Inertial Platform we have 

an air-bearing system, as you know. We use dry nitrogen to provide the 

gas to that system. This gas has to be controlled in temperature pretty 

carefully. What we have is a device here which is called a Gas Bearing 

Heat Exchanger. (Figure 44) This is an inside view 0£ one. (Figure •!S) 

It has three sets of little pipes like this that carry the gas through. The 

water-methanol m1xtu1·c comes in and flows across the pipes. It has a 

little stud that holds these pipes in here. 

Mr. FREITAG. A heat exchanger? 

Mr. GRACE. A little heat exchanger. This drawing gives you an 

idea as to how the three pipes are soaked back and forth in the con

figuration that you see there. They have a moWlting stud that holds them 

in position. We ran into a lol o! problems with that. We had a lot of problems 

at the outset with the welding around here. It is a hand-weld operation around 

all these bosses and around the ends. We had d1filculty meeting the specifi

cation requirements of the class of welds, et cetera. It was pretty much 

of a nightmare. As it turns out, the poor man who was doing a fine job in 

a lot of areas, and a reasonably good job here, was Solar again. They have 

had some real nightmares to live through. Anyway, we ran a number of tests 

to prove that. a lesser quality weld, like a Class V instead o! a Class Ill, 

would be suitable and flightworthy. We ran a lot of vibration test, pressure 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). tests, et cetera, to prove to ourselves that it is 

right. We had too tight a spec on iL. We would live with a relaxed spec 

on the welds around here; there are a lot of them. However, the little 

mounting studs that hold these pipes are mounted to welds at the bottom 

and these are called plug welds. (Figure 46) It 1s a hole drilled into the 

body of the material and a weld filled in there to weld this fast to it. It 

is welded in two places on the bottom and one on the top. We were concerned 

about the seam welds around the side, but they proved to be okay. When we 

ran the vibration test under pressure, that single plug weld gave us trouble--

it popped off. We spent a lot of time trying to figure out what to do with it. 

We had a number of assets in the line. We had, 1 think, ten Gas Bearing 

Heat Exchangers with these small plug welds. We went to a larger plug 

weld to increase the size of it, and that has provided a better yield and 

better strength. However, it is still just an awfully doggy thing to do. l.-1 

. ' 

this case, to help us out of this disaster, which would have impacted schedule, 

the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory at Ma:rshall has n1ade up a couple of 

these. They have some real lalcnfrd people out there who developed a slightly 

different concept. They actually made some filet welds instead oi plug welds. 

They made up a couple of assets to keep the program going. 

Mr. WILSON. Are you constrained as far as the envelope of this thing is 

concerned? Does it have to be rectangular? 

Mr. GRACE. To a certain extent, in that it has to fit in behind the Platform. 

It does not have to be exactly that size. lt could be varied some, but it does 

have to fit behind the Platform. What we have done, iI I can go to the next 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). slide, 1s to show you the new design that we are 

currently working on with Solar. It will ehnunate most oi the welds, 

which are the problem. (Figure 47) We take a box and machine it out 

this way with a lid that goes on top, and the only weld is this weld here 

which is relatively easy to make. These three interior items are not 

held by welds at all- -they are held by blocks that are bolted down to hold 

them in place. The asse1ubly Lechn1que is completely different. We also 

changed this boss. The end, which you notice on that sample, was a 

problem . We had a couple that were fine in terms of welds, but the boss 

on the end got damaged--that was no good either. We changed to a 

different boss that does not stick out.. These are currently being built 

up at Solar, and we have several of them that are in the test phase. 

Mr. WILSON. In the alternatives m solving this problem, this is the one 

you have chosen to back up this condition. ls it possible, or even sensible, 

to consider using a simple shell and tube heal exchanger behind this pipe? 

Mr. EHRHARDT. I think it 1s possible, and one oi the things which we 

pursued. 

Mr. WILSON. I wondered if you pursued that along with the others. 

Mr. EHRHARDT. I think there were six or seven alternatives which were 

discussed. We looked at a cartridge type, too. We are not pushing this 

one, at this point, as we think that our present solution Wlll resolve our 

problem. The cartridge would require us lo go in with some configuration 

changes to actually install it. One of the reasons for its location is that 
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Mr. EHRHARDT (cont.). we arc trying to condition the gas lt:mpPralurcs 

as close to the Platform as possible. We would have: had lo relocate the 

cartridge, and we may have encountered other difficulty. We may have bad 

to get into the business of insulating the pipe lhal carried it off. 

Mr. WIL.50N. It 1s obvious, then, that you have looked into many possibilities? 

Mr. GRACE. We have, along with Marshall, and it was a joint venture saying, 

' No, on<· 1s the bc:;t. 11 W c a re still noL out of th<" woods completely on the 

Gas Bearing Heat Exchanger, but we do have the capabihty of working with 

Marshall to get assets that will ke\!p us on the prog1·am. 

Mr. WILSON. lf this heat exchanger fails to function properly, how long 

before you get into real bad trouble- -possibly partial or complete failure, 

and still have the gyros function? 

Mr. GRACE. 1 think you can; it rca Hy gets into the safely factors built into 

the design o{ lhe Plat!orn.. There arc some, I think. Thi�rc are some on 

the temperature of lhe gas. When you talk to tht> gyro people, of course, 

they say, "No, sir, that thing has Lo do the job, anrl thf:"rr> just cannot be any 

relaxation there! 11 No aq�umcnl. Tlw PlaL(uru1 it; a v1..·ry l:ritkal prcd:s1..· 

element of this system, and we havt• to maintain what they say is requirc--d, 

but when you gel right down to it, ·with t;>Ve rybody in the room, and with a 

crisis situation, I am firmly convinced that thl� Gyro Lab people would say, 

"Well, yes, maybe that would not wipe us out if that happens. 1 1:Iowever, 

how long you can op1..�ratc v,rith a gas beta ring ten1pcraturc way out of control, 

1 do not know. Probably not too long, if it were way ouL. It is a relative 

sort of thing. 
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Mr. GRACE (cont. ) 

I have selected what I thi.nk are the key kind or problems we have had, and 

the point I want to make, is that we have abso.:bed a numb\::r o( things like this. 

These are the ones which a-e most recent and that we have worked our way out of 

without schedule impact- -with a single e:<ception of the manifolds, that we just 

could no� absorb without schedule impact. One problem more I would like to 

look at is in regard to cablcs--we had neal· disaster here. I give it to you 

beca�se it is the thing you run into �n this sort of a program. The cables that 

you see located arour.d the inner periphery are p.-etty extensive--there are lots 

o( them (Figure 25). You will notice the kind o� bro"'1nish color--mo3l of 

them are just a single wire. The white ones are either wrapped or twisted 

palr with a different insulation over i.t. The wire Lhat you see--the one with 

more light on i.t--rather a gold-looking cola:, is fairly clear, and you can 

see the copper through it. This wire was developed by Marshall working 

with some cable manufacturer$ back when weight of the vehicle was a 

significant problem. This goes back now about 2 or 3 years when there was 

a real concern about keeping the weight down. Everybody was working on 

getting the weight out o{ this vehicle. As you well know, we now havt! less 

concern about weight. How.ever, it was not fo.- weight alone this wire was 

selected. One of the things tha we learned in thl.!.se programs is that an 

awful lot of problems yolt have in terms of failures are associated with 

connectio.1.s. wires, cables, and connectors. This vvire is very flexible. 

As a result o{ being flexible, i.t is less likely lO put a strain o":l the connection. 

It is also very to·.1gh, and when made right, yo11 can hardly get through this 

insulation. So it has the features of being extremely tough, extremely 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). flexible, and therefore, much more• reliable. U 

also has one other characteristH .. --iL 1h a ''dog" Lu znakl'. ThE!re 1s only 

one company in the wo rid that can make it, and we were in serious trouble 

because they had about a <JS pr.rccnl n·Jecl ralc on what they were making. 

Because of the tight spc•cification, lhe wire was costing us better than a 

dollar a foot. There could not bl• ,rnr defects in ii because if there was a 

l'.rack in it, lurrosit1n Ol'cUr�. and yuu an• out of business. We had an 

extremely tight spec. every foot had to be leslc-d l OC, perct>nt. If there 

v.as a little flaw in it, i1. was rcJt'C'l<•<I. lTT (ITT Surprenant Inc..), who 

make this wire, was hav1ng an awful tough time makrng it. We eventually 

developed a second source for the wire. This wire looi<ed good and passed 

all the: qualification t11sts. However, lhe probh-m with this wire is that it 

is easy to get out of manufacruring control. You will notice that there are 

two 1ayl'rs of jnsulati.on- -the inner insulation, which is relatively thick, 

and the auler one, which is tough. (Figure 48) Tht> inner one has a tre

mendous dielectric strength for the small size. The problem is that the 

curing lcmperaturcs art- different on the innt-r and out('r one but are very 

close together. 1t must be controlled to just a 'gnat's eyebrow". Of course, 

I 
ii you try workin� it a little bet so lhal you are not going to have any problems 

wht.n you put the out<·r one· on, the inner one: will deterio.r:ate with time. 

is the situation we ran into. 

This 

We received this v. ire from the new supplier 

and started to USl' il in building up our cables. Our supplier on the cables 

at thal lime, Hayes Aircraft, caught� little tiny nick in one of the cables 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). they were making for us. As a result, they started 

looking and found a couple of others. Our quality people stopped the whole 

line because we had a potential problem on our hands. As a result of that, we 

discontinued the use of that particular wire. We ran a lot of tests, one of 

which was to take it and wrap 1t on a real tight mandrel, such as the picture 

here. (Figure 48) It was given tht> maximum bend radius the wire would 

{ encounter. We determined from th0 tests that even if the wire looked

\ 

\ 

OK a tremendous deteriorati.on took place. What we have here is a length 

of the good product and you can sec the flexibility and strength--you just 

cannot get through it at all. (Mr. Grace refers to a sample of wire) You 

can cut through it with your fingernails if you try real hard, but it is very 

tough. The solution, of course, was to pull all of this wire from the line 

until we could get an answer to the problem. The supplier decided to dis

continue manufacturing the wire, and we were back with only one supplier-

ITT. Much to their crC'dit, they have really put heart and soul effort into 

this. They have upped the y1el_d on the wire to where they are getting a good 

yield on it now. We have enough wire in stock for the next six or seven 

Instrument Units. In essence, we art.! "out of the woods" in cable problems. 

When this happened, we had S-IU-2O4 and 501 in assembly and some cables 

to be made up on S-IU-2O5. We went back to our traceability system and 

found that we had three cables in S-lU-2O3 at the Cape which could have some 

of their wire in it. We checked and sure enough, it did. We removed these 

cables from S-IU -203 after it was erected on the pad and replaced them. 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). We pulled all of this wire out of the system and had 

to remove and replace some 40 cables in S-IU-204. About the same number 

were in S-IU-501. They caused several of those dangling diamonds that you 

saw here, too. Usually, in places like that, we were able to absorb the 

schedule impact. 

Mr. FELTON. You have a sole source for this particular �ire then? 

Mr. GRACE. Yes, the sole source 

Mr. WILSON. Does the mar.u!ac.tu.n�r have any other requirements for the 

use of this wire other than this for the Instrument Unit. 

Mr. GRACE. It is my understanding that this wire is used in the spacecra!t 

also. 

Mr. WILSON. If you get to a point where you get most of these units built and 

you no longer buy wire from the manufacturer, does he shut down his equipment 

and get rid of his people? If you want to start up again, you have to go back 

to the problem again. Ii is possible that could happen? 

Mr. GRACE. As a mat ter o! fact, tJ1ere arc not very many people who would 

pay the price for this wire. I !eel ITT does not have other requirements. At 

the time we were involved in the problem, there was no other person using the 

wire, other than us, on the Saturn program. 

Mr. WILSON. Is DOD using them? 

Mr. GRACE. No, there was no other use for it at the time, as I recall. And 

anyway, ITT is doing this particular job, to a large extent, out of patriotism 

and interest in supporting the effort. Obviously, they make lots of other 

wire, and we buy a lot from. the company, and the government buys 
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Mr. GRACE (,nnt. ). an awful h11 nhHP from thPm 1110. rh,•r•· W1'rc> l11ts 

of times \\ht•n th,•y fpJt like "thro\\lllg in the• sp,mg1• 111, 1t, IPo. nut th<"y 

stuck with il, and they have it well licked now. It is a re.al fine product. 

Mr. FELTON. Siner; you mcntion,•d Lhat we1ght is not so critical, why did 

you stay with this lype of v. ire? 

Mr. GRACE. Because of the other aspects that I mentioned. We did have 

a back-up using standard Military Spt•dficat:on ... drc, which is bigger. It 

requi:res dilferent connectors, and ,r,.·r had the problem of the connectors. 

We also had the problem of the• stiif11css of the wire and the necessity of 

requalifying everything. We had thr,•c or f0\1r alten1ativcs going. We were 

prepared to go to a heavier, mor e T('adily available wire if we had to. The 

reason we have not gone Lo it is--and il could be done in the future, by the 

way, in answer to your question--hccause it would require a lot of additional 

testing assurance. Another reason that we have not gone to it is because 

ITT did 11up11 the yield--they did com,• through with the product. The best 

interest of the program was served by staying with this. It did not cause a 

lot of other questions lo be raised lhat had to be answered. 

Mr. WILSON. Do you ha"e a large number of single manufacturers to make 

components where the need for thcst• things would be limited--so that it would 

require th�m to shut down whatever capability th<.•y may have for this, diapers•? 

their people, and perhaps close the factory when your program needs end, 

and then require a new start-up to make the product--do you have a large 

nurnber or 1,upplit:!ri; like lhc:.c? 
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little spec1hc items like valves anrl tlnngs that r1 r<• prupnela ry h> some· 

companies. There was one element, it was material that was used in the 

mounting rings on the Platform. It was determined that to contro_ the tem

perature of that Platform more precisely, it would be good to insulate it. 

When you are talking about maintaining really tight alignment and insulating 

at the same time, you have an 111tt:'r��ting .l:'roulcn1 in Lhc insulating n1alerial. 

It has to be tremendously dimensionally stab1e or have the same coefficient 

of expans1on of the aluminum Platform casting. There was a material called 

1
1Tayloron11 that some outfit made, provided to Marshall, and just met these 

needs. Mar shall made up a few shims out of this and tested it. It wa.s 

terrific. IBM was directed lo use this to make these shims. We went to

Tayloron to run some. They said, 11We do not make it. 11 We said, "What

do you mean, you don't make 1t7 You made 1t all!" ''We prov1dec that material 

to Marshall awhile back. W c developed it al our lab a:id thought maybe people 

would want to use it, but the re was just no requi remenc for it. We don't make 

it. 11 That is the kind of interesting thing you get into. Actually, we brought 

enough persuasion to bea:::- on them that they went back into production. This 

is the kind of thing that can happen in a program like this. 

Mr. WlLSON. Do you have any lBM t lectron'ics that you schedule peculiar 

to the system, that are extremely difficult to make, and the company will not 

manufacture after completion of thjs current run? 

Mr. GRACE. I think the Fhght Control Computer would probably fall into 

that category. 
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Mr. EHRHARDT. The Flight Control Computer is made by EC!. His 

specific question is: one that IBM is making, like the digital computc.•r. 

Mr. WILSON. The question is. is the re any tec:mology that you use only 

for this program that is difficult to recover? 

Mr. GRACE. There.; art.: some, yes. W c would have to go through and 

pinpoint the specific ones. In the case of the Launch Vehicle Digital Computer 

and Data Adapter, we use a var!alion uf our 5-1-8 tr>chnology. It is a variation-

it is smaller, lighter, meets I.he rt:quiren1ents oi aerospace environment of 

the Saturn. It is only made for our Saturn r1•qHircnwnts. It docs employ 

standard scn1i-conductor ch1ps that arc n1ad1• for Uw commercial line. It 

1s something that our Owego facility is negotiating with Marshall now �o 

try to maintain a stca<l}· rat.<.' on tht· Launch Vehicle Digital Computer and 

Data Adapter so they do nol have to 5hut down the line in our components 

division and have to reactivate it later on. We are not going lo shelve the 

technology. but there is a rc·activalion problem. ln answer lo your question 

on the suppliers 10 terms of turning them OFF and starting them up, I think 

il is significant to notC' that a lot of lh<' pQoph� who a rC' providing us with 

malc•rial for this program--bettPr than I 000 small suppliers and 250 or 

260 large suppliers--art:. doing this, to a certain extent, to build up prestige 

bC'c-ause they want lo be involved in thP. program. not because they are makin� 

a heck of a lot of money out of it. Frankly, the kind of requirements that 

have to be met are pt·etty tough in a lot of cases. They have been very 

cooperative and we have had fine rdations with moat of our suppliers. Ao 
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Mr. GRACE (conl. ). has been mcr.uoncd, we buy a large parl of the 

materials on a fixed price basis. Sumetimes, whl'n d1fficult1es are 

encountered, they even lose some rnoney. l do not like to see tha�, and 

l do not think the gov<•rnmenl likes to s •e it ilhC'r. A lot or lhe k�nd of

cooperation and support is more frorn patriotism than strictly business. 

As long as you keep things going, you kt•cp this atmosphere of cooperation 

and support going. lf you shut them c,ff, start lht.•m up, and shut them dov.n, 

and make it unduly tough on them. l lhiok we can get tl:e impact on the kind 

of cooperation Wl' gel. W1..• h?.Vc> fuund, jui;t to put it in tht• proper prospectiV<.', 

lhat the job of procuren1cnt oJ the elc-ments oI this Instrument Unit is about 

three times the size that� e assess\;d 1t v.ould be Ul the beginning simply 

bc•c:ausc: of thl.' diversity and !=pec1al problems and the small runs, long 

schedules, Plc. It just takes a lot of work on the part of the purchasing 

urganb•,alion Lo keep everybody happy and keep everything coming. H yo1.1 

cut it off and then start it up again, l think v.e would find difficulties in many 

:spedfic areas. Let me just \\.rap up the problern. area ""-t: were discussing 

by saying, that I have listt•d three major ones. We have had a bunch more. 

We have pretty ""ell resolved all of those. The only one that has caused us 

any problem, schedule-wise, is the manifold one and '-H! knov., where we stand 

on it. 

I have taken more time on that than I intended to. I do not want to take 

loo much lime av.ay from Mr. Jim Mc>adlock, ,,ho is nur System Programnung 

Manager for a VE. ry major part oi our responsibility in the software. 
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SOFTWARE 

Mr. MEADLOCK. IBM has a major software role in the Instrument Unit 

contracl. We begin with the checkout of the Instrument Unit at the Huntsville 

IBM facility. This is an automated checkout witb a computer system. The 

Instr1..ment Unit is lhl'n taken to Cape Kennedy and stacked on the total vehicle. 

At Cape Kennedy, much of the Instrument Unit checkout uses sin.1ilar so.itwar� 

to that used for checkout at the Humsville facility. In addition, we have the 

in-flight; guidance and navigation problem from liitoff through the b1...rn of the 

S-IC and S-ll Stages, the first burn of S-IVB Stage, the orbital operations, and

finally, the CJection out of orbit uinng the second burn of the S-IVB Stage. We 

also stabilize the vehicle as the Service Module turns around and decks with 

the Lunar Module. 

First of all, I will talk about the in-!light guidance problem and then 

come back to the checkout problem. 

Wr define navigation aa the ability to know where you an.: and at wl ial 

speed you arc traveling. Inputs to thl: navigation scheme are the accelerometer 

data from the Stabilized Platform which we receive as velocity data. C::igurc 49) 

Velocity is accumulaLed in the Launch Vehicle Data Adapter {LV DA) on an 

incremental basis and then on a major computation cycle. We keep track of the 

total velocity and perform integration to find vehicle position. We come out of 

the navigation scheme in the comput1.:r system w1th velocity and pos.tion. 

We must also know how to orient the vehicle. This requires a solution 

of the guidance problem. There arc many different schemes in the industry to 

solve: a guidanct.: problem. The particular thing we arc trying to achievl! is a 
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Mr. MEADLOCK (cont.). desired cutoff velocity v1..'ctor and .1ttiludc. W0 do 

not have a downrange constraint. jncidcntally, in the panicular scnemr.: we use, 

we do relax lhe attitude constraint over the last few seconds to try to have· a 

more stable cutoff. As inputs to a guidance sc:iemc, you must have navigation 

data and the desired end conditions. (Figure 50). The guidance sc�eme com

putes the desired attitude of the vehicle to achieve thc:se end conditions. 

The other problem we solve in the La1..mch Vehicle Digital C::>n1p\llPr 

(Fligh: Computer or LVDC) is the Lontrol scheme. (Figure 51) In contrast 

to the Saturn 1 Vchich.• and some oi the other nuss1le !:iystems, we do close 

the control system through the Flight Computer. We must have the guidance 

problem solv·ed (how we want. to orient the vehicle), and we must know vehicle 

posilion, relative to suml' stablt.! cl1•111cnt. The control scheme in this parti

cular vehicle is solved 2.5 times per second. 1:1 the Flight Computer, we have 

an interrupt.able system wbc.rc we can set a counter that periodically (cvc1:y 10 

milliseconds} gives an interrupt which tells us to solvt' the control scheme. 

In orbit we rcla..� this by solving the problem 10 Limes per second. The con

trol commands must; be resolved back to vehicle coordinaLcs 1.0 control t.he 

input to the engines on the stages. 

Pictorially, we show another of the capabilities we must provide. 

(Figure 52) We haV{' a di!!ital command system which p ... !rmits us to add lhc 

capabilities of updating pre- selected quantities from the ground when \Ve are 

in orbit. S-Iu- 20 \ was a good example of this as we 1..:xplained earlier. We 

had pre-programmed the switchover from camera l to the backup camera on 
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Mr. MEADLOCK (cont.). the thirc ,,rbit. Weals:> provided the capability to 

permit seh:ction, from the ground, or whatever camera th�y want1.-•d over any 

ground station. So even though we did pre-program the switchover, they were 

immediately able to lcll us 1.0 switch back via the command system. Another 

important thing that w..: do over the dark spots, of which there are many in 

the worla wide tracking net, is US<" th� memory capacity in the Flight Computer 

to store ma.ny parami>tcrs regarding thl· S-IVB and Instrumcn� Unit Stages. 

When we arc over a ground station, we telemeter thC'se down. While we are in 

orbit, \\'C' also use this ability to do cla!cks on the S-IVB Stage and on the Instru

ment Unit interfaces Lo insure that w�: arc ready for the second burn of the 

S-lVB Stage ·on lhc Saturn V miss ions.

Mr. WILSON. Coul<l you go ahead on the sccoaci b;,irn even if you could not update 

from the ground? 

Mr. MEADLOCK. Yes, that is basic-ally true. So far, we have considered the 

command system as not being critical to our mission. In other words, it is 

backup capability. I cannot guarantee, as yet, that this will be held on the manned 

Satttrn V mission. This is a prnb]Pm which is continually being discussed. The 

feeling is lhal, yPs, we can do it, by the fact that you can s:ill communicate 

with the Apollo sysri?m. 

Wv (.uni rul all of lht.• vehicle's s�•quencing, as I think was c-xplaincd earlier 

in the description of the interface between the on board vehicle. (Figure 53) We 

do this by thC' Switch Selector, which is also a redundant device similar to the 

Flight Compu1, r l�ch.nology. There is a Switc..h Sckctor in each stage and, 
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Mr. MEADLOCK (cont.). basically, we arc able to send oul 8-bit codes that 

are decoded within the stages. As typical of the number of sequences; on AS-2Cl 

we issued 104, and on AS-203 we issuc'cl 480. The increase is because of the 

longer orbital time. On AS-203 w<> c-onlrullcd turning OFF and ON the cameras, 

the lights, and the time of the sequences. On AS-501 we are presently planning 

on 280 sequences, which we expect to increase as we begin to get closer to the 

time of launch. In lerrns of trying to lirnu things as precisely as we can, we 

key off of different time bases. Fur instance, we take the liftoff signal as an 

input into the Flight Computer and we tinw the events in the S-IC or S-IB Stage 

based on this liftoff time. The low level sense indication is, of course, a sensor 

in the fuel tanks that indicates when fuel is below a certain level. We then have 

a series of events that are sequenced from that e•.rent. The fact that we use this 

low level sense indicator lets us adjust the time basis for the S-IVB burn, 

depending on lht.: mission. This also gives us the capability of adjusting the 

flight path in case we have an engine out condition, particularly on the S-IB 

Stage. So, I think it Just points out the fact that with a computer system you 

do have the flexibility to adjust the program to Lhe various things that can happen 

to you on a 1nission. And again, it is ant: of the advantagC!s of the computer 

system. Thc-s1• arc also the same sorts of things that give you problems in 

trying to verify that you do have a good program. This entire computer system 

and the redundancy that we built into it gives us no real problem because it is 

not really under program control. However, all of the inputs Lo the computer 

system, for instance in thl' Platform, have duplex resolver inputs for gimbal 
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Mr. MEADLOCK (cont.). angles a.id duplex inpu1.s tor acct•lerometers. W<> 

pre-program the ability lu swilch fron1 onl! of Lh1.?sc to the backup systt:m in 

case of failure. The problem in cn.:-�king 0-.1.l th� program is quite a serious 

problem in insuring that you can <lu this for the total missicn and for any type 

of circu,nstanc.c. For instance, with lhc gimbals and accelt?romctcrs. not 

on] y must we be able to detect 1i thl'y i ... il on a nominal flight, but we must also 

ha" e the ability if an l'nginc gnes 011l. Ot course, the expected profile changes, 

and we must adjust the test that: Wl' u;;,• to sec if the input is still bad. Those 

ar(.• some 01 thn things that an• most t n,ubh:somc in insuring t.hat we can recov\• r 

Crom a fa1lun·. 

Mr. WILSON. Art: you saying you cun-.plicate your circuitry when you do t.his? 

Mr. MEADLOCK. w� complicate th(.· logic withm the program; and it grc1ssly 

complicatl•S thl' ch�ckout problem . .  II 

Mr. WILSON. Then it is a soi'lwar1.- problem? 

Mr. MEADLOCK. Yes. It gives lnm,cndous capability, but it also gives you 

trcmundous heada1..h1.:s. Let me show you the things WI.! discussed and i!'.l the 

periods of the flight in which lhl�y ,Ht' active. (Figun1 54) 1 did not say much 

about prdc:1.un�h chedwul. Th1:re 1:, u major part oi the instructions within 

the onboarcl co1npulcr, that is nsed to < ill'ck out subsystems during prelaunch 

ope rations. ln ollwr words, wu hav1.• thu capability tu verify all of the inter-

faces with tests whil.: it is on the pad. 1n the last few hours, this gives :he 

advantage of completely verifying Lhat all the interfaces in the system are working 

but without breaking llw&c inter face:;. 
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:\Ir. WILSON. Can you make soft,.,,ir,· and take it to tlw Cape and use it without 

any modification to this prclaunch ·., 

Mr. MEADLOCK. Yl.'s. 

Mr. WJLSON. There is n,> dilfor1•nc<'? 

Mr. MEADLOCK. Thv::.-,: is no dHr,·r :nee in prelaunch. There would not ha.ve 

to be any difforenCl' in thu 11ight Frogram in comparison Lo what we do in 

Instrument Unit C'hi.:cku11t. H,)wCvl r. th�rc are always some changes in 

requiren1ents bctwL•._•n cj,c�km1t and h.unc.:h time. 

Mr. WILSON. What kind uf l·hangc::. hav,• you L:Xperh:nc�d and what are you 

beginning to see'? 

Mr. MEADLOCK. IL hat. been gross. AS-2Cl was a new vehicle, a new com

puter, and a 11cw prngram. We had a long di:vdoprncnt pt-riod, and we almost 

:Har1c<l ovc-r in Novcmb .. -r and December. We changed, for instance, the entire 

guidance schcml' in Novembc>r and December because of a propellant utilization 

oscillation problem that rlcvd up eel <111 ring the static Ii ring. 

We use an iteratiVl' guidancP schernc that mcasur�s your thrust vector, 

and rlcpcnding on that, it tril'R tn c-alc11b1tP how 1n nl"it•nt the vehicle. Effectively, 

on AS-201, we only had about h0 �econtls of pure guidance. 

Mr. WILSON. Thl•n you really cannot ta.kc any updating from the ground on this? 

Mr. MEADLOCI{. Yvs, we- ,·an. We: h�Vl' also tric-d to design it so you can, 

but it gets vc:ry complicatc-c.1 wbcn you have to consider the different things you 

have l1, do. 
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Mr. WILSON. You say your program alteration is really heavy at t.his time? 

Mr. MEADLOCK. Yes, il is. 

Mr. WILSON. Let me ask you two CJUl·Stions. Has your experience on pro

gramming been one of 1mdcr-anticl?ating requirements for the software program? 

Do you anticipate your hi�h-lcvcl "· change activity in this area to continul�? 

Mr. MEADLOCK. Ll�· me a1 swer ::.!)cc.ificallr :o thl' flight program and avoid Lhe 

othc-r two ar,•as 1.1nti1 lan•r. First >fall, the prelaunch part of this nigl:t pro

gram, the programs required prior to liftoff, has been pretty stable s incc 

AS-201. I think MSFC and we <lid a V"ry good job ot anticipating what was needed. 

I think we had a little morf• hand-and-glove effort than any ol the other ctforts. 

It was mainly Lased on th� past PXperiencc we have had on the Saturn I and 

other similar vehicles. W,· anticipat,·cl a lot 01 changes in the in-ilight guidance 

problem -- other peopk did not. 1 have lived ti.rough this thing before. Defini-

tions never become really firm, i11 te1·ms of exactly what you want to do, until 

the people get close Lo th1! time lhcy want to lallnch the vt•hicle. This is a fact

that is with us and will always be wilb ns. I do not think we will have the magnitude 

of change like we had on AS-20 l again. T do think wt> will continue to have a 

reasonably high rah ui chang,!. Fur instance, ll't n1c talk about AS-501. It is 

the same sort of proul{•m. We arc getting awfully close to the AS- 501 launch 

time, and we arc b<'ginning to look at some 01 Lhl! things that have to happen. 

We have il programmed, right now, for AS-501 as originally defined back last. 

January. WP havr- now been as ;ced to look at the possibility of what can be done 

H 1hc• $-11 S1ag, <in<-s nrit L11rn corrPctly. And ag you know, there is some 



Mr. MEADLOCK (cont.). concern ,tlmut the S-Il Stagl!. We arc trying to 

look al I.he many diUcrenl things that ean happen in the S-Il Stage H one engine 

goes out, ii tht:y all go Olll after lilt) :.cconds
1 

if they should all go out after 

150 sccrinds, d Cl�ll•ra. ![ow can ynu throw away the· S-ll Stage, ignite th,! 

S-IVB Stage, and thcu con�inuc th(• missior:? All of these things get very

complicatvd when you look at all t:h1 c..1-ltcrnativcs, and I sec a good deal oI Lhis 

ahead. It 1s always worsl· r,n the r: r. ,. � t•luclc ot a series. 

M.r. WILSO�. How many prograrnnwrs de you have down there?

Mr. MEADLOCK. We havu about l i'O programming/unginecring-type people. 

It is hard to draw the line sorrclimes between the two types. 

Mr. WILSON. Do they do lhl' work that is necessary lor your work at Kennedy? 

Mr. M.tADLOCh. Yc•s. l personally llave people al Kennedy and at Hwilsv1ll�. 

Mr. POWELL. Do you happen to hav L' a slide depicting this long,drawn-out 

thing that is generating all of the r,·quircnwnts 1or a program? 

Mr. MEADLOCK. We. have a M1ss101. DPfining Document from Marshall, which 

is requin•d sorne scvun months prior to the Instrument Unit delivery, and from 

that, we dl•vclop an Equation Dctining Document. This is a more detailed descrip

tion of how we art' going to implcnwnt the =cquircments that are placed upon us. 

From that, Wl· go into the program cl,·\ elopmc:il, chl·ckoul, and delivery to the 

Cape. This part.icula r chart begins to show you some of the things that happen 

to the- schedule. A new guidance equation here, a major change here, and now, 

in .1 uly, we ;, , , l,l!ing c.1.s kvd tu consider some other allc rnatives. In terms 01 

late mission reqiircm,·nts, it is a problem that I think we are goini to be faced 

with for a long time. 



Mr. WILSON. :v!r. Meadlock, has ii been difficult for you to recruit your pro

gr�mming staff? 

Mr. MEADLOCK. No, I think wv havl• bP\!O vc-ry successful. It is the typ� of

programming work where we have a mixture of all the types. We have been 

very succcs s tul. 

Mr. POWELL. I think, Mr. M<.!adlot·k, a message in this kind of chart is that. 

we- get smarter after each flight, and we learn a lot of things. This alternate 

mission situation in AS- SO l is an indication that we• arc b<>ginning to look into 

the reliability now that we can obtain via softwan•. We have looked Io:- years 

for reliability in harcwarc•; now, W\' ar .. looking for rt'liability by software 

techniques. So the whole thin� just smacks in that rhythm. 

Mr. WILSON. It appears that you havP a long tt•rm,continuing requirement 

for a high lt•vel of programming. 

Mr. MEADLOCK. Yes, I think that is a true statPrncnt.:. 

Mr. WILSON. Is that fair? 

Mr. \lEADLOCK. Yes. 

Mr. WILSON. Is it much above what y0u anticipated at the beginning oi the 

program? 

\,fr. MEADLOCK. IL is somewhat above what wu ant'idpatcd in the night 

program area. I think it is grossly larger in the .!....aunch Computer Complex 

an.:a,about whirl l will discuss later. It really involves the total scope of 

what y,,u considl·r v11.thin the programming area. 
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Mr. WILSON. If, in fact, yo11 makt! thl· lunar ilight in 1968, there is con

siderable reassignment of vehicle missions after that. Would you anticipate 

your current, trained, knowlcdgeabl..: µeoplc in programming could handle 

problems you would bl tacc-d with in th,, last vehicle? 

Mr. MEADLOCK. Y{�s. 

Mr. WILSON. Yott do nut think this would requirP a lot oi "quarterbacking" 

Lu inertia�!.! the people? 

Mr. MEADLCCK. I don1 t 'think so. 

Mr. GRACI:. Mr. M1.•adlock 1 s prcsl.'ntation as he continues . . .  he will an�wer 

some oi th.:- things and will also givt: yr,u a little betler appreciation of the 

three major areas lhat he: has. One is the Flight Computer, another the 

checkout program, and the other is ,1. Saturn Launch Computer Complex at 

the Cape. The last one is the one that he referred to as grossly exceeding 

what we desired or l'Xpcctcd. 

Mr. MEADLOCK. So the prda11nch checkout -- I think I covered it in suffi-

cient detail -- is a vcriiiL:a-iun of all the interface::; it dues permit us, with a 

digital systl!m in combination with the checkout computers on the ground, lo 

do this very close to liftoff time. 

We have to solvt> a navigation prnblem, of course, during the five phases 

of the mission. Wt• only have to solvti tht? guidance.• problem during three phases 

of Lhe mission -- during the S<C burn and the S-IB burn we do not have activ1..• 

guidance. \Vl' .. ,.ally begin tlw active guidance on the second st.age. The control 

problems, of course,w1� have Lo solve in all phases of the mission. We send 

telemetry back to the ground during all phases of the mission -- both live tele

metry as it occurs and the data that is !:ilorcd in the computer. Vehicle 
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Mr. MEADLOCK (cont.). sequencing by the Switch Selector must also serve 

for the total phase of the mission. The orbital checkout, which I discussed 

briefly, is accomplished while we arc in orbit and preparing for the second 

burn of S-IVB Stage. During this phase, we must be capable of accepting 

navigation updates to the calculated position, we must be able to update real 

time, and we must be able to take care of various alternate-type sequences 

that are peculiar to each mission. On AS-203, we had five specificall)r pre

programmed alternate sequences on command from the ground. In addition, 

we give the capability, via the digital command system, tu command any 

Switch Selector function that is determined to be d�sirable from the ground. 

In other words, if something happened that was completely llnanticipated, and 

they do wish to command a Switch Selector function, they can send us up a 

code and the Flight Computer then executes this command. While in orbit, 

we also have the ability to verify memory back down to the ground, if there 

is some question about the capability of the system. 

Mr. WILSON. Do you have the data rate to be able to go into that computer 

and completely update it? 

Mr. MEADLOCK. Not to completely update it, no. For every ilight instruction, 

there are two identical memory locations (two separate banks), and there is 

computer circuitry that votes on these two. It can flip-Hop back and forth. But 

to completely update it, no, there is not sufficient data rate capability for us 

to do that -- unl(•Sti you had an extended mission. 
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Mr. WILSO't\. When you have a com pl de drop off, can you go on your Command 

Service Module system then? 

Mr. MEADLOCK. Yes, I will get to it on the functional block diagram. There 

arc inpuls, from the Command and Service Module system, into the same 

outputs that we have from the LVDA, and there is relay switching that is ,lnder 

control of the Astronaut. In the last phase, we stabilize the vehicle and that is 

about all we do. We must solve thl' conlrol problem, navigation, and still some 

vehicle sequencing that is based on S-IVB Stage second burn cutoff. 

This is a block diagram similar to the one you saw before. (Figure 55} 

The control commands, which come out of the Launch Vehicle Data Adapter, are 

in the vehicle coordinates. They arC' sequenced into whichever stage is bu,ning. 

W1� control the gimbals in the S-IC and S-ll Stages. In the S-IVB Stage, we 

control pitch and yaw with the single engine, and we control roll with the auxi

liary propulsion system. When we are in orbit, the pitch and yaw commands 

are also swit.1..hi.::J into the Au.xilia ry Propulsion system fo.1· control. 

Mr. WILSON. 1( 1 after you start the S-II burning, you lose computer capability 

in the Instrument Unil, how rnuch Command Service Module capability have you 

at that point? You have an alternale, can it do it any good? 

Mr. MEADLOCK. Theoretically, yes, it can. They can gel into the same out

puts we have from the guidance· system. ll<>Wl'Vcr, they do not have vehicle 

sequencing capability. There is the additional problem that we have been 

guiding on our Stabilized Platform, and they must now take inputs from their 

Stabilized Platform. There is no communication of that data across the intenace.
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Mr. WILSON. You do not kn,-.w if the two Platfo:rms could do th� same thing 

or not? 

Mr. MEADLOCK. Theoretically, yes, they can pick up the guidance and con

trol. Wlwlh�:r it will be programn1e<l to do lhat, I do not really know. We 

are,of coursc,assuming that they art.! not. 

Mr. POWELL. It has l>c<•n discuss,•d for a long, long timCc'.. I think Dr. Miller 

brought it up iirst. Can we sornclrnw have a switch that wi.• can throw to go back 

and forth bf•lween the spac-ec.:.raft and thu launch vehicle? That is at t.he investi

gating stage between MSC and t-.farshall, and there is now a planned approach 

to verify whether we can or cannot. 

Mr. MEADLOCK. (Mr. Mcadlock refers to Figure 56) The program requi:re-

mi.•nts come to us in the 1orm of a clocllml.!nL from Marshall.which is a Mission 

D1..•finrng DocumenL. Of course, thl:rc are the other requirements that come 

filtering down through the line. But in any case, we: developed from this some• 

thing we call a flow chart. Thos P of yvu who arc not familiar with program1ning, 

flow charting is taking the requirements to solve a problem and laying them out 

in a block diagram fashion. I( it is programmed correctly, the computer will 

do exactly what the flow chart says and exactly no more than it says. 

We then cnt<·r the.: program coding phase, where this is particular to the 

computer that you arc going to solve this probk!T' on. The flow chart is 

relatively indcpenclcnt of the computer system. It only begins to be dependent 

on iL when you ,tart considl•ring the fa.ct that you have core memory limitations 

and may have a bit length limitation which makes you pick a. particular solution 
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Mr. MEADLOCK (cont.). to a prub1,-m. On a diffcrcnl c:c,rnput.-r, you l'YliAhl 

pick a different solution. Cnc,:, we- hav,• programmed thP problo•m, it is key-

punched, assembled on an IBM Systcm/360 Computer that we have here. 

(Figure 57) This is an assembly program that takes cooed input for the on-

boarci compulc:r and cunvl·rls this Lodvtl input to an oulput that is acct!ptablc tu 

the onboard Flight Computer. 

Mr. WILSON. What language do you ,1sr'? 

Mr. �EADLOCK. It is symbolic language witl-. extensive "macro' capability. 

Mr. WILSON. That assembly, Lhcn, is peculiar Lo this computer? 

Mr. ::v1EADLOCK. That is correct. lt is very similar to the ones we have used 

in all the other aerospace programs. It is special for this computer. You can 

still dcvd op a more (•laborall- language, and Wl' havt' t°:xpcricnce with this type 

of dcvdopmrnt. Any gencrali7.l.!d soluti l)O to a probh·m involves sorr.c ineffi

ciency. Wlwn you begin to considl•r llw core memory limitations you have- in 

any flight system, you like to be as go,,<l as you can in using that space. So, 

we prefer symbolic language with tlw Macro capability. Many oi the simula

tions in vehicle models and so forth, an· all don«- in a h1gh,�r language. 

Mr. 1NILSON. li, for any reason, you appreciably increase the size of your 

lnstnm,cnt Unit memory logic, arc th1• µrograms still any good? 

Mr. MEADLOCK. Yes, Wt.'. have tompll'l c  capability there. There should be 

no change in tlw assc-mblcr. 

Output f .,n, the a�si•mbly procPss 1s a rnagnt:Lic tapt• and papt•r t.i.p1.•. 

Paper tape is the non,., •• ! inpul to the n1!.!ht computer through the test equipment 
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Mr. MEADLOCK {cont.) a:.socia•.ed with the Flight Comp•.1Ler. We also u.se 

lh1s capabi.lity fo_- the initial checkout of our pr..>gram, to :.nmulate some input 

data and. in general, a .static checkout of the flight p:ogram. The magnetic tape 

goes into the Systcm/3()0 Stmula:o, which I will disc�iss in more detail in a min,tle 

(Figure 58 ). It is the same tape that is made available to the launch complex and 

givt.!S us Lhc capability, via the ground co-nputc::- system, to completely reload 

the Flight Comp·.1.e r on the pa:l. witho11l removing the co:11puter Crom the vehicle. 

This is a picture of the test equipment whi.ch we use .for our initial program 

checkout. It ha3 a Lau11ch Vehicle Digital Co-npu:er and Data Aclapter mounted 

on it. Most of our checkou� is done on this (aci.lity which is a System/360. 

Ov1:r in Building 5, we p::esently have a System/ 360 Model 30, 40, and 30--

thrt.!e different co,1puter systems. Our Cir:H computer was receiv1.•d about a 

year and two months a�o It ·was the second System/ 360 off the Mod,�t 40 pro

duct ton line. Wrc have .,;ucccssfully been 1ui.ng it sine� then. For every flight 

type progra:-n, we have d,? .elop,.:d a simula 'ion (or the mission :m the System/ 

360 In o:her words, you cannot reaUy fly a m:ssion lo £ind ont if you have a 

good p:cogram. The most eco::iomical and useful way tha� we have fou:i.O: .o do 

this is on a general purpose computer. This co1nputer can be made to look 

li.ke the compute:. i.n the vehi.cle. In other words, yon program this co::npuier 

system such that it gives c·.ac�ly the same answers as the Flight Computer. You 

take your actual Flight Co"npu:er programs and ,ead them into this computer. 

A program in �bi::; computer takes each indtruction, intc rprets what is the 

in.struct ion, a=id ;;olv1::3 exactly what t:hat inslrucLion will do. During the develop-
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Mr. MEADLOCK (cont.). mcnt of a <.:cJmputer system, you must develop a 

simulator as part of it. Extensivr ch,·cks are rt.'!quired in terms of running 

specific problems on th� computer syst•:m and simulator to assure that you 

do have- an accurate simulator. 

We do our initial program d1eckuul un this particular simulator with 

raLhcr un�ophishcatcd inpul:.. In uth�•r words, you solve a specific nominal 

flight. Then we go lo something that is more elaborate and add the vehicle 

simulation. In other words, what l·an this vehicle do? What arc the bending 

1nomcnts, what is lhc i:dushiug, ct c.:ctcra? So, yoL1 have in this same com

puter system,modcls of the vehiclL, responses of the vehicle, and responses 

of the engin�� oulpu.i:. You try to build in the same delays that you have through

out lhc system. You c.an fly a total mission from this computer system. We 

have the ability lo read in the lhrust tapes from the static firing and to vary 

the thru_st on th\;!sc tapes ovt>r the range of tolerances that arc specified on the 

different stages. 

Mr. WILSON. Do you have the capability io simulate the total mission? Ho,.,, 

many olh�•r c.ompttlt-rs have thl! same capabilily that you ar� aware of'? Do 

Lhcy do the same Lhing on 7090 1s? 

Mr. MEADLOCK. They did origin.ally. 5111cc then, we have used the Sys Lem/ 

360 on S-1U-l03 and 501. W� workl!tl with Marshall in doing the simulation 

on the 7094's for S-IU-201. 

Mr. WILSON. How do you 1..•valuatc thl· utility of running these programs? How 

do you make management say how much is enough? 
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Mr. MEADLOCK. Well, that is a tough one. I am sure you always end up 

making the decision to do more than you have to. We are cautious; there have 

been so many cases where we almost goofed. 

Mr. EHRHARDT. There is a test plan laid out defining precisely what kind of 

tests are to be run. And, then, as Mr. Meadlock points o..it, sometimes we 

think about something -- one more thing to be done. There is a rather planned 

activity in each mission to know ahead o( time what is guing to be done. 

Mr. MEADLOCK. It is one of the reasnns th:;.t we tend to, sometimes, even 

though we have a dig1tal computer system, make some people think we are 

inflexible in taking last minute changes. The computer program is a dangerous 

thing especially when you have one that is interruptablc. In other words, it can 

be interrupted by inputs from the outside world and it is very difficult to simu

late all the conditions under which that interrupt can occur. You can sometimes 

go in and make a very simple change in the total program, and 11 this interrup

tion is at exactly the right time, that affects something else. 

M1·. WILSON. I realize that you have Lest programs in the development. When 

is enough, enough? This is the thing I do not understand. 

Mr. EHRHARDT. Oh, well, Mr. Mcadlock out.lined it. We run our nominal 

flights, in other words, everything is kind of right down the center,and we run 

with the winds varying as we expect they could happen. We then make it a 

point to check out each and every one of these backup modes. That is how we 

know when is l nough. We do check each one of these out so that if any of those 

things happen,we have proven that il will take care of the situation. After the 
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Mr. EHRHARDT (cont.). program is complete, it takes irom 4 to 6 weeks, 

depending on the mission lengths, for actual total program verification . 
. ., 

Mr. GRACE. We deliver our flight program to the Cape and we continue verify-

ing in the simulation facility and the digital system. Y,e put every kind of 

conceivable failure and mode into it to make sure it works. We find some 

things, occasionally, in that. When have you done enough? When you have 

checked e�erything out. If you go back and change the program, you get into 

the debate, "Do we have to go back through the whole thing or can we settle 

for something else? 11 

Mr. MEADLOCK. Now the real problem comes when you get close to launch 

and someone decides to change something. Now, what is enough to go back and 

re-verify this? There you get into the pure judgment decision. Yo-i cannot, 

in the constraints of the launch, redo this total amount of verification. You 

have to look at the particular change and use some judgment. That is a difficult 

decision, and you cannot lay any fixed ground rules. 

Mr. GRACE. Just to state our position on it, we !eel very deeply about the 

responsibility that we carry in this particular area. Mr. Meadlock, in particular, 

and his people are very, very much concerned about it. Because of the loss of 

a $30 million vehicle, and even more important, if it were a manned mission, 

there is a tendency to want to check it out and to want to verify it to make sure 

that everything is right. That tendency may lead us into more than would be 

absolutely necessary. Determining what is absolutely necessary is a problem 

to solve. We wan:- it checked out. 
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Mr. WILSON. Cn the AS- 20 l mission, <.an you put in pt!rsp1:ctiv� how much 

your total cost for developing the i;oftwarc goes into the vcruication? 

Mr. MEADLOCK. Well, probably -tO percent if you consider the total cost of 

the computer and the people required tu support thl.! Smrnlation Laboratory and 

the System/3o0. 

Mr. POWELL. Mr. Meadlock, l think an analogy to that answer would be ii 

you could, by hook or l:ruok, projl!l't un that screen up there a pic.turc 01 the 

simulation facility and a picturt.a of the lnstru.ment Unit checkout station, then 

relato that blue bar t.alled systems t<:st to that rt!d bar called verification, and 

then look at times and people involved, I think you would be amazed at the 

analogy tht>re. 

Mr. WILSON. This indicah-s that this is the place w�i can afford t.o spend 

money to imp:rove your confidence of when enough is enough. Do you have any 

internal programs o( your own as far as managetnent programs arc concerned? 

Do you evaluate this to decide when you can reduce the amount oI verification 

in this sort of thing? Are you looking and inventing a 11betler mouse trap" in 

verification? 

Mr. GRACE. We have been doing a lot of thinking, as this area has been badly 

overworked. The hours that our programming people had to work, to stay on 

schedule, i.s w,bdievable. We can sit here today and say we never delayed a. 

launch because of not having a program--we do not ever want to. We have been 

faced with sayiq� that we do not have an ideal situation. We would likt• m ha.v" 

the mission defining rlata into our systems engineering g:roup earlier and would 
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Mr. GRACE (conl. ). like to get the Equation 0l'fining Docun1l:nt out �o Lh,: 

programmers could work. We would lik, to get the program done, then Vl.!rify 

it, and launch it. All this gets piled 011 top of each other. They continue 

changing the mission, modifications to it, et cetera. What we really have 

done is to recognize the fact that this ideal situation is probably not going to 

exist for a long time. Now we must figure out some way to accept the real 

world situation and still be able to come out with something we think we can 

ride with confidence, t.hat this is a complete and accurate program ::o do the 

job. Up until now, we have b,:lrn faced with a fear that we have not had enoligh 

time to check it out adequately, that we have not had enough time to verily it. 

That is a most uncomfortable position to be jn - - ro hope everything ha.s been 

covered. It is not the way you want to run a program like this. It has not 

been the case where we have been able to  say that we cut. any of this out because 

it was big and expensive. We have had to cut down the verification because of 

time. Some of the time it has been availabll.! for veri1ication with last minute 

changes. From any good Program Manager's point of view, it has been too 

little. 

Mr. WILSON. NASA arrives at the ckcision for program change. Arc all 

changes mandalnry? 

Mr. GRACE. YPs, it has to be mandalory. A lot of things arc mandatory. 

Mr. POWELL. I think yot.. have to agree that the program changes :.ate in th.: 

game. I do not I hink there is anybody in Marshall who will disagree that the 

program change usually get.s directed by the Program Manager himself, Col. 
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Mr. POWELL (cont.). James, and Dr. Rudolpn. There are no substitute 

people that get into the act when you are in a stage like that. 

Mr. EHRHARDT. A couple of ;:hings we have done towards trying to move the 

thing back and . . .  I think to answer your question, one oi the things we have 

observed is that the Switch Selector sequence functions do seem to change late 

in the game. We have started to build ourselves a little 1·cserve in �he initial 

program. In the first �arly stages, we wound up exceeding whal wu had in the 

way of available memory left. Now we are building to anticipate that. We 

have set some bctt�r requiri.·mt:nts ahead of time. As far as the thrust infor

mation which, in the past,has just been programmed and not exactly in the best 

phasing, we worked with Marshall and they are getting that information earlier. 

So, those things that arc anticipated will be pushed back. We will still have the 

last minute changes, I am sure, We are working to pusn some of these other 

things - - t.hat. we have been more or less anticipating - - towards the beginning. 

Mr. MEADLOCK. The next maJ0r area oI programming that I would like to 

discuss is that of factory checkout of the Instrument Unil. Early in the program, 

it was decided by MSFC to use c1.utomated computer checkout for all the rnaj�r 

stages of the Saturn Vehicle and, al present, all stages are being checked with 

the computer system. Our particular computer system is an RCA llOA with 

all the di!foren\. systems on the Instrument Unit. The main reason for our com

puter system is because of the overall complexity of the Instrument Unit. The 

fact is, a con puler system will do repeatable-type tests on vehicle lo vchiclt� 

with speed and reliability inherent in it. This is the test console from which 
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Mr. MEADLOCK (cont.). the test conductor controls the entire testing 

SC'quence. (Figure 59) ln this particular computer systc?m, there are two 

displays: one in tht'-' control room_ and another in with tht• computer. From 

this console, you can request the automated test to be ca.led up and exer

cised. The voice comn1unicallons around the differl.!nt instruments also 

allow control. However, the main control is your console. All tests arc 

called from there, and the controlling s cqucnce is from that console. 

H is significant to note that we have no real simulation facility to check 

out these programs. I believe that all of the stage contractors have a 

simulation facility of the type v. hc•re they check out their programs. That 

gives them a computer system, which allows them lo check out all of the pro

grams prior to intcrfacti with the other stages. W<' developed these programs 

without the simulation capability, and have been successful in getting them 

running with the actual Instrument Unit. There has been a minimum impact 

on schedules. I think we have passed the point where the computer is more 

useful in checkout than any other use of the computer system on the program. 

A couple of other photographs here, this particular one, is the DDAS 

Ground Station, which makes available all of the PCM Telemetry Data to t.hc 

computer system. (Figure 60) It also has recording equipment to record the 

analysis of the overall test. Thi.s is t..hc I and C console, and the next one is 

the Telemetry Ground Station. (Figures 61 and 62, Tl'Spcctively) The overall 

function flow oI this is, as I stated, the controlling operation from the display 

console, into the HCA 11 0A Computer, and clown through the various interfaces. 
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Mr. MEADLOCK (cont.). (Figure 63) It is difficult to say, exactly, which 

is an interface and which is a functional r·epresentation of the Instrument Unit. 

Normally, there are separate controls for all oi the ON, OFF, power ON, and 

safety features. In the normal tests, wc do control it by a computer system. 

The other parallel path patterns an .. provided as backup, if something goes 

wrong. The actual checkout itself is l•��un wilh a subsystem checkout and 

finally ends with an overall test, which 1:. a combination oi all of tht• diflcn:nl 

subsystems tests. We do run a plug-arvp t.est in which we disconnect the 

umbilical, similar to the launch day L\•st, and run a flit?hl program ior the 

total duration time of the Uight. As W\' n1l!ntion�d 1!arli,•r, this is usually 

not the fiight program that flies. In fact., it never has been. 

The flight prog1·am that was clefined, prior to lnstrumt·nt Unit checkout, 

is the one that is available for the Instrument Unit chc.ckout. We hope to somt!

day reach the point where that is lhi:: flight. program lhat flies. Again, becaus,._• 

of the definition problem, I do not think Wl"' will ever quite reach that point. This 

is not a big problem for us. It was a big problem on S-IU-201 because we did 

not have the simulation ability. We did have to ch�ck out the programs on th� 

Instru1nent Unit. I th.ink that we havf• this totally undPr control. The rc.-:ason 

is, that "'rtOSt of the people-interface is within our own .facility and, on any 

programming problem, Lhc peoplt::-inwrfacc gets t.o dcfint• tht• problems. This 

reduces the complexity of the problem. This is about all I have to say about thl; 

Instrument Unit checkout. 
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Mr. MEADLOCK (cont.). 

I would like to discuss an area of programming responsibilities, pro

bably not widely known, that we have. The problem al the Cape - - we have a 

vehicle out here - - a very complex one - - and a Launch Control Cen:er about 

5 miles away. (Figure 64) The Mobile Launcher is unmanned for the last fow 

hours, People are back in the Launch Control Center. You must have com

munications between these people and the vehicle. In the process, you also 

have to check out the vehicle prior to liftoff -- as lalc as you can - - to insure 

that all of the subsystems arc- working. To do fae total process manually, 

and do it as close to liftoff timt· as you can, is probably an impossible task. 

For that reason, a computer system has been placed in the system to provide 

the repeatability testing and the capability to do syst<"m checkouts close to lift

off. Our basic problem is making these two computers talk to each other and 

to provide the people with these two methods. The system is simplified with 

switches to turn things ON and OFF within the vehicle and display consoles 

from which they can call up automated tests. This is a very simplified dia

gram which I am sure you will understand. The DDAS system comes into the 

two computers. There is analog to digital output and digital to analog output, 

and, if you try to draw the total picture, it gets vei·y confusing. 

Mr. WILSON. What does DDAS stand for? 

Mr. MEADLOCK. The Digital Data Acquisition System. This takes the PCM 

(Pulse Code M ,<lulation) data. On this particular configuration, there is a cor�

buffer that the PCM data is stored in. The buffer could save a whole frame of 
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Mr. MEADLOCK (cont.). thl,; PCM di.ita, ii they desire it to, whereas in 

Instrument Unit checkout wc do not have the capability. 

Mr. WU.SON. Do you have any conception of how far short of complete 

automation in checkout you go and can still go? 

Mr. MEADLOCK. Yes. I will give you more op:.nion t.han fact in this answer. 

l do not know that I can give fact. l think a completely autornatcd checkout

with the system, as it is defined, is not feasible. If you arc going to con1-

plctely automate the system, you have to start from the original design and 

dt:sign the system accordingly. This has not been completely done. The 

dt::sign goal, from my point of view, was to provide the engineer with the 

c:apabiUt.y of doing things th1.: way he always dc>cS them. In other words, WI! 

hav,· not rcplacc:-d any of the manual controls he has always had. That com

plc.-Lc capability still exists, it is just not serviced through the computer 

system. What: we havt• ath�mp1t.?ci to clu is to construct a building-block, if 

you will, lypc of system so that we have a system that provides this capability. 

In addition, working down under that system, is the ability to run automated 

pr"ccdurcs. On one Vl..!hiclc, we can have this sys tum or procedure, and on 

tht' next vehicle, we can increase it to accomplish a little more . 

. Mr. WILSON. Now, how much of the vd1id1: can you finally do in that mannl'r? 

Mr. MEADLOGK. ! would say per hap::; 80 p...:rc,•nt. I would say that is the 

maximum I would ever think you would want Lo have. I du not think you would 

want to reacl· 'l•t point where you would let the cc1mpntcr makt: <Lil the dt•dsiuns 

without any operator iutervcntion. We have come up with a system that allows 
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Mr. MEADLOCK (ccmt. ). �he �nginct·r Lo incrementally call up any t1.�s1 

that needs to be run. He tells us whic.h to run and we run it. We give him 

options, ct cetera. I do no: think we want to reach a point, within the con

figuration, where you push a but.ton an<l sometime later you Hy. I just do not 

think we arc built 1or that. 

I am sure you havt! all seen th,:�•.: pictures, but, just lo put them in thu 

right p�rspcctivc, this is the Laun�h Cuntrol Gunter. (Fi gun• b5) There t.r1,; 

three of them located in the same wing o.f the VAB. This is a picture of th\! 

500 F roll oul.(Figurc 66) We die.I successfully supp,Ht the 500 F test checkout 

in the VAB (Vehicle Assembly Building) with thl' c.omput.cr system and its 

program. As you know, the three launch conlrol C<'l1t<-rS can be tied eithl'r 

into thn•l· vchi<.h.· L.hcckouts in Lhc VAB, thrCt! out at the three pad�, or any 

combination of these. This is another picture of the roll out of 500 F. (Figure 

6 7) The mobile launch corr:putc·r systt:m is located in one of chc rooms down 

under the pad. This is conn ect.cd to the VAB through a cable that simulates 

the length out to the pad. When you get to the pad, there an: electronic inter

faCP:3 lo it fnr connection back •o th{' L,tUnch Vchidl• Digitctl Computer. Wi• an• 

supporting the chc·ckout for the 500 F in terms of the fueling of this vehicle 

and checking out th,, facilities, and Wl' <lo havt· an op1'rating syskm to work 

with. 

Mr. WILSON. How close to the Iinal configuration of the real equipment is the 

final software ? When' do you want to be? 
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Mr. MEADLOCK. Not very close. The 500 Fis a modified Uprated Saturn 

I, if you will, series of software. In vic'w of the schedule problems thal 

we had in developing the Saturn I system of softv. a re, it has a similar 

configuration. It is just that the two computers arc closer together. The 

original Marshall approach was, "Let us build the Uprated Saturn I con1putcr

wise and program-wise like we are going Lo build Saturn V. 11 This v,as done 

so that, when we got to the Saturn V, we would knov. how to do it. The par

ticular software configuration that is used on the 50(, F vehicle is a modified 

Uprated Saturn I system. The Saturn 5Cl operating system in the test program, 

et celera, is a 50 to 70 percent redesign. So, it will be completely replaced. 

Coming back to the previous diagram (Figure 6-1), let me elaborate about 

what we tried to do. As I said before-, we have attempted to give the cngint>er 

the same c-apability that he has alv.ays had. The engineer can throw a switch 

and the signal will go through this computer system, to this one, and energize 

a valve, or whatever it is connected to. All of the discretes in the vehicle, 

some 3OOCi, a1·e continuously scann<'d by this computer system. Any time 

one of them changes, we come back to light the appropriate light or, if lhere 

is logic v. ithin the program, we may send it out to Lhe flighL console where 

there is a pre-defined systf>m to determine what can happen. (There are 15 

of these consoles.) We must also provide the console with the ability to 

monitor any measurement onboard thC' vehicle and to request the status of 

any measurement or discrete. We also provide the capability to let him do 
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Mr. MEADLOCK konl. ). high or lov. LolerancL' clwcks lhat have b(•en done 

automatically in thl· eomput1.•1· on any mc-asurcmc•nt ,dthin the vehicle. 

All of this 1s kind of a simultaneous process. In other words, any test 

c..-ngim•�r should nol care v.hat lhe n•st of the• systl•m is doing. We handle 

this by �hat v.e call the Operating Syst<>m, or th� E:,..et·ulive Supervisor for 

the• computer control. You define ihing� that have ll• bC" serviced at all 

times, of -.vhich I just mcntionN! so111L'. We lop Lhc,•m into the so-called 

Operating System for this compkx. TIH Operating Systl"m must also tai<.e 

ca re- of servicing all of tht· periplwr�I clev1c:t•s (fo.r instanc<•, the magnetic 

lapP). WP Log <''\<"ry discrete Lhal 1H·1•urs on Lhc \'Phic-lc. WL log e�.rery 

message that goes up lo the console. We log l'Vcry input that comes in. 

This has proVt'd lo b\.· vc· ry v.duablt·. W <· havt• lwl'n accused of issuinp. sonw 

discreles somelirrws. When we gl> back and analy:t.e the log tapes, it turns 

out that someone else• really flipped the switc:h. Aftc-r you prove- it, they 

finally admit they did. It is an inter'-•stinf.! situation. 

The Operating System sc-rviccs thl• total requirem�nt for things th.al 

n-rnst always be in pr<>Cl'SS. Running under th,, Opt>raltng Syste111, th<'n, art'

UlL• things we call lL•Sl programs. For instance, if you v.:anL LO check out the 

Platform on lht' vc-hi, le, you t·an d1•fi1w a lest program that will tal<e tht-

r.t<•k inputs to on1· cif th< gyros, ;ind ,·xpc•c-t u c.1•rtai11 r,•sponsc• from Lhj:; 

gyro. Thl•r<· arc· prograrn sll'ps to ins11r1• lht• vdtit-1,· has its pnwrr, and 

you gt'l <1 "go-no _po" typl' ll'!il. llnrh-r our prf'scnt ;irrangc:nwnt, tht, lrsl 

pn>gra111s niusl h, run in s,·ri,·s, and yu11 must call them up frorn tlh display 
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Mr. MEADLOCK (cont.). console. The test engineer has a whole series 

of test programs in bis cor.trol. He can call them up at any time. :n 

certain cases, there are options that he can exercise over the running of 

this test. W c dis play them back on the console and he chooses the specific 

one. ln addition, if we get a "no go", we come back to him with a tutorial 

message. So, that is the Lest program capability within the system. 

There are several tests which l think arc worth mentioning. We must 

control the ;.zimut.h on the guidance system for the launch-wind problem that 

is controlled by the computer system. In other words, we know at v.hat 

azimuth we should launch and, if there is a 11hold'', we musl track a given 

azimuth in order to get a launch that is controllable in the computer system. 

ln addition, on the dual-launch missions of AS-207 and 2Ci8, v.c must update 

some data in the Flight Compucer at the last minute, after tracking the first 

vehicle. The way that will happen is that these computer systems "'-ill 

command the Flight Computer into a mode that is looking for an input from 

the digital command system--which will then be sent from the Hous:on Com

puter Complex to lhe Cape. 

Overall, it is a tremendously complicated system, in that lherc are so 

many diffPrcnt stages involved and there are so many people involved. We 

run the gan1ut of a small subsyslc>m l�sl lo an ov<.>rall test, some of \',hich 

arc- contained within one stage and, of course, the overall test that affects 

all stages. We provide the test conductor a console, from which v.e can control 

the overall upcration of this computer system. In other words, from all of 

the 15 consoles, any one engineer can be calling up any particular test on 
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Mr. MFADLOCK (cont.). his stagl'. Howcvt•r, llwr,• i� onl' consolt• al 

v.1:ich thcrl: will be a summary 01- all of this presented. Wt• also give thal 

individual a capability of selecting which of thest· 1s most important--

dl'let1..• this one, cl cetera. In otlwr v.ords, \q• try to centralize control 

at one point. 

This is a picture of the display svstem for th'- Saturn V con:iguration. 

(Figurt.' 68) The Uprated Salum 1 lOnfiguration had a different d�splay 

console--one identical to th,• ont• you saw for the lnst '"ument Uni:: checkout 

station. This particular display ,;y:.tPtn is driven by anoth1..•r compute1· 

systcn'\. ln other v.:ords, inhen•nt within the display system, there is 

another computer. Tlus display sysl\'m is built U} Sanders Associates 

and Uw cornpt1t1c•r by Cornputcr Co11ll'Cd Corporation, It is only used to 

service the display system. Any button you push here is an interrupt into 

thr computer which then services tht• display. lt is strictly dedicated to 

the display. It is a n•ry powerful, fl<'xibl<· display system, and it 1s very 

useful.

I would like lo use one (:xampl<> lo !>how lhc overall complex .. l} of the 

system and some oI tht: things U1al cause• us the most problen1s. In this 

particular test, 1 \\-ill shov. only one :,lcp ot a rather large test, the checkout 

of Lhl;! EDS (Fm••T'j!t'nc:y Dtltclion Sysl1'm). This i:. thl' system that sprt•ads 

throughout alJ the stage's of the.• vt>hiclc. (Figure 69) Wt• are requ.red to 

t<'St this sytcm on launch days, as close to liftoff as possible. Herc, again, 

is one of tlw tldvanlagt.'S of tht> computt•r syslem. To try Lo check this out 
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Mr. MEADLOCK (cont.). manually v.ould be an impossibility on launch 

days. The computer system test requires about 35 minutes for AS-2(;1. 

In particular, l would JU St like to walk through one step of the overall 

EDS Lest. The test engineer calls it up from the display con sole. Of 

cour::,e, this would go into the display computer which would service the 

request and identify the RCA 11 OA Computer over at Lhe Launch Con:rol 

Ccntc 1·. W hencvcr the prPvious ll'� t program has completed execution, 

this computer system will then c-alJ the EDS test program from magnetic 

Lape. In addition, the lest conduc-lor has thl• capability of aborting the 

lest in progress in favor of the new one. In any case, you call in the 

EDS test program. When you get lo the particular step that I would like 

to discuss, Lhis comput�r system will tell the computer down in the Mobile 

Launcher to instruct Lhe Flight Computer to issue a guidance support signal. 

This is a discrete signal which 1s sent up to the spacecraft as a warning 

that there are problems in the guidance for the launch vehicle. (We have 

internal program tests in the. Flight Computer. li we detect something 

(rom which wt• cannot recover, �P sc•nd a signal up to the capsule and say, 

"We have a gu1danc-c abort, so try Lo switch in your system, or do 9.hatcver 

is appropnate. 1
' And that is, of course, part oi the EDS system.) The 

discrctQ is issued. The ACE computer system, "'hich is the checkout. 

system for the Apollo capsule, is continually sampling the discreteo m the 

Apollo syslPm. When this particular discrete comes on, it will notify the 

Launc..h Cvolrul Ct•nlcr c..urnpull'r. Tlti:. cun1pui:cr, :.irH·c it ha:. btH!n cx_1Jc<..l1ng 
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Mr. MEADLOCK (cont.). this particular chsc-rek Lo occur, will nole 

lhl' fact Lhat it has changed and will consider that step complete. In 

addition,it will go out and hght an indicator. For each of these discretes, 

there is an indicator which tells lhc test engineers that it has happened. 

An indication also goes to the test console, which is controlling it. li 

we do not rect:ivc this indication. we \\'ill go out and indicate a ''no go" 

t.o Lhe test conductor. You begin to s1..•11 the complexity of the interfaces 

over which we must work. First of all, v..e have to ,,orry about the 

interface between the lnstrunH•nt Unit and the Apollo system. Then we 

have to worry about the iott::rface uetwct::n tht.' ACE (.01npute1 and tht:: 

other computers. This is in addition to the normal interface over which 

W4! have control. 

Mr. WIL.5ON. You have no hard lines between the vehicle and t:le analog 

equipment in the Launch Control Center? 

Mr. MEADLOCK. No, there arc hard lines for vehicle safety functions. 

That is about the limit of it. I cannot give you a gooo number. However, 

all of these hard lines come into the computer system lo tel1 us if they 

have done something. 

This is a picture 0£ the facility that we used to check out the program 

uf Lhe Saturn V Launch Control ComptJtl•r system, the Saturn V breadboard 

facility. (Figure 70) This is a picture of the Instrument Unit in tne foreground. 

It is a n.:al ln'll rument Unit with the nssociatcd hardware. In the foreground 

and out of till picture: thcr<' is a S-11 Stage and S-IVB Stage. They do not 

have live propulsion, of course, but they do have one engine. They also 
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Mr. MEADLOCK (cont.). have tlh' electronics in the stages. In the 

background, there is an F J engine and the simulators for the S-IC Stage. 

They have both electrical and mechanical simulators for the subsystems 

on lhc v�hiclc. It is a very complicated facility and a very difficult facility 

to maintain because of the ccsmplexity of the o-. crall system. 

In the upper room, are the computers Io:- the Launch Control Center, 

and in the lower room, are the• comput,•rs for the Mobile Launchers. There 

is a similar system for the {;prated Saturn I. They do not have the mechan

ical simulators but do have all of the.· l'lcctric:al simulators for the Uprated 

Saturn 1 sys Lem. We had a good deal oi trouble on this particular systein 

of programs. The breadboard Iacihty was very late in becoming operational 

for checkout of thcsl' programs. Wt> spt•nt a ,·cry hectic Christmas here 

l rying to get the program ready to launch AS-201. But, in spite of the

problems, we We're suc:-ct>ssful in doing th;tt ;inn h;ivp sUC-C"f'ssfully supported 

AS-201 and 2G3. Because of tht• problems on the Uprated Saturn I program, 

Lhe appropriate steps have been taken to assure that facilities are available 

for the Saturn V progl"am. We sec no real major problcn1 in meeting delivery 

on Saturn V. The breadboard is ,..,,orking correctly. There are still some sys

tems that have not been brought into line. Presently. I see nothing that is 

going to cauSl' anythmg like the last-minute rush on AS-lGJ. 

People have been in the vehicle checkout business, especially at the Cape, 

for many years. They have grown up ,dth tht• idea that, when you !lip the

switch, there 1s a ha rd wire.• that goes out there and turns on the valve. Now, 
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Mt·. MEADLOCK (cont.). suddenly, you stick lwo computers in between 

the switch and the valve. Before, when the command did not get out 

there, they got an ohnuneter and found out why it did not get out there. 

Now, they have to call tht.> programmer. This causes a great deal of 

di!Iiculity. It is very difficult to get them to talk the same language. This 

has caused a great deal of confusion as could be expected, and points out 

the validity of the approach that has bc1.c•n taken--that of having a building 

bloc� program where you do not enter into too much automation on the 

first vehicle. You lry to build .:1 capability thal you use, then add to as 

you go down lhe road. Thal is the approach of the present system. I 

think that completes the V\,Ords that I have to say. 

Mr. WILSON. How much of your programme:-s' time 1s devoted to the 

Uprated Saturn I and the Saturn Vat this time? 

Mr. MEADLOCK. On the £light program, we have a good deal more. We

probably have 70 perct!nl of our effort on the flight program area. The 

Instrument Unit checkout is eYenly divided because we are basically finished 

with lhc programming on AS -501, and now it i.i,; n1ainly a maintenance effort 

on both vehicles. The launch control effort 1 s s1gnifi cantly greater on Saturn 

V because we are JUSt now going through Lhat final first vehicle. We are 

probably d1v1ded about ·15 percent on Saturn V and l5 percent on the Uprated 

Saturn I. On Saturn V, we are still developing lhe "guts" 0£ lre system 

whereas, on Uprated Saturn I, we have lhe basic system working and are 

basically adding on. 
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Mr. GRACE. Thank you, Mr. Meadlock. I know it has been rather a 

comprehensive presentation, but I thought you would be interested in it 

since the software program has the tendency to be overlooked in terms 

of the real relative role in this program. What we would like to do now 

is to proceed into some of the areas of major concern relating lo the

contractual aspects of our program. Mr. Lerner is prepared to give 

you some specifics with regard to our contract. 
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CONTRACT MANAGEMENT 

Mr. LERNER. Before we begin to look at some of the slides, may I 

make a personal comment about incentive contracting in general. Incen

tive contracts are not very old, by and large, even though the Wright 

brothers had one. However, the new and more detailed multiple incentive 

c-ontracts are pretty new to both Government and industry. I think we find 

that a tremendous new challenge. In addition, and recognizing Mr. Grace's 

earlier remarks, there are specific individual motivations of a tangible 

nature when you get down to the d£>partmental manager level. Sometimes 

he can see more readily, if you will, that the delivery of a particular 

report, at a particular time, may tangibly be worth X-dollars or a loss of 

X-dollars. We go about the facility talking to some;- of the men working on

a specific aspect of the program with regard to incentives which are directly 

tied to their activity, and some of the first-line managers, as well, and 

they have an additional motivation notwithstanding the fact that they are 

highly motivated because of the company's reputation and the desire to 

<lo the kind of job that is necessary for the program. 

In that light, a c01nment or two about what we found out about incentives, 

having opc·ratc-d 11nrler this contrac-L. Let me prefact• that by saying that we 

think, and ('crlainly hope that Marshall thinks the- san�e, that we have a 

reasonablt• and equitably structured contract. As far as our incentive 

arrangeml'nls c1 re concerned, both Marshall and IBM negotiated a mutually 

equitable contract. AncJ we have learned a few things. As a result of that 
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Mr. LERNER (cont.). negotiation and the performance to date, we think 

that multiple incentive contracts are best used where you have a reasonable, 

objective, and measurable set of criteria against which to measure your 

performance so there is a minimum of  subjective problems as to whether 

or nol particular parameter:, may have been mel, or failed lo have been 

met, during your performance, especially when they tie directly to perfor

mance. Additionally, of course, you always hope that in the negotiation of 

an incentive contract, the criteria that is established for performance is 

reasonably well enough along the way that, from a developmental standpoint, 

ii you will, maximum performance could be achieved. Further, especially 

if you have a complex multiple incentive contract, such as we have, the incen-

tives utilized are mutually consistent, not inconsistent. So the achievement 

of performance goals, sched1.:.le goals, and cost goals may ail occur because 

one is not inconsistent with the other. We believe, that in the negotiation 

of this conl ract, that has been achieved. A !ourlh thing which is of concern, 

and I will mention it now, relates to change activity. The engineering people, 

as Mr. Grace has indicated, designed flexibility into the Instrument Unit. 

Incentive contracting, however, is less flexible in accepting changes and 

this, of course, gives us more difficulty in the administration of the contract 

itseH. As 1 indicated before, we have 371 directed changes to date, not all 

of which have been negotiated and incorporated into the contract. As ,rnch, 

there are some very complex arrangements, negotiations, discussions, and 

tracking necessary in the adminisLration of this kind of a contract. 
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Mr. GRACE. Such as how do yuu <let.t·rminti what the m-.:�nt1v� ought lo 

be u tht.:? work is al readr tlorte? 

Mr. LERNER. A little thing like that, yes. 

Mr. STICH. Would you also acid Lhal the criteria lo be rnccnlivizcd should 

be meaningful? 

Mr. LERNER. I have made' th,, i,Uppusicion that neither party would 

incentivi.zc something that h..is 1H> nwaning or that they a re• not inlcirl'liLCd 

in buying or expending eifo rt against. 

Mr. WILSON. Huw many nf y,,u r pL•oplc a rl' tied up full lime in adminis -

tering th1i, contract'? 

Mr. LERNER. Wt have a single mc:1_101· contract here in Huntsville and 

1 have a sta(f of nine profcs:;iunal 1..ontract pcwple. They arc nol adrninis-

tering the incentive portions 01 Lhe conlract alone; they adn1inister the> 

entire l.Onlract as such. Now, 1 cannot give you a comparison against 

any other sirnilar t·n1Hr<1ct. Wt· hav(• had incl'ntive contracts of a smaller 

amount at other IBM locaUons. We have adnumstered larger contract.s; 

but not with multi plc 1nclmliv,:s ..ind changl: ac·uvily as \v,•11. If \\ ,: wen• to 

hav,· a straight CPFF (Cost P1u!, l' 1x,·d Fee) contract with U1is kind ol t hang,• 

ac:�ivity, \\t! would still .,ave a si�1,if1t·ant an1t1unt of adn1inislralivc ""ork. 

Mr. WILSON. llavt' you placpd any of your sllhl·untracton, on inccnhvvl:i'? 

Mr. LERNER. At thi:s :ime we have a fow, but we try v..:.ry hard to pnn1arily 

place.> Lht!m on :i (ixcd-priCl' basi:., w11(•r,'\"1.?r possible, since fixed prict• offers 

Lht· greatest tn\'.cntiv0, obviously. 
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Mr. LERNER (cont.). 

With these general comments, let us take a look at our contract. 

(Figure 71) Our contract 1s divided, as l say, into three major incentives - -

cost, performance, and schedule. The weights were established as 55 

percent nn rni:;t 22-1 /2 pPrc-ent on perfnrm::\ncP, ::\nd 22-1 /2 percent 

on schedule•. For a moment let us Lie incentives to the lnstrument Unit 

itseli, not considering the cost clement of the total program--just considering 

performance and schedule. Subsequent: to S-IU-204, (I will discuss briefly 

the firsl four vehicles). all vehic.:les have as much as $140 000 of addittonal 

fee, or loss of the fee, based on our ability to perform, deliver, and meet 

our reporting and programming obligations. So there i's a reasonable, 

additional aVvard for cxcellen. performance. Of course, Lhc reward is 

based on what would be said to be the Government's advantage as �-ell. Our 

excellent performance has a payoff in a successful flight, and early delivery 

has a payoff to the Government in obtaining its needed, stated requirements 

promptly and to save them trouble at the Cape. Additionally, as Mr. Meadlock 

indicated, th!?. significatll operations in lhe programming area and lhe docu-

mentation are a benefit to the Government when we fully meet our reqmrerhents 

· -·
.

in a timely mann,,r. Look at the cost for a moment. (Figure 72) Right now

our conlrad is $172 million, estimated !or total cost, with close to $14- mlllion

la rget foe. The maximum to�al fee a, ailable for excellent performance, at

this point in 11,1w, .is a little in excass of $21 million. A minimum fee '\> hich
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CONTRACT NA S 8-14000 

IU INCENTIVES 

1. COST - 55%

2. Performance - 22. 5%

3. Schedule - 22. 5%

Performance 

Delivery (After 204) 

Flight 

Reports & Documentation 

SLCC Programs 

Total per I U 

FIGURE - 71 -PROGRAM INCENTIVES 

$ 60,000 

50,000 

17 I 000 

$127 I 000 

7,500 

5,500 

$ 140,000 



EST I MATED CO ST, TAR GET CO ST, AND TAR GET FEE 

The total estimated cost and target cost for the performance 
pursuant to this contract is $172,359,078 exclusive of the target fee 
of $13,933,409. The total target cost and target fee is $186,292,487. 
The final amount of fee to be paid for performance will be determined 
in accordance with the provisions set forth in Article VI -Fee Incentives 
of this Contract. 

1 1 I. A. The fee is based on the following range: 

Maximum Fee $21,030,434.00 
Minimum Fee $ 6,894,363.00' 

'I 1.8.1 Cost Criteria +$3,605,104.00 
-$4, 327,131.00' 

'II I. A. Cost Incentives -The amount of fee applicable is 
computed as follows: 

Variance of Total Allowable Cost 
from Target Cost ff. C.) 

$12,017,017.00 under T. C. 
1st Increment $ 5,000,000.00 over T. C. 
2d Increment $ 5,000,000.00 over T. C. 
3d Increment $15,442,996.00 over T. C. 
4th Increment $ 5,042,828.00 over T. C. 

TOTAL 

Change 
Sharing in Fee 

70/30 +$3,605,104.00 
95/5 -$ 250,000.00 
90/10 -$ 500,000.00 
85/15 -$2,316,424.00 
75/25 -$1,260,707.00 

+$3, 605,104.00 
-$4, 327, 131. oo·

FIGURE - 72 - ESTIMATED COST-TARGET COST-TARGET FEE 



Mr. LERNER (cont.). could be earned is close to $6. 9 million. Of these 

maximums and minimums, the increase to this target fee of $3. 6 million 

is available for significant underruns, and a decrease of this $14 million, 

m the amount of $4. 3 million, could be taken away as a result of signifi

cant overrun. The incentive application formula in this CPIF (Cost Plus 

Incentive Fee) contract is, in the case of u.nderruns, a sharing arrangement 

of 70 to 30 for every dollar under; 70 cents to the Government's benefit and 

3G cents to us. And a four-part incremental approach in the overrun situation 

which result, if the program was significantly overrun, in a loss of $4. 3 

million; or, significantly underrun, in a gain of $3.6 million. 

Talking about schedule incentives first, the first four vehicles are 

somewhat special. In the first place, in the basic contract, we had a 

different set of requirements placed upon us for the first four vehicles from 

the standpoint of total responsibility. Under the contract, full responsibility 

for the vehicle was given to us with S-IU-205 and 501 onward. (In the following 

discussion, Mr. Lerner refers to Figures 7 3 through 77) The schedule for 

201 is broken into two parts, a date for assembly completion and a date for 

shjpping. As Mr. Grace mentioned earlier, we completed on August 18 and 

:;;hipped on October 8. At this point in time, agreement has not been reached 

with NASA ;1:;; tu what was the rl'quirc•d delivery date for assembly complete, 

\\h.11 was th,• n•quireci shiprnent date in view of the changes, and the perturba

litrns th<• program had during the period of time from commencement to this 

point. We are in the process of negotiating this now. The S-IU-202, however, 
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I U-201 

SCHEDULE INCENTIVES 

I U-201 Assembll Complete: 
Per Dat 

1-7 days prior to target + $1,602. 00

Target to 14 days late 0 

15 to 28 days late 801. 00

Per S:tstem 
+ $11,214. 00

0 

- $11,214. 00

I U-201 assembly comoletion date has not been negotiated to 
date. We sent MSFC a oroposal to adjust assembly complete date in 
September 1965. Negotiations are anticipated to commence momen
tarily. 

IU-201 ShiQQing: 
Per Day Per Slstem 

1-7 days prior to target +$ 534.00 + $ 3,738.00

Target date 0 0 

1-7 days late 534. 00 - 3,738.00

I U-201 assembly completion was accomplished by I BM on 
August 18, 1965, MSFC Form #71 partial 12. 

I U-201 was shipped by I BM on October 8, 1965, MSFC Form 
171 partial 21. 

FIGURE - 73 - IU 201 SCHEDULE INCENTIVES 



I U-202 End Delivery: 

I U-202 

SCHEDULE INCENTIVES

Per Dal 
1-14 days prior to target + $1,000 per day

Target 0 

1-7 days after target - 2,000 per day

Per System 
+ $14,000

0 

- 14 000I 

I U-202 Delivery schedule has been negotiated with a target 
date of February 15, 1966, and with Max date of February 1, 1966. 
IU-202 was shipped on February 11, 1966. We are in the process 
of negotiating an equitable adjustment to schedule incentives in
accordance with the requirements of Exhibit 1 1C11 

(Incentive Fee 
Formula) of the subject contract.

FIGURE - 74 - IU 202 SCHEDULE INCENTIVES 



IU-203 End Delivery: 

IU-203 

SCHEDULE INCENTIVES 

Max Reward April 11, 1966 
Apri I 12, 1966 
April 13, 1966 
April 14, 1966 
April 15, 1966 

Target April 16, 1966 
April 17, 1966 
April 18, 1966 
April 19, 1966 
Apri I 20, 1966 

Max Penalty April 21, 1966 

+ $18,000
+ 16,000
+ 14,000
+ 8,000
+ 5,000

0
2,000
4,000
8,000

11,000 
14,000 

I U-203 Delivery schedule has been negotiated with Target Date 
of 4-16-66 and Max Reward date of 4-11-66. IU-203 was shipped on 
April 11, 1966. We are in the process of negotiating an equitable 
adjustment to schedule incentives in accordance with the require
ments of Exhibit 11C 11 (1 ncentive Fee Formula) of the subject contract. 

Fl GURE - 75 - I U 203 SCHEDULE INCENTIVES 



IU-204 End Delivery: 

I U-204 

SCHEDULE INCENTIVES

Max Reward June 29, 1966 
June 30, 1966 
July 1, 1966 
July 5, 1966 
July 6, 1966 
July 7, 1966 
July 8, 1966 
July 9, 1966 
July 10, 1966 
July 11, 1966 
July 12, 1966 
J u I y 13, 1966 

+ $14,000
+ 12,000
+ 10,000
+ 7,000
+ 4,000
+ 2,000

0
3,000
6,000
9,000

12,000 
14,000 

l U-204 Delivery schedule has been negotiated with Target Date
of Jufy 8, 1966 and Max Reward date of June 29, 1966. 

Fl GURE - 76 I U 204 SCHEDULE INCENTIVES 



I U -205-212 and 501-515 DEL I VERY 

Delivery Date 
1-7 days prior to target
Target to 14 days late
15 to 28 days late

Per Day 
+$7,058. 00 

0 
- 3,529.00

Per System 
+$49,406.00 

0 
- 49,406.00

Total 
+$1,136

J
388.00 
0 

- 1,136,388.00

Fl GURE - 77 - 205 / 212 & 501 I 515 DELIVERY INCENTIVES 



Mr. LERNER (cont.). was ncgotial1•d \dth Ma rs hall and we agreed upon 

new target dales, new 1nax1mum dales and new mini1num dates v;hich were 

based up on changes and the like. We ddivered S-IU-202 earlier than our 

target date but not all th\" way to thl' maximum dale. Th e S-lU-203 was 

renegotiated vdth a varying inc entiv,• in v;nich we have a maximum 

re-w·,a rd date of April 11. In fact, Wl' did deliver on April 11. In the case 

oi S-IU-2(1➔, which we dwell<!d upon tln;; mormng "'ith 1·cgard to the 

manifold probletn, our maximum. d,·l1very datl� \\as June 29, our target 

datl' July 8, and July 13 rnax11nl1m loss date. As you are aware, we have 

not yet delivered S-IU-204. All subsequent vehicles operate under the 

same incentive program. Notice Lhat thr per-day Ins s nr gain, either plus 

or minus from target, hati substantially increased. Now, dt.:livcry of each 

vehicle ts worth close to $50, OOL gain or .. ass, based t:pon our ability to 

deliver earlier, or our indbility to dd1vcr on llmc. 

In addition, v.c get into Lhl• p,·rformance ai·ca. (Figur� 78) The per

formance area 1s also a rclalivt•ly co,nplex system of :equirements, certain 

of these apply Lo only uni• vehicle. All of lhl add1l10nal requirements in the 

system checkout area start with S-IU- ZGS and 501 because t hat is the point 

of time Wl• arc, uncle r the contract, to pick up full rl•sponsibility for those 

require,ncnts. We• arc rcqu1:ccl lo submit a compll•ll• Ll•st plan, signific.antlv 

prior to checkout of the S-IU-205 tor v.hich, based on the completeness and 

timeliness. ,,,. can earn as much as $1--l, OOCI or losl· as much as $12,000. 
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PERFORMANCE INCENTIVES 

FOR 

I U 's 205/212 & 501/515 

IV. Performance Incentives

a. The incentive fee performance area is broken down as
fol lows:

1. I U System Checkout

a. End-I tern-Test P Ian

b. Test Procedures

c. Test Procedure
Eva I uation Documents

d. Adequate Validation
of GSE

e. Status of I U Prior
to checkout

f. Adequate Validation
of I U Systems

g. Completeness of I U
at the end of
Checkout

Effect i vitl 
I U 205 only 

I U 205/212 
& 501/515 

I U 205/212 

& 501/515 

I U 205/212 
& 501/515 

I U 205/212 
& 501/515 

I U 205/212 
& 501/515 

I U 205/212 
& 501/515 

Fl GURE - 78 - PERFORMANCE INCENTIVES 

Fee Range 
+ $14,017.00
- 12,145.00

+ 9,050.00

+ 6,033.00

+ 3,017.00

+ 3,017.00
- 6,033.00

+ 36, 199. 00
- 18,100.00

+ 3,017.00
- 6,033.00



Mr. LERNER (cont. ) The same thing is true with proceclurc.�s, evaluation 

documents, el cetera. A special instance 1s the status of Instnlment Unit 

prior to checkout and this rela•.es to spcci£1c hardware, rather than docu

mentation. This particular inct'ntivc covers the rcquinment that the 

Instrument Unit must havl! 18 specific maJor components on it when it enters 

checkout. To have one or mo:e missing components results i.n a loss o(

appi·o:<imately $1,000 (o: certain componl.!nts or $1,500 for certain other 

co:nponents. Thus, ii we enter checkou� for any of these vehicles with 

missing components, we coulcl bl.! taking a loss. 

Specific flight incen1.:iv� s, covering the ac Lual porforn1ancc o( the vehicle 

in flight, are incentivized, on t.:he plus side only, for excdlence of performance. 

These performances incluc.k: no Cailun.:s, no ra�lun.•s or holds from battery to 

liftoff, successful separation, and successful orbital inJection (Figure 79). 

For each of these, we have the abi.li.ty to get additional money. Obviously, 

lhis is Oltr aim or goal, and •ve do not want th�· Instrum1:nt Unit Lo be rt.!sponsiblc 

Lor failure of any mission. 

We have a series of documents--docuanentation r�quirccl by vartons app\'.!n

diccs of the con�ra.ct such as: equation-defining clocu1ncnta. 1 ion, p.·ogram docu-

mentation, flight programs. and the like (Fi.gures 80A & 80B). There is a :otal 

of 120 reports, 6 reports per syste1n. There is a plus or minus $7,000 i.'or 

deli.very of these reports prior to or later than a target Lor each report. 

These repo:ts :i.rc targeted. based on ti.me p1·ior to d,?li.very o{ an Inst1·umcnt 

Unit, so there an? cal<>ndti.r tlays o( time cov�ring the .submittal o� these 
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Fll GHT INCENTIVES 

TOTAL IU-PROGRAM 

2. Flight

a. No failure or holds from battery I U 201/212 
activation to lift-off & 501/515 

b. Successful Per for ma nee through:
S-1 C/S-11 Separation . 501/515 
S-11/S-\VB Separation 501/515 
From S-1 I /S-IVB Separation to
Orbital Injection 501/515 
S-1 B/S-IVB Separation 201/212 
S-1 B/S-1 VB Separation to Orbital
Injection 201/212 

c. All Primary mission objective are
met during orbital operations 201/212 

d. Lost or Destroyed Vehicle

l Summary

501/515 

+ $4,326.00

+ 865. 00
+ 1,731.00

+ 1,732.00
+ 1,730.00

+ 2,595.00

+ 8,652.00

I U System Checkout + $1,401,676.00
- 1,121,343.00

Flight + 467,226.00
TOTAL PERFORMANCE + $1,868,902.00

- 1, 121, 343. 00

FIGURE - 79 - FLIGHT INCENTIVES 



DOCUMENTATION INCENTIVES 

IU-PROGRAM 

2. Documentation

a. Reports for I U 205-212 and I U 504-515 (120)

(1) Description

Document Description Contract Appendix 
LVDC Equation Defining Document AS 

Flight Program l_evel I AB 
Performance Prediction 

Final Flight Program Documentation A8 
and Final Flight Program 

Preti ight Per for ma nee Eva I uation AB 
Document 

Phase 111 Design and Analysis Report A9 

Final Flight Simulation Completion A9 

(2) Incentive Application

Adjustments to target fee for the delivery of 120
reports defined in (1) above shall be made in accordance with the following: 

FIGURE - BOA- DOCUMENTATION INCENTIVES 



DOCUMENTATION INCENTIVES (Continued) 

Delivery Dates 
1 -5 days prior to target 
Target to 5 days late 
6 to 19 days late 

Maximum Rewards/Penalties 
Per Per Per System Total 
Day Report (6 Reports) (120 Reports) 

+$249.00 +$1,245.00 +$7,470.00 +$149,400.00 
0 0 0 0 

--$249.00 -$1,245.00 --$7,470.00 -$149,400.00 

b. Launch Computer Programming (27)

The target dates shal I be those dates defined in
Appendix 11, ''Saturn I 8/V Launch Complex Computer Programming11

, 

to Exhibit A. Adjustments to target fee for delivery of 27 reports shall 
be made in accordance with the following: 

Delivery Dates 
1-5 days prior to target
Target to 5 days late
6 to 10 days late

Maxi mum Rewards/Penalties 
Per 
Day 

+$1,108.00 
0 

-$1, 108. 00 

Per 
System 

+$5,540.00 
0 

-$5, 540. 00 

Total 
+$149, sro oo

0 
+$149,Sg).00 

FIGURE - 80B- DOCUMENTATION INCENTIVES (CONT) 



Mr. LERNER (cont.). reports. Add1tlonally, launch computer programs 

are incentivized on a per-vehicle basis--plus or minus $5, 500 depending 

upon delivery. 

The Switch Selector program is a special situation. (Figure 81) We 

mentioned earlier thot lhe IBM Owego facility is building Switch Selectors. 

Our Switch Selectors (in our contrac-L and built by IBM Owego) are also on 

an incentive program covering bolh ddivery and p\.rlormance. 

In summarizing where we a re today, oi cur original contract of $162 

million co:,t, we have negc,tiate-d $10. 7 million of directed changes to date. 

Thii. results in a $172 million estimated cost contract. (Figure 82) We 

have been dirccled in a number of changes totaling close to $30 million which 

are not presently negotiated. Tht.•rcfot·�, we are assuming that our target 

value is $202 million at this time. Based on all changes directed to date, 

we anticipate that negoti2.tions wiU increase target fee to approximately 

$16. 2 million. Taking a look at where we are today, beyond target, we 

feel that in the hardware delivery area, we have earned over $22,800 for 

the- delivery of Instrument Units prior to target. It 1s still too early to define 

documentation since most of the clot.:u1nentation is based on S-IU-205; it is 

too early to determine a plus or minus incentive on documentation. We have 

slipped our delivery oi Switch Sclcl:kns. We are preoently assuming a loss 

of $32, SOL. We feel, at this point in time, we have earned approximately 

$40, SGO of incentive beyond the target. We have every hope of meeting the 

target. Our goal, of course, is to pcrforn1 to the maximum extent possible 
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SWITCH SELECTOR PROGRAM 

Incentive Fee Formula 

Unit 1 -21 

1-7 days prior to target
4 days target period
1-14 days late

Units 22 - 61 

1-7 days prior to target
4 days target period
1-14 days late

Units 62 - 78 

1-7 days prior to target 
4 days target period 
1-14 days late

Maximum Reward/Penalities 
Per Per Switch 
Day Selector 

+$248 

-0-
- 92

+$131 

-0-
- 49

+$ 77
-0-

- 29

+$1, 736 
--0-

- 1,288

+$ 917 
-0-

- 686

+$ 539 
-0-

- 406

Fl GURE - 81 - SWITCH SELECTOR INCENTIVES 



TARGET COST: 

CONTRACT NAS8-14000 

INCENTIVE REPORT 

Target - per original contract 
Add: Negotiated Directed Changes 

Total Negotiated Contract 
Add: Unnegotiated Directed Changes 

Total Contract Cost (Target) 

CONTRACT TAR GET FEE: 
Target - per original contract 
Add: Negotiated Directed Changes 

Total Negotiated Contract 
Add: Unnegotiated Directed Changes 

Total Contract Fee (Target) 

ESTIMATE OF I NC ENT I VE EARNED: 
Schedule Incentives 

Hardware 
Documentation 
Switch Selector 

Performance Incentives 
I U System Checkout 
Flight 
Switch Selector 

Total Earned 

FIGURE - 82 - INCENTIVE REPORTS 

$162,000,000 

10,748,012 

$172,748,012 
29,776,000 

$202,524,012 

$ 13,125,000 

843,611 
$13,968,611 

2,322,000 

$ 16,290,611 

$ 22,852 
-0-

(32, 398) 

$ 14,017 
34,606 
1,352 

$ 40,529 



Mr. LERNER (cont.). and to earn as many incentive dollars as we can 

through excellent performance. ll is difficult, at this moment, to portray 

how -we are going to do because 5 weeks ago we thought we were going to 

earn full incentive on delivery of S-JU-205, and 1t was just about 5 weeks 

ago thal something happened to the manifold. So. it 1s quite difficult to 

say that v. e a re home free and. ask MSFC for payment against incentive 

earnings. l do not think lhal it i:; quite as easy as that. 

Mr. WILSON. 1 do not think we v.ant to place dollar figures for public 

record. It would be inappropriate to place you in that situation with respect 

to other contractors. We can delete this (rom public records. 

Mr. STICH. With a few o.{ the editorial comments being "excepted, 11 of 

course. What we presented here is probably correct in terms that it is ir. 

the contract. 

Mr. LERNER. I appreciate that. 

Mr. WILSON. 1 might ask you one general question in respect to incentives. 

How do you identify, down to your first line management, what the incentives 

are, with respect to the parL.cula r area? 

Mr. LERNER. Let me answer 1n two parts. Those incentives that relate 

specifically to the completion and submission of a report are very easy to 

take care of. We can (ind the parties who have the major responsibility in 

test plans or a test. report, give them specific targets, and track them. Those 

that relate to the completion of the whole Instrument Unit deliver)r on time, 

we break down on a basis o{ a report. We look at what our problems are and 
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Mr. LERNER (cont.). which we mui;t get to the engineer, purchasing man, 

and Lhe quality man who is most concerned wit.h delivery of the particular 

components. 

Mr. WILSON. Docs he know lhal rou have incentive on this? 

Mr. LERNER. He kno"' s. Yes, I spent a significant amount of time 

preaching the ''gospel of incentive" to him. 

Mr. WILSON. Docs he know specifically what the amou11t of incentive is? 

Mr. LERNER. Yes, we spend time talking to our quality people and manu

facturing people. Wl• specifically identify that a particular component, 

which is in the Instrument Unit, is worth $1, 0G0, el cetera. 

Mr. FREITAG. If he makes an incentive for you, does he share it? 

Mr. GRACE. Tht• fact of the matter is, we talk about incentive a lot. l 

am sure that if you went over and questioned one of our people in terms of 

what incentive is, he really would not know. Lt•t us be frank about it. We 

tell him wn have· an in�entivr. eontrart to gt".t thPse things out on thf' schPdule 

we talked about, because that is how we are going to earn our incentives. But, 

rarely, do our people know what this is--other than in broad terms. 

Mr. FRElTAG. l do not know v,:hat IBM's policy is on this, but are bonuses 

or anything of this nature tied into the inccntive--as far as salary is concerned? 

Mr. LERNER. No. Motivation is tremendous whcth •r or not incentives are 

here. From my standpoint, 1 have been at other IBM facilities operating under 

other contr;i;..ts non-inccntivized, CF.FF, and n-1any oI the faces that we see 
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Mr. LERNER (cont.). here in Huntsville are the same fellows who worked 

day and night on some of our other pr ograms. This, in general, concludes 

my speciiic presentation on incentives. 

Mr. FELTON. Yet, there is no penalty for a system !allure, is that right? 

Mr. LERNER. No, there is no fee penalty, shall we say, to the IBM Corpe-

ration, as such. 

Mr. FELTON. How about financially? 

Mr. LERNER. No, no specific financial penalty of any kind. 

Mr. FELTON. What is the reason behind giving incentive for the system 

working the way it should, and not being penalized for not working? 

Mr. LERNER. l think part of the answer could be that, if a mission is a

compiete failure, il may v�ry well be difficult to determine what specifically 

failed so as Lo assess a respons1bihty against the stage. 

Mr. STICH. There is also the consideration that there is a significant time 

gap between delivery and actual performance of �he mission. During that 

time gap the question of control over the hardware itself leaves the IBM 

''umbrella" of control, so to speak. A lot of things can happen to it that 

we do not have control over. 

Mr. FREITAG. Ea rlicr, you said that it could set down there for almost 

'5 years without affecting its reliability. 

Mr. LERNER. Oh, yes, but we do not know what would happen if, unfortunately, 

a Government Pmployce of another stage, a contract employee, did something 

to it when we did not know about it. 
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Mr. GRACE. Let me corn�ct .Yhat I think is a misunderstanding. l said 

that Wt' dn not krrnw wh:t t woulcl happ,•n _i_I_ it we r,-. down thr re for r; yP.ars. 

It is planned that they will be there fo1· something like 2 to 6 months. There 

is no guarantee that lh1�y have a 5 ytar shell litc, or anything like that. 

Mr. WILSON. You were talking about the physic:al deterioration. 

Mr. LERNER. Yes. rather than the actual mishandling of the Instrument 

U n1 t. 

Mr. FELTON. Would your last m1 mllc- cht::c:kout at the Cape determine if 

ther(t Wl1r<' anything wrong 01 it>

Mr. GRACE. Hopefully, res. Thcwa�• the lotaJ program is set up, the 

vehicl� is not launchl�d wtlcss then• is bo1id confidence that it is ready to go. 

Mr. FREITAG. 1 do not sec how tills affects your point then? 

Mr. STICH. There could be modiikatinns made to the 'bird" subsequent 

to delivery of th<.• Inslrunwnt lJnit, arn 1 correct? 

Mr. EHRH ARDT. Changl'S could bl' made hy otlwr stagt' contractors. 

Mr. GRACE. As a ,natter of record, many of the vehicle stages have been 

modified ratlwr 1•xtP11s1v1°ly, alter tlwy hn"e l1•ft the rnanu!ac:turer. Mr. Powell, 

were you involved in tht! raegoliat.iun,;'t 

Mr, POWELL. \1 r. Ehrhardt and I W\'Tl' involved in tbis point. 

Mr. GRACE. One o[ the- things that 1s the ultimate responsibility of whether 

it goes is not really directly in o,1r hancls. That is a NASA total responsibility, 

sine" thC'y h�,, Ille total vehicle rt•SptH'ISi lnlity. Th.:y certainly Jook to recom

m1�nciations frurn l·ad1 of th1• :.tag,•:., hut the ultirnalt' decision as to whether 
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Mr. GRACE {cont.). one particular system is exactly the way you would 

like lo have it, is theirs. We arc not in an overriding position on this. 

Mr. POWELL. Another thing that I think ought to be brought out, for 

those of you who have been involved in this kind of business for many 

years know that whenever Lhere is failure--unfortunately some programs 

hav«.: had failures--thc assets are gone to the bottom of the ocean or somt:• 

place else. It is nol like going to th1.:: scene of a plane crash and putting 

everything together and determining what happened. It is tough to iind 

out what happened. One of tb• things that you want very badly is an open 

cooperative attitude to try to find out what happened or went wrong and 

to gain the benefit from that in the next one. If you have an incentive that 

forces a man Lo keep quiet if he knov.s what is wrong (because he i.s going 

''to get nailed' for an incentive loss if he exposes it), you are work1.ng 

against you rs elf in a program like this. So, ihat is the reason for the plus, 

in my opinion, the prinu• reason for the: plus incentive. 

Mr. FREITAG. The position is well taken. We do use major incentives. 

Ohvicrnsly, th,- f;imous dust rovrr rost of tht· Martin C:ompany--$25, 0(,0 a 

p1ecc. This JUS L happens to be a numbc r. $25, 000 is not half as much as what 

Martin d1d 1nsid€' of that dust cover. 

Mr. POWELL. That wo.s a r<:al cl<·an-cut sort of a thing where this inter -

relationship makes it mo re difficult to pinpoHtt. 

Mr. EHRHARnT, As much as l would be reluctant to bring up the GT4 

computt•r a flair- -th, I'\' ib a good <.:xamplc of what Mr. Grace was referring 
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Mr. EHRHARDT (cont.) to. Wl: n�•\·�·r did, to my knowlt·dg<:. identify 

the exact cause of the GT4 glitch. 1 he compuler Wl· did get back, in that 

case, could not. be made to fail, and v.c never· knew what happened. 

Mr. POWELL. We have> guidelinc>s that we had for something essential 

to flight- -it was not done to reall\ pl'naliL-e anybody. It was done in an effort 

to t<'ll the conlractors, "Look, we know that you a r\? going to do a good job; 

we expect that oul of you because ,�, a, ccpLNI you as a contractor. What v.. e 

would like for you lo do. ii you can. 1s to put a little more than ym.l would 

normally plan to put jnto a flight ,·v;il11ation or to monitoring what goes to 

the Cape." If you go back to that set of incentives we showed you for the 

criteria, you will sc,· tha:.. we start <•d Jru1n the tirne the battery is activated. 

We did this from lhc standpornl ol not unly saying, ''Well, we had a good 

miss1on where good 1s easy Lo sc•L. Will we ever have a bad mission? 11 

Sure, we will have those, and it is in tlw ocean; but, is there something 

between a p<'rfect tnissiun and a had mission'? Hov. do you evaluate where 

you stand on a scale? So, v..c lookc-d at it and askf'd, 11What are we doing with 

a condition that we start 1 rom ballt•ry ncUvation and then go completely through 

the mission itself? What kinds of ,·riteria can we apply in each step? 11 Well, 

thP only thing that we could sec was a motivation to a contractor to ta.ke a 

look at anything lhat happenc-d. I guess you could say that it was really from 

a standpoint of motlvating him into an ,,valuation of what was there, using 

that information to preclude Lhe same thing happening again, if you could at 

all po s sH,J y de, it. 
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Mr. LERNER. Please keep in mind the [act that there are significant 

numbers of performance incentives that have negative sides to them prior 

to 1he vehicle going to the Cape- -such things as performance of the vehicle 

in checkout, whether the vehicle is complete, and the like. 

Mr. F REITAG. I can sec where it ,, uuld be :ielpful to have il there 7 

days before th 1. target date. On th'-" other hand, they might not want 1t 

Lhel'L' 6 1nonths b<>!ort• that tinw ;111.J hc1vc to take care of it down tnere. 

How is this situation covered? 

Mr. LERNER. At this moment I do not foresee any of tht' near-term 

vehicles getting there 6 months bt•forc they will be needed. Again, Mr. 

Grace talked about th1.. MA2 schech.ill'. 

Mr. GRACE. H you look al till· d1· liv<•ry schedule, it is 7 days. Anything 

beyond seven days, y0u do not earn anything more. '!he maximum !ee is 

earned 7 days ahead. If you deliver them 6 months ahead, 1 know what will 

happen. They will say, 11 Could yoH find a place lo store it? We do not want 

it yet. 11 So, there is no :ncentivl:' tu delivery except right near when it is 

wanted ur a bit earlier. That gives you a little cushion. 

Mr. FREITAG. Th<!Y arc not r<:quirl!<.i for th,� tc!>l period then? 

Mr. GRACE. You havc- tu have a signed-off NASA Form 71. 

Mr. POWI-.LL. 1 am glad you said th;;it, Mr. Gracc.·, but U1is goes back to 

the same basic philosophy which is used in all systems circuits. When you 

put this thing on schedule, you are noL really saying Iv.ant this thing any 

earlier. li you lake? an old contract ad1uinistrator who has been in b\1siness 

for 50 years, he wi I l say, 111 do not n<.'cd to schedule this 111 because I have 
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Mr. POWELL (cont.). a clause called non-performance that I can stick him 

with every time if he does not deliver on time. 1' So they usually say, 1 'Do 

not incentivize schedules. 11 But, if you look under the whole blanket called 

11 incentives", you will find the real rr.asnn for scheduling incentives is to 

pay the man to plan. Pay him to plan! Do not wait and do something tomoT

row that you could do today! I think tlic1t is the unde rl, inj,! thing of the whole 

schedule of incentives in Marshall. Civ" the man the motivation to lay out 

his plan and try and track it. 

Mr. LERNER. Actually, Mr. Powell, whal you are saying here is true. 

The point is, the incentives that d.I"e based on schedule are really calculated 

to get you there on the day that it is sc-hcrlulc<l, as close to that as possible. 

The maximum fee is c.:arned very quickly ahead of that--within a week. The 

negative incentive ma:ximun1 loss is re,iclwd in a little longer period than that, 

but it is all attuned to that point. Thc- Lhing you have to do is make sure that 

the clay you ask for it is really the day you \\ant it. The incc-ntives constrain 

it to that. 

Mr. STICH. If we were ever running way ahead of schedule, I think we 

would have a situation equivalent to a ",\hitc glove" inspection. 

Mr. GRACE. This is true for thP Ap1>llo Program, but on Gemini, the 

real schedule incentivf' carnc nbout wlwn WL' d0.cided, al the time of inc<'nti-

vization of thc- contracts, that we were goinµ to change the schedule from the 3-

months' schedule later on to a 6 to 8 wec>ks' cycle. We were going to speed 

up the entire srii, dule from the final launch in February or March, of 1967, 

to September of 196t.J. l"his was a distinct t•ffort, across the board, 

to reall)' speed up the program and to dl•liver early. In this case, 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). this has been done. Occasionally, you do want to 

use this schedule inc.entive to speed up the program. 

Mr. WILSON. When will the nev. schedule be completed? 

Mr. LERNER. The new schedule h;\S not been directed, suggestec:, or 

negotiated . Th1s 1s being considL•red. 

Mr. POWELL. It is being evaluatt'd as an expenditure reduction process. 

Mr. GRACE. Actually, Marshall is vc-ry actively looking at it right now 

because we arc rnto July already--aln1ost to August-- and some action has 

to b<' tak en quickly or somt' c,f thl savings that we talked about arc not going 

to develop. We are really examining how to do it. It is a little different 

from Uprated Saturn 1 and Saturn V, and 1t is not simply to implement 

lhe MA2 schedule. Marshall adjusted il a little to better sansfy what 

they really think they need. In c>ff,·cl, speaking for Marshall, it is my 

understanding, that there are people out there who are very diligently trying 

tu get the answer to that question and get a directive as swiftly as possible. 

That is right, is it not, Mr. Powell? Yo-.i are involved in it, so you can 

c1lhcr deny or confirm whal l have just said. 

Mr. POWELL. I think that, as w1.; go through this whole presentation, you 

will see a number of things tha l you can view back and forth to see where 

you arc going. l think that you have to first consid�r that there is no gilt

edge guarantee offering any kind of cost savings by shifting the program. 

You have to weigh those things before you make a move. 

Mr. GRACE. lam going to say a l�w tnore Lhings in Lhat regard before we 

quiL here today. 
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Mr. WILSON. ln fad, I want to ask one question! What you have here--does 

this mean that the cost incentive b finally determined after the contract is 

complete? 

Mr. LERNER. Yes. The actual earnings or losses against cost can only 

be detc rmi ned aftc r all the costs ·, r, in. 

Mr. WILSON. A re 55 P<' t-cent oi \'. ,,, r i nn!ntives really determined after 

the fact? 

Mr. LERNER. Obviously. Thil> 1,.:1•.·,•s you an incentive today to work toward 

the management of the pr'->!!rarn i•� :-,t1ch a way that you, at least, reach target 

in total performance of !he prugr,J111. 

Mr. FELTON. Does it mean that �,011 do not receive any incentive till the 

end? 

Mr. LERNER. Wt• \\ullld be rerr•1, 1ng som(•thing like the target fee. Actually 

speaking, let me put it another way. Under the terms of our contract, we 

are entitled to bill for fc•c- based ,1pon percentage of complet1on of perform.

ance but not nect�S saril) c.lirc•c-tly Ii .-•<l lu th� expenditure of funds. 

Mi·. STICH. That is against target'.' 

Mr. LERNER. That is c-,1rrc-ct -:1 I!•• inst target and nothing against incent:ives 

on performance. 

Mr. FELTON- Wei-<' you not saying that we would give incremental reim

bur s <'n1C'nt agains l t.h ,. c l)S l? 

Mr. LERNER. Of course, sine\.! this is a CPlF contract, we bill our cost 

and we gel l l•O pE-rc,•nt of our allowabl�• cost reimbursed. We get the fee 



Mr. LERNER (cont. ). reimbursement on the basis of percentage of com

pletion. 

Mr. WILSON. Do you think, Mr. Lerner, that you would have a significantly 

less c-ostl, administrative burden i( this contract were not incentivized? 

Mr. LERNER. Not significantly. I think the significant portion of the admin

istrative burden relates to thal portion of the vehicle that takes a significant 

number of changes. Changes ;ir" small additional contracts, from an adminis

trator's standpoint. in gettin� a Jll'•Jposal out, putting together a package, 

undcrstand1ng it, and negotiating, �l. Ont" last comm�nt that would be not�

worthy here is about tht> statPmcnt uf •.vork of this contract. The scope of 

work for this conLral.'.:I is fairly specific for a program of this magnitude. 

It is a fairly tight contracl. 1 wuul<I s,ty that it i6 well drawn up. Of l.oursc, 

th.ls makes it eas1\!r lur both Marshall and for us in determining how we are 

doing against performance parameter,; and \\.hal constitutes a change. Because 

it is well written and clearlyclcfincd, it takes less time to define whether or 

not \NC have a change or whether or not we are within the scope. You do not 

have to spend time discussing what was really required. 

Mr. GRACE. One question came to my mind. lf I understand it correctly, 

whal you just said is that we an' not going to get any reward or penalty on 

Lh� r;c; p£->rc:Pnt inc-,•ntiv<' on c-ost until l ':170. WC' arC' going Lo get pa1d target 

fee on that. lf we wind up with an overrun, we could get a bill that we owe the 

Government, or we wind up v.ith a big check due us in 5 years if we underrun? 

Mr. LERN:E..H. Thal: io rjght. B<·caun,• of the: way Mr. Cleary keeps track , 

I do not think that will happer. 
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Mr. WILSON. Dol!S Corpe ralt• M.111.ig1•m<•nl reviev. lhc program- -its 

progres s'J 

Mr. LERNER. Absolutely, irom fn,•quen: reports. 

Mr. GRACE. Obviously, in term:-. ol 111y concl:'rn, here 1s the program 

manager's ability and tlw philos•Jpl1\ ,, hich is probably pretty eV1dent 

to you. I am comm.i tt<'d lo gd this p r,iduct out and right, and these 

incentives arc all go1ng to lw t;tl< ,•n ,·:-. :•,. of by Lhl' c-onlracls and financial 

people when it is all oH·r a11c. dcni.. ,,,,h. Note that on S-IU-202 and 203, 

which have bl•cn dl'liv1•r,•d ;11,,1 ,,,-r,· ••1.!l° l't•d upon, no payment has been 

made. So, 1 don't knuw ho\\ much j11,·,•nciv� there is. 
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COST, MANPOWER, FOLLOW-ON CONSIDERAT10NS 

Mr. GRACE. Let us go on to the next phase of this. This has to do with 

the cost, manpower, and investment that we have--! think more of the meat 

of what you really want to discuss. W(: talked about capital investment--! 

think the question was asked earlier--in terms of what we had here. Back 

in 1963, when we had about I 00 people working here, we just had some 

investments in terms of furnitur,� 1 fixtures, and a leased facility that we 

were using. ln 1964, with the beginning of our m;i.jor effort on the Instru

ment Unit, we did construct sornc buildings. We invested $4. 4 million that 

year--the yellow referring lo land and buildings, the red referring to furni

ture and fixtures (Figure 83). In 1965, the inv<'strncnt rose to $8. 2 million. 

ln 1966, it will be $11. 8 million, and by the tinw we finish this current 

expansion we are in, it will be $14. 4 million- -$5. 5 million being equipment 

and furniture and the other $8. 9 million being buildings. Obviously, this i� 

a pretty substantial investment, and we have made it in terms o! a long haul. 

We expect to be operating in these Huntsville facilities from now on. That 

is the basis on which we look at it. W1• expect to be in the aerospace business 

quite some time. In the area of manpower, :in 1963, we had 130 people working 

primarily in the Saturn 1 program and some support in the development of the 

original lni:;trumcnL Unit Contract No. 8-54£,9. Tlwn in 1 %4. under th-a present 

Instrument Unit Contract No. 8-14000, ,,c started a buildup which we are still 

on. Wt• had 900 1,-:oplc at the end of 1964; 1400 at the end of 1965; and we have 

about 2,000 at the Pnd nf 1966. We aclually have more people, but some are 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). temporary, suppl<'mental, et cetera. We will peak 

by the end of the first quarter of 1967 to about 2,100. By the end of 1967, 

we will be down to I, 500 people on the currently defined Instrument Unit 

program; 906 at the end of 1968; 320 at the end of 1969; and out of business 

in 1970. That is based on the presenll}' defined contract and schedule. 

Mr. WILSON. How many of these peoµle are professional? Are these 

predominantly engineering typPs'' 

Mr. CLEARY. Right now, we have 76,· professional and 403 technical. The 

bulk of the professionals ar<' in cngfor.ering. We are categorizing programmers 

also as pxofessional. 

Mr. FELTON. Let us put it another way. Who are thc- 500 who are going to 

go this year? 

Mr. CLEARY. Ther c are not going to be 500 going this year if things go the 

way we hope. 

Mr. GRACE. lf the program goes this way and we don'L have some follow-on 

activity by the end of 1967, these will probably be largely professional people. 

Mr. FREITAG. Will they be lost to IBM? 

Mr. GRACE. Possibly. Wt will certainly try not to have that happen. We 

do not propose that this will go this way. Maybe the best way to answer this 

is lo go on to the manpower rhart. (F1gurl' 84) Tl,c, n1.:xl <'ha1·t has to do with the 

cost and allows n1e to explain our thoughts on this subject ( Figure 85). 

Mr. WILSON. Clarifying this--it will be predominately engineering people? 
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Mr. GRACE. Predominately. Roughly, professional people. But it wi ll 

be some reduction across the board because when you get into the latter 

phases--even though the major thing you have to do is to finish testing and 

building, et cetera--you are going to have some learning curves. 

Mr. WILSON. One additional questinn on the manpower. How much is 

overhead? You might define what the overhead is to you. 

Mr. GRACE. Well, the overhead r.itil, ii:; about 25 percent. Overhead is 

personnel and administrative kinds of people- -accounting, :inance, pure has -

ing, and contracts adn,inistration. 

Mr. WILSON. ls your managcmc>nl all overhead, or is your first-line 

supervision direct? 

Mr. CLEARY. First-line supervisoTc: in engineering and a couple of other 

areas--wP can i-ay that they $pend significant portions of their time giving 

technical direction and are direct. In the :factory and the operations areas, 

some of it is direct. 

Mr. GRACE. Let me elaborate on somP. of these points. This chart shows 

the yellow portion as Contract No. 8-�4(,9. (In this discussion, Mr. GRACE 

refers to specific points on Figure Sc;.) Jn 1964, we have the beginning of 

the major Instrument Unit contract. H is shown here in terms of the present 

cost picture on that contract. The blue> area is new business. I say we built 

the facility here with lhc idea that we are going to be operating here permanently. 

It is recognized, of course, that this depends on a number of factors--whether 

or not we arc �,,ccessful, we can compPtitively do business that will be coming 

up, whether that new bu '>iness is there, or what have you. But, in terms of 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). our planning, that is the way we look at it. With the 

investment that we have here, it will take about $65 million in annual 

gross business to justify that kind of investment, and this is what we pre

dicate new business plans on. We have drawn a few lines here to help 

explain a few things to you. This red is what is currently negotiated on the 

contract. One of Mr. Lerner's charts had another $30 million which were 

directed changes to us and whkh have not been fully negotiated. They are 

going to take this red to here in this first level so that the work that we 

have takes 1967 to there. Referring back to the previous chart on manpower 

(Figure 84), it is going lo provi<le the> additional manpower requirements on 

this contract to that level. We are showing it only on the cost level. It is 

difficult for us to address cost pictures other than what is finally and firmly 

negotiated at this point. We fully expect, in terms of the proposals that we 

have made on these directed changes to us, that they are going to be 

negotiated somewhere around where we have submitted them. But they do 

have to be negotiated. 

Mr. CLEARY. Also in that line, is the spare parts type of activity which 

we anticipate required to support that ]('vel of activity? 

Mr. GRACE. Yes. We have made proposals on many of them, but not on 

all of them. This is negotiated changes, negotiations on directed changes, 

and spare parts which will take this up to about this level on the currently 

defined contract. The next set of lines we are showing here, right down 

to there, arc what we see as befog the impact of a follow-on program of 12 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). additional Uprated Saturn I's that we have forecast. 

We have a working chart here that is going to be of interest in answering 

or raising a few questions (Figure 86). It takes the 12 Uprated Saturn I's, 

adds 12 more that we were asked to exercise by Marshall, and the 15 

Saturn V's--it takes it to the MA2 schedule. These little arrows that you 

see tie you back to this particular schedule. They are what we call our 

1 1 F 11 schedule. On the S-IU-51 5, there is about a 7-month slip to get to tht• 

MA2 schedule. Some of these, like S-IU -206, are only a couple of months. 

S-IU-502 is only a month and a half. So, the point I was making earlier is

that the MA2 schedule does not change much up here, but has a fairly 

significant effect when you get down to the later portion. If you take a time 

period, for example, like 1969 which is this cut off here, you can see the 

additional buys of the Uprated Saturn I's put into that and the MA2 schedule. 

That is what this particular curve here shows, the additional follow-on 

which resulted in that kind of cost picture. 

Mr. FELTON. Back here, I assume that you are going to approach the 

point of management and cost reduction to the program. I would like to go 

back to this chart. 

Mr. GRACE. One other think that I have not addressed here in this one. 

In our thinking and planning here, and in working with Marshall in terms 

of a rate of Instrument Units or launch vehicles per year, several have 

been talked about--like 4 or 6 or 8 per year. What we see here is pretty 

much of an 8-p,-,r-year kind of thing. 
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Mr. WILSON. That is the maximum rate you can produce the Units? 

Mr. GRACE. In our facility, we figure we can produce 12 per year ii 

they had the right mix--6 Uprated Saturn 1 1 s and 6 Saturn V's. We can 

produce a maximum of 12 per year with our present facility. If we had 

8 per year in 1970, which would occur if there were follow-on Saturn V 

buys, this would stabilize right here to keep the rate at 8 per year. The 

rate, right now, is 7 or 8 per year, or $65 million per year. We put this 

in to give you an indication of about $40 million per year when the standard 

launch vehicles come out. Now the rate is 7 or 8 per year- -$65 million a 

year--which is explained on a learning curve. 

Mr. FELTON. How would that $40 million per year rate relate to person11el? 

Mr. GRACE. Pretty much equivalcnlly. We figure on a 2100-man facility. 

We are talking about 1300 or 1-100 people involved in this progran1. Obviously, 

that means we have to address other areas of new business. We will talk 

later about what our plans and actions are toward the future. 

Mr. FELTON. You are only making Instrument Units here now? 

Mr. GRACE. Correct. 

Mr. WJLSON. Do you plan to bring any other IBM business here? 

M.r. GRACE. Our plans are to keep a full workload here, and we are very 

interested in the way that NASA programs are going, the way AAP is going, 

and what is Lhe possibilily for addiLional application for the Instrument Unit. 

We are also looking at other sources of business, in our line, with the 

Government. Let me give you more detail on this. Basically, this is the 
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Mr. GRACE (cont,). business currently contracted for, and this is the 

business we expect to have if the follow-on buys for 12 occur and if we

sustain an 8-per -year production. From a planning and management point 

of view, we have to make sure that we> get something in here to provide that 

kind of business face, or we lose the capability, the people go, and we close 

the facility. We do not want that to hrtppen. Frankly, we need to maintain 

this to keep the level and capabilit} '''1-!elhcr with the Instrument Unit. 

Mr. FELTON. What leve] of effort do you have to maintain the minimum 

capability? 

Mr. GRACE. A minimum capability. We could probably do that on this 

type of level. That would be a 4-per-vear level, and depending upon how 

much time was available to crank back up, we could get back up there. We 

would lose a lot of traine::d professional people. 

Mr. WILSON. Would they be lost to IBM or transferred to other facilities? 

Mr. GRACE. We hope they would not be lost lo IBM. As you k now, we try 

not to lose people. It would be our hope that the business economy through

out the rest of the company would be such we could place people. l know if 

they are lost here to IBM, they are lost to this program for good. The 

chances, from the point of view of the individual, to get him to come back 

to something that had folded up under him, are prelly bad. Whether they go 

to some other place in IBM is rather immaterial in regard to the Saturn 

Program. They are gone for good--they might as well have gone to another 

company. W l' c:ould probably get key pc·ople to come back; we have done it 

before. We have been ,;ery fortunate, so far, in not having to lay off people 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). as a result of a cut in business. Like every other 

Government contractor, we have been faced with it. I was involved in the 

B70 Program \Vhen we received a Christmas present of a termination. We

had a 1500-man problem. It was tough to keep from having to lay them off. 

We had to do some fast and expensive maneuvers in terms of the company 

and commercial business involved. We were able to weather that storm--

it was the worst. storm we have had to Wf"ather. It would be our hope that 

we would not have to release people. but there is no guarantee of that. 

Have I made a clear presentation here? 

In the area of cost reduction in FY67, we, like all the other contractors 

on the Apollo Program, made a number of studies at NASA's request--how 

we could reduce the cost in FY67 and still meet the program itself. There 

are a couple of things w� say could be done. We recommended that, to 

reduce the company requirement in FY67, we could take some action that 

would defer cost out of FY67 to a later time period and go to the MA2 

schedule. We are talking about the tim� period each year where the Uprated 

Saturn I Program does not buy you very much, in terms of MA2 schedule, 

but the Saturn V Pro�ram does buy ·you someLhin� in the time period until 

July l of 1967. In fact. ii you move lo this chart, 1 think I can portray it a 

little better (Figure 87). This particular point in time, on the S-IU-504 

going to the MA2 '-chedulc>, is about a 4-mnnth delay. ActivitiPs that wo\l]n 

have to Lake place in FY< 7, in order to mt•et that schedule, can be shifted 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.) out of FY67 to :a. later time period and thereby save 

some funding requirements--but not a great oeal. We talk about $1. 6 

million. The big cost deferral that we proposed was something that the 

IBM Company could do, and that is in the area of purchase commitments. 

When you let a purchase order in the present plan, it has to be covered by 

the Government dollar. It has to be there to pay for t hat purchase commit

ment, whether or not the bill is going to come due in that particular time 

period. What we are saying is --there is a lot of purchase commitments 

during FY67 that we will cover. We know that they are not coming due until 

the time period after FY67. On the basis of not requiring funding in the 

dollar-short situation that NASA is in now, it would be allocated to those 

particular orders and will be paid a little later. 

Mr. FELTON. Ii you do this, what would your position be in the event of 

termination? 

Mr. LERNER. This would be a risk position. 

Mr. FELTON. You could be out $8. 9 million? 

Mr. CLEARY. No. I do not think we would be out that much. 

Mr. GRACE. No, probably if you were terminated, the total amount of 

claims from your vendors would not be obviously near thac high. There 

would be some portion of it, probably 30 or 40 percent of it. 

Mr. FELTON. But Lhey are bills you would .not have tu pay during this 

fiscal year. 
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Mr. LERNER. It is not a question of billing the Government. It is a 

question of having the amount of funding on the contract. The contract 

now reads, just as all incrementally funded contracts read, that you are 

supposed to have enough funding to cover, just in the event of termination, 

all claims and the like. What we would say is that we would take some 

risk in this area in order to help this FY67 problem. 

Mr. FREITAG. Suppose a problem arises to cause a substantial reduction 

of NASA funds next year, where funding next year will be just as bad, how 

does that situation affect you? 

Mr. GRACE. Well, this is something that--once you tighten your belt, 

take a deep breath, and say you are willing to do it--in effect, we are 

supporting the program like this in terms of the risk. 

Mr. CLEARY. It is done only once. It is just a matter of termination 

liability which you use up once, and it ends that year. When the bill comes 

due, you have to pay the bills. FY68 has to follow, maybe Wf!_ can take the

same risk for those bills that come due in FY69. 

Mr. GRACE. The bills that come due have to be paid. This is a signifi-

cant thing, in terms of actual reduced costs to the program, as a result of 

the MA2 schedule. We determine that we could save $1. 4 million in that 

time period by the reduction in premium wages and overtime that would be 

required to keep on this kind of schedule. Frankly, we did not anticipat� 

the manifold problem then, but it is typical of the kind of thing you have to 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). crash through when you are constrained to that 

kind of schedule. 

Mr. WILSON. How much would that problem affect that dollar? 

Mr. GRACE. I really do not know. A couple of smaller things--these 

are some additional things that were part of the program. We were 

required to provide piece-parts summary information and certain details 

on test procedures which have gone to $150, 000. We felt they were not 

necessary and could run the program without them. We got together with 

Marshall and we are in general agreement that the program can run without 

them--with a slightly greater risk in terms of traceability and things like 

that. But, we could make that as a net savings with a little over a $1. 5 

million actual savings to the program for a total of $12. 1 million reduc

tion in FY67 funds. 

Mr. WILSON. Part of that could be washed out by your manifold problem. 

ls that correct? 

Mr. GRACE. Part of it could, but I do not expect a great deal. We have 

had to continue a high level of overtime for the month or two that we v. ere 

in the peak of the manifold thing, but it is going to come down. We are 

going to make it come down. 

Mr. FELTON. If NASA finds themselves in a very successful flight situation--

in the Uprated Saturn I and the Saturn V Progra.m--could you refurbish 

Uprated Saturn I Instrument Units to be used for the Saturn V? 
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Mr. GRACE. Yes, there is a lot of commonality between these--Launch 

Vehicle Digital Computers and Data Adapters, Platforms, et cetera. 

Mr. WILSON. Supposing, because of continued NASA flight success, NASA 

does not need all the Instrument Units that you have been contracted for in 

the total program to date. As you have been building these units fairly 

early in terms of when they are needed, I assume there would be some 

increase in cost by terminating the manufacturing of these units. 

Mr. FELTON. This schedule here that you show--there is some cost 

increase associated with it over the MA2 schedule as far as total run-off 

cost. Is that correct? 

Mr. GRACE. Yes, that is correct. 

Mr. FREITAG. What are we talking about in terms of dollars? 

Mr. GRACE. Well, we did run an exercise about a year ago on what the 

MA2 schedule would cost relative to this one, and it was $11 to 12 million 

total additional program cost. Whether that would still be the same would 

have to be determined. 

Mr. WILSON. Let me understand this, does the fact that you get the 

additional vehicles and you stretch the schedule still increase the total run

off cost of the current Apollo Program by $12 million? 

Mr. CLEARY. No, if you stretch down to the MA2 schedule and add the 12 

vehicles, you are, in effect, cutting that $12 million cost by $5 or 6 million. 
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Mr. CLEARY (cont,}. We save by stretching out, as opposed to stretch

ing out and adding the 12 units, as opposed to continuing on this schedule 

and then starting again if you need additional units. We have not really 

started up. 

Mr. WILSON. You do not really know if you save--you know you spend 

$6 million more even with the additional 12 vehicles. 

Mr. CLEARY. Yes. 

Mr. FREITAG. Do you know what you might save? You anticipate what 

you might be able to do. 

Mr. GRACE. Well, if you moved something else out onto that floor, you 

would have to refurbish the floor. You would have to pay to re-train. You 

would start your training all uvt!r again. The learning curve on the building 

of the Instrument Units would go up. It would start back up again someplace 

on the curve. 

Mr. FELTON. What would it cost to make an Uprated Saturn I Instrument 

Unit look like a Saturn V Instrument Unit? 

Mr. CLEARY. If you had an Uprated Saturn I Unit on hand? 

Mr. FELTON. Yes. 

Mr. GRACE. Well, it depends on the specific requirements. The telemetry, 

the measuring unit, et cetera, are different. But the Launch Vehicle Digital 

Computer and Data Adapter and Platform--the three high cost items--would 

be the same. The Flight Control Computer would be a new one. It is doubtful 

whether you could modify that to the Saturn V design. 
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Mr. WILSON. If you have an already-built Uprated Saturn I, and programmed 

the Flight Computer, et cetera, and spent that $1 million plus in software, 

it is obviously almost l 00 percent scrap. 

Mr. GRACE. I think you have to really separate the software out of the 

question now and talk just about hardware. lsn 't that really what you asked? 

Mr. FELTON. I am asking a deliverable item of Uprated Saturn I configura

tion converted to a Saturn V configuration. 

Mr. GRACE. Is it related to launch time?

Mr. WILSON. The launch time is not a factor. 

Mr. GRACE. It would seem to me, just off-hand, that you can convert from 

an Uprated Saturn I to Saturn V Instrument Unit without a great deal of additional 

cost. Physically, the structure is the same, a lot of the hardware is the same, 

an<l a lol of the high pri<.:e<l uniLs are the same. Primarily, it would manifest 

itseH in the different cabling, diiierenl distributors--that kind of thing. 

Mr. FREITAG. You would be terminating your Saturn V Instrument Unit effort 

somewhat earlier than the 15 Units that you are talking about now, and there 

must be termination costs along with this that would wash out some of your 

savings. 

Mr. CLEARY. Again, it depends on how many units would be left to go. Your 

termination cost is primarily with the event that your hardware left on--how 

far down the pipe they are on how many units. 

Mr. FREITAG. You would have to make the decision fairly early? 
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Mr. GRACE. Yes. One of the questions that comes up in terms of 

something like this--regarding the follow-on buy- -is how soon do you 

have to have a go-ahead on something like this? Ordinarily, our require

ments are about 18 months ahead of delivery. You must have a go-ahead 

to get the long lead items on order and delivered. We are talking now 

about a February 1967 go-ahead, that doesn't mean we incur cost. You 

must have the authorization to buy the parts. If you authorize somebody 

to go ahead on parts that far ahead of time, then that kind of tells you what 

you have committed yourself to if you start considering terminating. Go 

back to 18 months ahead of time when you ordered something. The 

supplier has run up some costs starting pretty early. It would still be a 

pretty good exercise to get an accuraLe figure Lo give you a foel. 

Mr. POWELL. Actually, the same thing happens fairly early ii you were 

faced with this kind of situation. In fact, it will be late this calencar year 

to even start. 

Mr. GRACE. If you were talking about the kind of activity that you were 

suggesting here. 

Mr. FREITAG. I am interested in what you feel would be the worst sort 

of situation that could happen to you. 

Mr. GRACE. I think that a iocd rule of thumb, from the point of view of 

the Instrument Unit, is to figure 18 months ahead of the delivery date, in 

terms of go-a.liead, to get parts on order and activity underway that start 

incurring cost against that Instrument Unit. Actually, it is not quite that 
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Mr. GRACE {cont.). simple because we have gone out and ordered a 

quantity buy for things that are obviously common. If a supplier delivers 

the whole order on time, your termination costs are based on that--in the 

particular element. 

Mr. WILSON. That brings up a very interesting point. This very thing-

buying electronics by the package that the manufacturer makes and hands 

to you--do you find that a good deal of your subcontractors' work is in this? 

Mr. GRACE. Very little. As a matter of fact, we do not want it that way. 

We want him phased with our need because we n:ight want it changed. 

Mr. STICH. We structured our subcontracts specifically to provide for 

greatest change flexibility and for the stretching out of every occurrence 

along the slope of our schedule. 

Mr. WILSON. This may be costing you money then? 

Mr. CLEARY. It saves us money as a result of change activity. 

Mr. GRACE. We run analysis in our Purchasing Department constantly. 

We go to engineering and get their feeling for whether a unit is going to 

change or not. From this study, we decide whether to buy over this period 

of time and get a certain price or have them phase out to cover the chance 

of changes. It is a pretty complicated matter in terms of buying for a 

program. 

Mr. EHRHARDT. In most instances, if we looked al each individual sub

contract, we would find that we are actually pushing the capacity of these 

subcontractors to meet our schedules. 
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Mr. WILSON. If you start with the S-IU-504 and go down to S-IU-515, 

you are talking about a time span of 4 to 7 months. That brings up a 

question. If you look at the $12 million--wha t is that? Is that the man

power that you sustained from the last S-IU-515 delivery on this schedule 

versus MA2 or somewhere within that? Pick any lead time item, wipe out 

the major ones which are really GFE, pick the next one, and largest one. 

ls it 4 months lead time or is the maximum 7 months? Ii you equate that 

somehow, somewhere within that band from S-IU-504 to S-IU-515, there 

must be a shutdown and start-up cost from some, or a large part of vendor-s. 

Let me rephrase that question . What is the $12 million? If you look back at 

your manpower thing, there are quite a number of people being carried 

every year. Over a 7-rnonth period of time, what does this equate to? 

Mr. FELTON. Neglecting this 1ocation 1 s problems as sedated with IBM in

Huntsville, what would happen to the cost of doing the whole job if the 

Instrument Unit design would b e  frozen? 

Mr. CLEARY. The cost would go down. 

Mr. FELTON. Intuitively, you say that. 

Mr. GRACE. When you come right down lo it, a Chevrolet automobile 

is a fairly complex piece of equipment. If you made ten per year, it would 

be pretty expensive. If you make 5 million per year, the cosl c.omes down. 

Mr. WILSON. Not. saying you are adding any facilities . . .  
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Mr. GRACE. Make as rapidly as you can at this point, and push all your 

subs to turn it out en masse. 

Mr. CLEARY. And you do mean identical, no measurement different from 

any other? 

Mr. GRACE. Obviously, there is some theoretical maximum rate that you 

can do on Instrument Units which is limited by your facility. That theoretical 

maximum rate, figuring 2 months for checkout, is about 6 per year of ead1 

kind. So you could do 12 per year. We figure that is reasonable. 

Mr. WILSON. The checkout is a limiting factor? 

Mr. GRACE. Yes. 

Mr. WILSON. For instance, if you built a third checkout facility, you could 

increase it? 

Mr. GRACE. Yes. 

Mr. WILSON. Then would it move back? Checkout no longer would be your 

limiting factor, something else would? 

Mr. GRACE. No, probably it would become availability of parts then. 

Actually, I over-simplified it by saying that checkout is the limiting factor. 

That is fairly obvious. You take a 2-month checkout phase in two stations-

mathematically that equates to 12 per year. It is not quite as simple as t�at. 

There are other factors that determine whether you can do that well or not; 

one is availability of parts on that schedule. Our experience, to date, would 

lead us to want to take a little more time to evaluate whether you can actually 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.) get to 12 per year. based on the availability of parts. 

We are, frankly, having problems getting the parts at the rate we need them 

right now. As you know, the Viet Nam situation has created considerable 

business for many of the people who provides us components, and DOD has 

a higher priority than NASA. 

Mr. FELTON. Has DOD priority effected this? 

Mr. GRACE. Not to the point that we cannot make our commitments. Has 

it affected us? Yes, it has made it much harder for us to get in there and 

beat our way through. But we are still able to meet all our commitments. 

When you start addressing something like this ( could you go to a faster rate), 

you have to take that into consideration. Also, just looking at checkout alone, 

we came out with a maximum of 12 per year when figuring the maximum rate. 

That is not actually the maximum ratP because we r.ouln ;idd more people into 

the checkout station- -we could run it around the clock! We could really get 

more than 12 out per year if we geared it to the maximum human possibility, 

in terms of the number of people we could physically get in there. 

Mr. FELTON. Still, it would not reduce your cost in the next year as far as 

you can see? 

Mr. GRACE. No. I have added this in lo get you to unde.1 <-cand ic r ... 1.ore fully. 

I added a little complication there. I think it nets out that 12 per year is a 

.reasonable maximum rate you could expect. And, if you were talking about 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). how fast you could build them, in terms of total 

program cost, that is about the fastest you could expect. 

Mr. WILSON. But your rate of expenditure would be higher than it would 

be right now? 

Mr. C!',i1 .. :......... \v·uh your Lota! cost per unit, yes. It probably would be 

higher because there is a certain sustained level of people that you have 

Lomve to run a program like this. Part of the problem involved, as you 

well know, is that if you take a program that is ending in early 1969 and 

you run into 1970, you have that minimum level of personnel that is 

required to keep you going on the program longer. They are some of the 

additional costs. 

Mr. WILSON. A major point is, you do not checkout with any less people 

for any longer time. lf a eheckout takes six months, it is still going to 

take the same number of people as it does if it takes them 8 weeks. 

Mr. FREITAG. They are concerned about your rate of expenditure going 

into next year. You talk about July 1966 to July 1967. We are trying to 

get a gauge where you first start to build the last four or five Uprated 

Saturn 1 1 s. 

Mr. EHRHARDT. We start fabrication in July 1967. 

Mr. WILSON. So you have been buying long lead time prior to this time? 

Mr. GRACE. Yes. 

Mr. WILSON. Could you simply block out four or five of your last Uprated 

Saturn I Instrument Units from your schedule, right now, and move them 

over en mas se to a later date--without impacting the initial Oight schedule 

on the Uprated Saturn I and Saturn V? 
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Mr. CLEARY. Well, effectively, if you go to MA2, you move one complete 

vehicle into FY67. 

Mr. WILSON. You have a domino effect on the last four Uprated Saturn I 

Vehicles, but you are saying you are to clo this with one vehicle. 

Mr. GRACE. What you have done is moved the purchase cost of one vehicle 

from FY6 7 to FY68. 

Mr. WILSON. So it is one complete vehicle. 

Mr. GRACE. Yes. Actually, there are a lot of things legislating in favor 

of this modified schedule--the fact that it is compatible with current program 

plan. H the scheduh: ua the Instrument Unit Program is consistent with cur

rent program planning, it moves activities out of that time period and, there

by, nets out some dollar saving. It does not put in the dramatic kind of thing 

that you would have to do if you say, 11 1 wilJ take S-IU-209 to S-IU-212, chuck 

those out, and pick them up at some later date 11• That throws you back into

your supplier base, going back to all those 1500 suppliers and discerning 

whether you can stretch them out or not. You do that to some extent on the 

MA2 schedule. On the follow-on buy, you ship those a little later. 

Mr. WILSON. Is the Apollo Instrument Unit going to increase the total cost 

under thP S'Cuedule? 

Mr. GRACE. Total cost? 

Mr. WILSON. Yc·s, cost per unit. 

Mr. FELTON. Nt•glect the 12 vehiclc-s, Lhe total cost. 
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Mr. GRACE. Yes, the total costs are going to be somewhat greater. 

At this point in time, we do not think il will be $12 million. A lot of 

water has gone over the dam since that proposal was prepared. We 

think it will be less than that, even if you do not consider the follow-on. 

Mr. FELTON. How much less '> 

Mr. WILSON. What was your estimate on that, Mr. Cleary? 

Mr. CLEARY. I say around 7 instead of 12. 

Mr. GRACE. It would still be a greater price for the total program. 

Mr. STICH. Could I ask one question on the $7 million, Mr. Cleary? 

Is that including all directed changes to date? 

Mr. FREITAG. Well, this is something I was not completely clear on- -

in the directed changes, you really are indicating that directed changes 

are driving your costs up during the same period? 

Mr. CLEARY. When we are referring to directed changes, an awful lot 

of them are for lhe procurement of spare parts for the vehicles. 

Mr. FREITAG. That $29 some million of unnegotiated ... a lot of those 

are spare parts--how much? 

Mr. CLEARY. About $6 million of thr1t $30 million is for spare parts alone. 

Another significant change that we are taking over is actually not an increase 

in new total program cosl, an increasP in the IBM portion, but that is assum

ing this CE! specification. 

Mr. LERNER. That is not in the $29 million? 
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Mr. CLEARY. No. The biggest portion of that $29 million relates to the 

configuration management--which in cffecl is something that I presume you 

are doing now or someone at Marshall is doing now. 

Mr. LERNER. It is being evaluated now. in fact, today. That is a sub

stantial change- -Sl 3 million itself. 

Mr. FELTON. Let us see, that is $13 rnillion and then $6 million to $7 

million for the spare parts. The rest of the change activity is not s::.gnifi

cant dollars. 

Mr. GRACE. It is a large number oi changes. Each one of them is carry

ing a nominal kind of cost, nol in the millions. 

Mr. FREITAG. I think that the maJor point of that $29 million is the fact 

that, when you look at it, the kind of changes that il entails. Thert! is a 

greater potential for that lo grow perc:enlage-wise greati..ir than with lhe

basic contract and stretch-out program. IL keeps more personnel on bo ard. 

Mr. FELTON. II you have and expect to have a high 3uccess on the early 

flight of the Instrument Unit, do you foresee possible simplification of the 

Instrument Unit that will, in fact, reduce cost? 

Mr. EHRHARDT. There is a planned elimination of certain measurements 

that are not required operationally. Simplification that would reduce cost 

is not too likely. 

Mr. FF.I.TON. !Tow about �avings by rt:.>1ax.ation on '-pecifications on sub

systems. Do you foresee a possibility in the :inunediate future? 
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Mr. Gi?AC:P.. W1• h;ivp ;i]ready, I thjnk, done some pretty sensible evalua-

boni:: of thic: with Marshall. For example, in the Gas Bearing Heat Exchanger 

th-1.l we 1·clll·0,J ;:iliont, tl1•• requirements for class 3 welds which is a specifica

tion rpq1iir!'n1Pn1 whi,h is absolutely r1>quired as far as Marshall is concerned. 

It v.r,1,ld h,v<' prol,;11 Iv ,n.::;t a fortune \\ ,. would have eaten up assets to really 

stdve to rnf'et tlint, v"'1" the yield to 11.,t: idnd of specification is nil. This is 

the· kind of thing WP hnvC' been abJP to work out and relax that specification--

to be aule to ckljvPr ;:i fljght worthy product and not incur those costs. We 

h;ivt' had enough P,cpPrience, to date, to anticipate which allows a dollar saving 

tha1 can bf' associafrd with the relaxation of specifications. Mr. Ehrhardt, do 

yon have anything fur1her to add? 

Mr. F. Im HA RD'T'. I wouJd say that Wl' have saved dollars where we felt there 

was not a nf'ed to meet the original design specifications. We have run tests 

and ,·,,nvin,e;>d oursC'lves that they could be relaxed. We might consider that 

as a dollar savings, r-xcept wf' have never put the ECP in. It has never been 

spent. W <' have a liHlf' trouble saying son1ething was saved. The hardware is 

rssf'ntinlly designed. We have only two flights under our belt. There are still 

so111•' 11nknown things to he resolved and, on that basis, we are not going to be 

;:i],J,--. In go th1·ough ;ind !'lay that we now can cut these things back. !think that 

by ];it,, lhi�, y<'::ir or t';n•ly next year, you have essentially commited yourself 

for thf' hardware on foe present program. 

Mr. WILSON. This follow-on buy, I think you might be more apt to see 

son1Pthing likr that co1nf' up. 
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Mr. FREITAG. What confidence do you have at this time that you will 

be able to force your cost breakdown, in the amount that you are talking 

about or more, for the year? 

Mr. GRACE. 1 still feel confident that we can do what we said here- -I 

say FY67. W 12 are talking about this kind of a program reduction, 

based on reduced premium expenses and overtime. Frankly, we had 

expected to be able lo cut back on the overtime by now and would have, to 

some extent, if it had not been for the manifold problem. 

Mr. CLEARY. If we can get an agreement to that kind of schedule, I think 

we will still be able to do that in a month or so. So, most of this saving 

will actually result. 

Now, based on the fact that we felt there was nu op1,>ortunity to effect 

a cost saving until late in August anyhow, lhe direction to the MA2 schedule 

really has to be received within about 30 days. Otherwise, you start eating 

up that $3 million- -the $1. 4 milli on which is a pure reduction and the other 

which is a deferral. Obviously, you do not use the whole $3 million up but ... 

Mr. GRACE. On the other corollary, if il is, we are confident that we have 

what we should with the exception of what it is costing us on th<' manifold. 

Mr. FREITAG. In essence, you are saying that your answer to Phillips 

and Mueller, last June- -when they came through- -was that with the present 

work force, you did not see how you could get any people off the job and still 

do the job that you have on contract. 
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Mr. GRACE. We did not see a reduction in people- -we saw a reduction 

in overtime. 

Mr. FREITAG. Only in overtime and not in piece-parts? 

Mr. GRACE. That is right. If there js no basic reduction, you do not have 

a bask 1·eduction of effort to <lo this job. 

Mr. FREITAG. I see. With what you have written in the contract, there 

is not a major cost. reduction of the effort on the present contract. I see 

that there are $9 million to $10 million in deferrals, not expenses. 

Mr. LERNER. The specific two lower requirements, piece-part sum:mary 

and test procedures, will actually be changes, and we will ask for less work 

in those areas ( Figure 8 7). 

Mr. GRACE. It is bard to see how you can reduce effort (cost) if you do 

not reduce scope, unless you way over-estimated the thing. 

Mr. POWELL. I would like to ask a question in order to get that purchase 

com.mitment into prospective. How many dollars would be due in FY67-

how many vouchers would you have to pay yearly? 

Mr. CLEARY. You arc saying, as I understand it, not paying--this was 

the cornrnitment of funds by l'vfarshal1 to protect in event of termination. 

Mr. POWELL. How many actua l dollars of that $8 million would be 

outlayed? This is a philosophical thing, M.r. Grace, we go by a 30-day 

basis. We do not fully cover unfilled orders or we have not. It makes 

certain exceptions and what you are saying when you place a purchase order, 

you want full coverage recognizec. That would not necessarily mean that 

you are going to actually pay out $8 mil Hon or $9 million in FY -67. 
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Mr. CLEARY. That is correct. 

Mr. POWELL. But, you say, one of those purchase orders or a number 

of them will come in for payment in that particular time frame. 

Mr. CLEARY. Thal is not Lrue. 

Mr. LERNER. That is the open anrnunl al the end of the..• year. 

Mr. LERNER. What we are really s 1.vi.ng, Mr. Powell, is t.hat under the 

terms of an incrementally funded c-ont1·ad, right now Lh<" way the contract 

is written, we should be funded for enough to cover us in the event of a 

termination. 1n the event of a termination, part of the $8. 9 million will 

immediately become due. 

Mr. POWELL. None of that $8. 9 rn1llicrn \\ill be paid. 

Mr. CLEA.I:{ Y. Not an outlay at all 7 

Mr. S'l'lCH. If you read tt.e limitation of tr.e Government's obligation m 

incremental funding clauses of the contract, you find that unless the contract 

reflects sufficient funding to cover th<> contractor's commitments, ht> technically 

would be in a position, if you terminatt,d, that he wouJd not have given you tre 

not.ice that the 85 percent point that v.uuld be required. Hence, he '\,\.QUld be 

in a risk position betwt>en the funds that you had on the contract and the am<.)\lnt 

of termination claims that would exceed the 85 percent point. Do you follov.. 

the l<igic-? 

Mr. CLEARY. Wt· will pay the- supµl1c•n; betwC'cn $1(1 to $18 million. In 

FY(1 7, w1· will ;ll:m bill thos<' payments t11 Milrshall. Dul that is not 1ncludcd 

.ind h;,s nothing !1> d11 wtth lht· lt'rnuna1w11 1·onclilions. Thal figun• r<-prcoents 
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Mr. CLEARY (cont.). a juggling with the amount of funding you are obligated 

under Lhl' limitation of government obligation and incremental funding provisions 

of the contract. 

Mr. GRACE. We have one last chart here. (Figure 88) Throughout the 

Company we have what we call the lRM Fffectivenc•R!. Program. Thi$; is 

represented by a Big E Vi ith a square around it. Obviously, as a company, 

we are in a pretty competitive c1rcna thc:;e days with real capable con:pet1tors, 

good products, and good service. Th1 oughou.t the company, we are doing a 

lot of things to reduce cost. In the. partic.ular environment we are in down 

here, we have addilional motivation 1n terms of the Government's interest 

in cost savings and our desire for participation in that. :n terms of ou1· 

effcctivc1wss p1·ogra1n, wc hav1: what WtJ call the RED X Program (REDuccd 

eXpenses) and all those things you would ordinarily have--you know the 

suggestion plan where you pay peopJ e for their money-saV1ng ideas. We put 

an awful lot of effort into Lhc procurement analysis which goes th rough some 

of the things I have alluded to earlier. Manned Flight Awareness, which we 

associate specifically lo this particular contract. We recognize people !or 

the contributions thal save money and still get the job done right the first 

time. Under our IBM effectiveness program, we lump a:1 of these activities 

which are ordinarily associaled with any business. We have a system that 

we use in control of cost impact- -Management Planning and Control Sy stem 

(MPACS). Under this system, reports come v. eekly and monthly to the line 

managers. They tell t.hem exactly whal they are doing against their bu<lgel 
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Mr. GRACE (cont.). and give them the opportunity Lo make decisions that 

will reduce the cost. This kind of I hing is all Jumped under v. hat we call the 

big umbrella, "effectiveness''. The whole purpose behind it is to do the Job 

with the least possible cost. 

Mr. FREITAG. What is the pffcctivc:ne::s8 program costing you? 

Mr. CLEARY. It is nol a program dt•Rignt:!d to cost, rather to save. So 

far under the RED X program this y1 ;-ir,  which is the composite of all of 

these things, we have recordpd sa'\in!!s uf a little over $2 million. 

Mr. WILSON. No, how much m<•nc.•y? How many dollars out of pocket have 

been saved? Not if you had spent wh;'\I you would have saved. I appreciate 

what you are saying, but .... 

Mr. CLEARY. Some of the real savings are m areas oJ the suggestion plan 

where we saved about $50, 0U0 to $60, 0U0. 

Mr. WIL.5ON. I realize you can not evaJuate actual cost and savings. 

Mr. CLEARY. We have saved a little: ovc-r $100,000. These are actual ways-

VvC have found a bctler part than the unl we had on order, that type of thing. 

Mr. CLEARY. We had one significant one the last couple of months. It 

concerned the terminal boa rd material f hat \\it! were usi:ig in the Distributors. 

lt \\.as an actual change, lo the engine€' ring documentation. The estimated savings 

to the remainder of the program was $200. 000 Ol" $300. 000. 

Mr. FREITAG. These are cost savings! 

Mr. CLEARY. Herc was an actual item we had out on order. We were going 

out for rnon•. We had $473, 0OC, for the Lll'sl 6 months. 
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Mr. FREITAG. What portion o( these type savings does il cost you to 

administer? 

Mr. CLEARY. Well, to administer this, I have one full-time person and 

part time help from various levels of management, plus, and this is the 

kind of thing l can not evaluate for you, the time that it takes the people 

to document it and submit it. 

Mr. WILSON. But, 1 would presume that it, is a very, very minute fraction 

oi anyone's time to submit it. 

Mr. CLEARY. It is quite significant in savings, even if you discount the 

things that are perhaps in the future. 

Mr. CLEA RY. One other area where \.\ c- have had some really significant 

savings is in the programming area, both the administrative program.ming 

and the scientific program.ming under Mr. Meadlock. Here people have 

come up with a revised way lo run some of the test programs and substantially 

reduced the number of computer hours that are needed to check out a partic

ular program. And this has been a real savings. 

Mr. GRACE. lt is a real savings in cost deferrals of about $200,000, right'? 

Mr. CLEARY. Yes. 

Mr. GRACE. Some of these arc cost. ... 

Mr. CLEARY. There is a savin,gs over and beyond v.,hat you save out of your 

pocket immediately. There is one other point on that plan we have recently 

recon"lmcndl'd to NASA, and they are actively pursuing--the advantages to this 

program of including something in the area of a value engineering program 
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Mr. CLEARY (cont.). which would allow us more freecom to n1ake 

suggestions Io r :subs Lituliuo:s ancl parts like this. 

Mr. GRACE. We do not think we have quite enough perspective for getting 

some kinds of suggestions in the suggestion program. We have, in additior:, 

some other company programs that will allow us to be able to recognize 

people who were not normally qualHicd for a suggestion program, like 

porfessional and manag�nHnt pt>o!JIL•, and art! nol u::iudlly nwnelarily re'-1.arded 

for their suggestions. For example, we had one JUSt yesterday. We had a 

manager and another fellow who suggested a fixture to handle cable. The 

other fellow got a pretty interesting award under the suggestion program. 

The manager who had a lot to co with the idea received a little bit o: money- -

on the informal award program. We have this kind of thing to stimulate that. 

Mr. FREITAG. Where did the award come from? 

Mr. CLEARY. As payment either by salary increase or a reward. 

Mr. GRACE. Very good. Now, we bave been actively engaged in looking at 

other benefits of the Space Program. The Surveyor Program, under the directlo:1 

of Dr. Castruccio, originates in the Space Systems Center in Washington. We 

have some people down here who have been working with Dr. Castruccio who 

have been particularly interested in improved Instrument Unit applications. 

This effort has been primarily concerned with our advanced program activities. 

Dr. Castruccio is well qualified to address the future as we see it . .:Jr. Castruccio, 

if you would. 
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FUTURE APPLICATIONS 

Dr. CASTRUCCIO. Truly what you have seen today at IBM Huntsville 

is an example of the build-up of a tremendous capability that we, as a 

Nation, are gradually accumulating. Popularly, this capability is recog

nized in terms of weight of payload in orbit. Over the last 7 years, we have 

increased the weight of payload in orbit by over 10, CGO times. It is now 

within our technological grasp to increase it from 5 to 10 times more. 

Payload in orbit is, however, not the only dimension of this capability. 

Another very important facet is the probability of successful launch which 

has increased from less than 50 percent to an average of 92 percent for all 

launches. It has been 1 OC percent on our manned space flights. 

The third facet of this capability is that we have now come to understand 

the earth orbital environment. As the fourth, and most significant capability, 

we have decreased the cost of total spacecraft payload in orbit from more 

than $10,000 per pound to approximately $900; and the decrease is still 

continuing. 

The real question today is: what are we going to do with this tremendous 

capability? There are three possibilities: 

o We could decide to exploit it in the earth-orbital sphere for the benefit

of the United States and the World.

o We could decide to use it to explore .further--the moon and the planets.

o We could do both, in a single well-balanced program.

Today, I would like to give you some data, some facts, on what is 

involved in the beneficial exploitation of earth-orbital space. These facts 
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Dr. GASTRUGGIO (cont.). were largely derived through the stimulus of 

a study funded by the Office of Manned Space Flight of NASA, with specific 

contributions by Mr. M. J. Raffensperger and Mr. C. A. Huebner. 

We had the following objectives: 

o Define what can be done, in what areas, 1n terms of worthwhile

activities.

o For each area so defined, analyze the prospective program:

namely, what equipment, what orbits, what activities, and what

additional research is still required between now and the time of 

flight, to make the program highly cost effective?

o Determine what is the cheapest way- -minimum number of space

stations- -to accomplish this program.

Let me first present the results, and then some of the highlights of the 

method used to derive them. As regards what we can do in space, 13 areas 

of useful endeavor were identified. (Figure 89) The 13 areas fall into 

three groups. The first group includes areas of activity intended toward the 

improvement of the US and the world's standard of living. As such, they 

can be associated with tangible dollar benefits. The second group includes 

scientific applications. These we found impossible to evaluate in dollars 

and cents. 

Mr. WILSON. Can't you put a dollar value on pure science programs? 

Dr. GASTRUGGIO. Not in the absolute sense. Nonetheless, these scientific 

areas are significant because of their promise of expanding scientific knowledge 

and capabilities. 
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Mr. WILSON. Is there some dollar grounc rule that can be used? 

Dr. CASTRUCCIO. There are several, but they are all "soft''. For one, 

you can compare the cost of space science disciplines with current corre

sponding expcnditures--Fcderal, state, and private. Another way, which 

is very interesting but difEcult to implement, is to perforin an historical 

analysis. For instance, what tangjble benefits has astronomy generated 

throughout the c..cnturi.es in terms of aid to timekeeping, ocean navigation, 

and insight into nuclear problems? 

Mr. FREITAG. Does lhe samt:: difficulty apply to the social aspect? 

Dr. CASTRUCCIO. Righl. 

Mr. FELTON. In saying that our communication satellites would make the 

world an English speaking world, how do you put a dollar value on it? 

Dr. CASTRUCCIO. You can put a dollar value on the education, based 

upon at least two historical experi�nces, the "Salcedo Experiment" in 

Columbia, and the Department of Interior's experience in Guam. The third 

group of application areas is aimed at improving our space operational cap

abilities for two purposes: first, to be able to exploit the bene!icia: and 

scientific earth-orbital applications; second to prepare ourselves in the 

cheapest and most effective way for further exploration of the planets. 

This ncxl chart shows the dollar benefits associated with th e first group 

of applications. (Figure 90) What we call "long-term improvements" are 

the yearly 11 inc-rcascs in productivity" or "decreases in losses"--both 

amounting to an effective increase in GNP (Gross National Profit) or GWP 

(Gross World Profit)- -which could accrue from properly conducted space 
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Dr. CASTRUCCIO (cont.). activities. Notice that, for the world, the 

benefils exceed $100 billion per year. For the United Slates aJont•, lhcy 

amount to approximately $35 billion per year. What a re the conditions 

under which we can reap these benf'fits? Obviously, wc can obtain informa-

tiou Irum space, but we cannot fur,·e people lo U!:ie it. The cundiliuns cU't, that 

the people in the United States and the world use the data. We asked our 

economists how long will it lakc, b1•forc people will learn to, or can be 

educated to, use the data? They estimated Irom 5 to 15 years after inception 

of the program. 

As regards lhe program rcquir,,d lo accomplish the 13 applications, it 

can be accomplished by use of one space platform in low altitude, low incli

nation, one space platform in low altitude, high inclination orbit, to be aug

mented, perhaps at a later time, by a synchronous-orbit space platform. 

(Figure 91) 

Mr. WILSON. l have one question l would like to ask you, Dr. Castruccio. 

Do you envision a man populating the station at all times? 

Dr. CASTRUCCIO. I envision the rnan as being invaluable whenever you 

have elements oI research which inust be translated into decisions and c-vcnl-

ually compiled into routine sequences of action. After this is accomplished, 

machines can take over. In fact, I envision these ma:1ned space stations as 

giving rise to families of operational, long-term, automatic applications 

satellites. How did we reach these conclusions? After much consideration, 

we found that the only effective way to satisfy the study objectives was a 
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Dr. CASTRUCCIO (cont.). 1 'top down 11 approach with the following orderly 

steps (Figure 92): 

o Analysis of the fundamental problems of each area, leading to clear

definition of their objectives.

o Functional analysis of each objective, rn successive levels of

increasingly detailed definition, leading to the definition of ''Knowledge

Requirements 11 whose satisfaction is necessary to achieve the principal

objectives.

o Derivation, from these Knowledge Requirements, of the four components

of the orbital program:

1. Payload: instrumentation required to satisfy the Knowledge

Requirements.

2. Mission parameters: where to fly, when to fly, and for how long.

3. Experiments: activities to be performed with the payload instru

mentation at the correct time and orbital position, to satisfy the

Knowledge Requirements.

4. Supporting research: including activities such as laboratory

research, fiel.d verification, and airplane flights, required to

maximize the payoff of the space flight program.

It was found that the four components of the orbital program could be 

derived independently and concurrently from the Knowledge Requirements. 

The progran1 so established is an ideal, or 11unconstrained 11 program; 

it must then be filtered through the practical constraints imposed by spacecraft 

accommodations capability and programmatic restrictions to derive the optimal 
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Dr. CASTRUCCIO (cont.). program ior a particular set of configurat:ons. 

Let me now describe the application of this approach to a specific arPa. 

Beginning with the Objectives, a major world problem today is the pres sure 

o( population upon natural resources. Analysis of this problem leads to the 

establishment of several ea::::-th-oriented scientific/technical areas: agriculture/ 

forestry, which addresses the prC>ssure upon food resources; geology/hydrology, 

which addresses pressure upon minerals, fuels, and water resources; ocean

ography, dealing with the storehouse of the ocean; and geography, which 

addresses the broad problems 0f intC!ral lion between man and his environment. 

Let me illustrate the ''top down 1 method of analysis with the problem of pop

ulation pressure upon food supply. 

What is the problem? Two-lhirds of the world's people are inadequately 

fed- -60 percent receive less than the normal daily requirement for ca:ories; 

80 percent receive less than an adequate supply of proteins; and 60 percent 

have protein intakes below whal nutritionists recognize as the "danger level". 

(Figure 93) Areas of undernourishment are shown in the next chart. (Figurt> 

94) 

Clearly, we have here a maJor world-wide problem. The question is, is 

the problem going to stay wilh us, or will it go away in the future? Population 

increase in Lhe diet-deficient regions exceeds 2 percent per _year, whLe food 

output increases only about J percent. Clearly, population grows £aster than 

food productivity. Thus the problem will grow worse. The problem could 

be mitigated by population planning--even so, the need would still exist for 
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Dr. CASTRUCCIO (cont.). increased food output. 

The dimensions of the problem indicate the desirability of further 

investigating the potential application of space to the area of agriculture/ 

forestry. What can be done about it? There are two principal approaches 

for the near future: (1) put more land into cultivation; (2) increase produc

tivity of already cultivated land. A third approach involves the development 

of synthetic foods. LimiLC'<l c-xpericncc> in Lhis field shows that truly accept

able synthetics must be competitive 1n taste, smell, and appearance with 

normal food; this seems to be sti'I quilc in the future. 

Let us look firsl at the situation rt•garding cultivation. (Figure 95) 

Of the approximately 36 billion ncres comprising the dry land surfac,� 

of the earth, only 9 percent are c11rrPntly c1.1ltivated. An ndciitinnal 21 percent 

1.s potentially reclaimahlt>: howevPr tbc, cost of the required infrastructure. -

roads, electricity, irrigation--is large. This favors, as a first measure, 

consideration of ways and means of increasing the productivity of the currently 

cultivated 9 percent. 

How much can this productivity be practically raised? (Figure 96) This 

shows that there is considerable n11•n1 for improvement--the developing regions 

which possess almost as much culbvaled land as the developed countries, 

actually produce much less per acre. 

Mr. WILSON. Why is tlus? 

Dr. GAS TR UCCIO. There are at least three major reasons-- ( l) lack of know

how, which 1s perhaps the worst drawback; (2) lack of capital; and (3) less 

significant than the uther two, but still very important--lack of an adequate 
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Dr. CASTRUCCIO (cont.). data bast• for planning of agricultural prograrns. 

What can space do to alleviate tlV!Se deficiencies? 

Education could alleviate the know-how problem; specifically by means 

of the Broadcast Satellite. We looked at this under ''Conununicaticns, 11 one 

of the 13 areas. 

World-wide Agricult-.iral Su1Tvy could significantly assist in improving 

the data base, for better planni11S!, P11rpose of the survey is threefold: 

o Accurate world-wide 1nventr.1ry

o Short-term prediction of yi c>ld, and eventually,

o Improved understanding ol t·cnlogical relationships for long-term

yield forecast and global planning.

Let me concentrate now on th,· l1·as1bility, requirements and value of il 

space flight program in support uf agricullure. (Figu:e S7) 

This depicts the kind of functional analysis which leads to identification 

of the characteristics of an agric:ullural space program. It is typical of t.ne 

analysis required in all t.:ie 13 areas of space application. The functional 

analysis proceeds ''from the top down, " beginning with the end objective, 

through successive levels of incrl•asing definition until it uncovers what 

fundamentally must be known, i.e .. the Knowledge Requirements. 

In practice, not all Knowledg<.· RC'quirements are addressable from spacv. 

Sorne are nwre ecouo1ulcally ad<lrei:,::.e<l uy otht:r n1ean:;,. Ot.Lt:r:s rt:yu.ire 

technologies not yet sufficiently developed. 
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Dr. CASTRUCGIO (cont.). 

Filtering the totality of Knowl<-ngc• Requirements through a 11feasibility 

filter" yields the Selected Knowledge Requirements (SKRs) which can 

meaningfully be addressed by earth ,,rLital space activ1t1es. By this 

process, the Sel�cted Knowledge Requirements identified for Agriculture/ 

Forestry survey, were 15 as tabu.J;ited in the chart. (Figure 98) 

It is from the SKRs that Wl' can logically derive the characteristics 

of the spaceflight survey program in Agriculture/Forestry. The first 

step in this process is to deriv�• tlw instrumentation- -the payload-

required to satisfy the Selected Kn,lWlcdgt: Requirements. This is accomp

lished as follows. 

To each of the 15 SKRs, can bt associated 11indicative phenomena, 11 

i.e., those phenomena v.hose observation is required to satisfy the SKR.

To each indicative phenomenon can be associated 11functional sensor 11 

characteristics: 

o The mode of sensing--how to utilize the electromagnetic energy

associated with the indicativL• phenomenon

o The spectral band--the region o( the spectrum where the indicative

phenomenon is best identified

o The resolution- - lhe spatial accuracy required to garner information

of significance from the phenomenon.

This chart shows the typical functional characteristics for two of the SKRs. 

(Figure S9) 
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Dr. CASTRUCCIO (cont.). 

The next chart is a graphic representation of the results of the analysis. 

(Figure l OCi) Only 7 SKRs are shown- -all \\'ere analyzed. Note that the 

requirements "-ere derived entirely from the phenomena to be observed, 

independently of the type and location of sensor. 

Commonalizing of the approximately 80 sensing requiremen:s 1mposed 

by the indicative phenomena, leads Lo the conclusion that a sensor package 

operating in four modes and within the bands shown, is required to satisfy 

all the SKRs. (Figure l O l) 

The next step in sensor functional sizing is to analyze each of the bands, 

A through J. As an example, Band A is summarized here. (Figure 102) 

This band corresponds to optical and nea!'--infrarcd imagery, ootained with 

present technology through the techniques of photography. The correspor.cling 

sensors are photographic cameras. Then major sizing parame:er is the 

required resolution, shown herl' for each of the SKRs and indicative phenomena 

which fall v.,ithin this band. 

Now, the requir�d ground resolution is correlated to sensor aperture 

through the well-known Rayleigh c.uxve. {Figure l C..3) This curve is degraded 

by an average factor of 2. 5 to take 1nto account a number of practical tech

nical factors such as image-motion compensation, lens degradation and human/ 

photographic interpretat10n factors. Application of the Rayleigh curve to the 

resolution rt>qui rements yields the required aperture diameters. (Figure 104) 
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Dr. CASTRUCCIO (cont.). 

Although in theory, a s:.ngle camera of sufficient aperture to satisfy 

all the requirements .... practical tradeoffs behveen area coverage, 

practically achievable slewing speeds, and other factors, dictate the 

engineering selection of a cluster of specialized cameras. 

The selected package for th� i1naging mode, Band A, is shown here. 

(Figure 105) Note that the 16 inch aperture instrument shares two functions. 

Now, following the same procedure that I have illustrated for imaging 

Band A for the other modes and bands, the complete Agriculture/Forestry 

equipment package is identified. We found that the total array of sensors 

weighs about 7, 000-10, 000 pounds. Some of the equipment needed to meet 

the SKRs is just in development, but it is significant that the large percentage 

of SKRs can be addressed with techniques that are very much current state

of-the-art. 

Photography is one such technique. Now the questions sometimes arise: 

(1) can one 1
1see 11 well enough from high altitude to distinguish the condition

of crops, soils and other agricultural phenomena? (2) can this be accomplished 

from space? The answer to both questions is affirmative. The followrng 

photographs, from among many, indicate the potential of agricultural space 

survey. 

This aerial photograph, taken with Ektachrome film, shows soil pa'Cterns 

1n the Purdue University Agronomy Farm. (Figure 106) The photo v.as made 

in May before the crops attained substantial growth. From such photos the 
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Dr. CASTRUCCIO (cunt.). humirlity. ::;alinity and other l·onditions can 

bt:: inferred. 

This photograph of Lne :,.ame fi t->ld:. was taken in July. (Figure l 07) 

The colors are lndicative o! thl· (' rops. The yellow fields are ripening 

wheal; the dark green fields ;ire alialia, oats, and corn. Thu bright green 

areas are incomplete covc-r of sr\l,, .ins. The po111t of this and the precE:·ding 

photo is that, even with convt:11t1011.il photography, significant information 

can be inferred. 

More information can b<· gl•·,1nNI from 1nore advanced photo techniques. 

For example, the color of tht• crnp r.1s vi(•W,:d in the infrared region has been 

found to be indicative of crop vigor. ln this photograph by the University 

of Maine of a pc>talo fit•ld takl•n with camc1uflag1.: ciett•clion film, the red 

areas, wluch have high reflcctan, c. arc hl•allhy potatoes. (Figure 108) 

The dark areas shov. blight. 

This photograph was taken irom GC'mini -5 using a Hasselblad camera 

with Ektachrome film. !_Figure 10'::) It shov.s the Salton Sea area of California. 

Clearly visible are areas o! cultivation. Each field is approximately 240 acres. 

Working from this imag1.'ry cxpand,!d one hundrcel timl!S, USDA ( US Depa rt

ment of Agriculture) scientists arc• attcrnpting to infer crop vigor and soil 

salinity. 

The point of th1s and similar photos 1s that visibility from space is no 

more difficult than from airplanes, l'XCl.'pt only, for the geometric scale factor. 

No'w, with rcfc1 c·nc1• again to a11 1•arlier chart, let us proc\!dc to identify 

the :nission pa ramt.lers of the span·il ighl program, namely where to Uy; at 
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Dr. CASTRUCCIO (cont.). what 11me, and for hov. long. (Figure 11 u) 

Consider first the required urhital inclination. This is determined 

by the location of the obsenrables. Of the 67, vu0-odd diHerent crops, 

only a few are significant in solving man's food problem. Tlw ten most 

important world crops arc shown lwn•. (Figure 111) 

I would like to note in passrng, that the relative importance of the 

observables, and hcnct• tlw dL•::;i n•d mission paramt•tc•rs, dcpc-nd ..tpon 

the composition of t.hc ''Club of Nations" cooperating in the survey. For 

example, for the US alonge, the ten most important crops differ signif

icantly from those for thl· world at larg<!. (Fi�urc 112) 

Once having established \,\'hat lhe observables oi principal importance 

are, the nexl slep is to d<.'tl!rminc• ,,here they occur. The areas of interest 

vary widely depending on the crop. Shown here, is the world distribution 

of wheat. (Figure 113) Shown here, is the distribution of coffee. (Figure 

114) 

From plots suc.h as the>se, thr- lalttude of occurrence of the principal 

agricultural obsf'rvablcs c-an be dc·termined as shown in this bar chart. 

(F1gun� 115) It ts qualitatively appar,•nt that flights above +80° latitude 

have little importance. 

The latltudt' of occurrence aff Pcts thl• ,>::-bll inclination. A quantit.aLiv� 

measure of the latitude of 1mportanc.e is obtained by plotting the dollar output 

of agricultura L and forestry products. (Figure 116) The most p:-oductive 

regions lie within Lhc- latitude band 45
11 

to 65° latitude. Essentially, all the 
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Dr. CASTRUCClO (cont.). output occurs be)O\\ .:'.:_75 ° latitude. Thus, 

orbit inclinations of 05° , or evE:n a little less, arc probably satisfactory. 

The timing oi space survey flights 1s determined by the growth cycle 

or the observables. (Fi�ure 117) Since ht\rvest times vary throughout the 

world, as shown here, observali◊ns are required the year round, either 

through many short flights or preferably through a continuous flight. Fox 

a precursor Agnculture/Fon•stry space survey program with a limited 

number of flights, the best season is prior to harvest of maxim'L.m number 

oI crops--Junn to August. An important consideration, is the time of flight 

required, as a function of comprehensiveness of survey. 

Shown in the next c.hart are the swath widths corresponding to selected 

sensors of the imaging type, Band A, shown previously. (Figure 118) 

Note that the swath widtb is not too strongly affected by altitude. 

To follo� the reasoning let us concentrate on the 6 inch focal length 

sensor, which yields a swath of 300 n. m. from 200 n. m. altitude. 

The next stE>p 1s to determine the "positional opportunities 11 --the number 

of times, during a given flight period, within which a given pomt on the earth's 

surf ace falls within the field of view of lhe sensors. The next curves are 

constructed for polar orbit; the positional opportunities are those at the 

equator. (Figure l 19) For the cxamph- seh•ct\�d. 300 n. m. swath width, 

Zu opportunities al the equator occur for 45-day flights, taking no consideration 

of the day-night cycle or the weather. The number of opportunities increases 

with latitude: thus. for example, ovl•r England (approximately 60° N. latitude), 

approximately 40 opportunities would be available. The number oi oppor-
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Dr. CASTRUCCIO (cont.). tunilics also increases approx1mately inversely 

with the inclination; thus, lower inclinations yield even higher opportunities. 

Let us focus, as an example, upon the number of 40 opportunities. The 

number of opportunities is diminished by weather, by the day-night cycle, 

and by man-made haze. 

Shown here are the iso-probabihty cu·rves of light cloud cover, less 

than 3/ l 0. (F1g\1rc 120) This ,.unount o( cloud cover is reported by ESSA 

(Environmental Science Service� Administration) as being adequate ior 

taking spot photography, nott; Lhal for cartography, clearer weather is required. 

Concentrating again upon England, in this same chart, we notice that 

the iso-probability curves range from lG to 2C perccnL. Taking 15 percent 

as an average, the 4C opportuniti,•s available in a 45-day mission for 300 

n. m. swath width, are reduced to approximately 6 opportunities.

These must iurlher be diminished by the day-mght cycle. Exact compu

tation of the dim1rushmcnl is rat.her LOmplex, but for our purpose:: here, it 

can be assumed to a, erage year-round al approximately another 50 percent. 

Hence, for the example cited, approximately 3 opportunities would be available 

during a 45-day mission. 

The next chart is a composite of the previously mentioned factors. 

The day-nighl cycle and weather, yit,lcls on a world-wide basis, an I average 

available time" oI 9 percent. (Figure 121) For the conditions of the example 

cited, namely 300 n. m. swath width and 45-day duration, this yields almost 

complete (93 percent) coverage of the earth's surface. 
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Dr. CASTRUCCIO {,ont. ). 

In practice, particularly over developed nations, lhe presence of 

man-made or man-induced haze further cuts the available time by a 

factor of 3. Thus, over dcvclupccl n·gions, a flighl time of 45-days with 

300 n. m. swath width would only allow coverage of 58 percent . Conversely. 

under these conditions, cover a gt.' of 90 percent would entail a flight time

between 120 and 150 days. Thl"'S(' considerations thus make a strong casr 

for long-duration missions. 

Let me now turn to thP orbital nctivities .... so-called experiments. 

Again with reference lo our previous chart, the functional analysis l)f end 

obJcctlves provides a logical basis for fitting individual experiments into 

a cohesiv(• c>xperiment program. (Figure 122) Mort'Over, it idcntifit.•s 

"holes• in the experiment program lo \l:hich additional effort can be directed. 

lndividuc1.l c>-.!Jcl'itn�ntt. ccu1 Le c:unc:cplucdly visuah�eu ab c:unLributing 

to the SKRs. (Figure 123) This cha rt depicts tJh' relative importance of 

the 15 SKRs identified for Agriculture /Forestry and shows ho� each of 12 

c-xpcrimcnts (which wcr-.:: ddined in ddail during th,! study) contribute lo 

these objectives. 

Finally, let me sar a word abollt si:pporting research. (Figure 124) 

Ag<11n, its rt.'qu1 rcnwnts derive fro1n till· (\1nc-t ional analysis. Priur to 

performing the orbital cxpennicnls, a supporting research program mu.,;t 

be conductr.ci to maximiz� their reLurn. This involves laboratory and field 

research anc..1 testing of prospectivt. Lcc.hniquc.s in airc1·afl. For Agriculture/ 
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Dr. CASTRUCC.IO (cont.). Forestry, this program is being coordinated 

for NASA by thP iJSDA. 

A significant part of the USDA-directed effort is aimed at developing 

techniques !or recognizing spectral signatures of crops. This technique 

could conceivably reduce the an1ount oI data required to make agric,.iltural 

surveys. As ycL, unanswered qH<·stions arc: (I) how stable are the signa

tures among species and under different lighting, temperature and other 

conditions, and (2) can the signatures be recogm.zed when they are inter

mixed, e.g. when two crops are viewed simultaneously? Progress is 

encouraging. This graph shows the stability of the signature of four different 

fields of the same crop. (Figure J 25) 

This charl shows some early results of signatun� differentiation 

Laking two crops at a time. (Figure 126) Additional research is underway 

t.o expand t.his table to other crops taken 1n triplets and in higher order com

binations. 

Another major aspect of the supporting research precursor to orbital 

flight is the handling of th<! large quantities of information produced from 

space survey. 

This table indicates typical requirements in terms of number of photo 

frames to cover various portions oi the earth at various s calc factors. 

(Figure 127) I would like Lo focus attention on lhe number of frames required 

to cover the dry land at the smallest sc:ale (1 :60, OOCi); this is approximately 

1, OOu, 000 frames. Let us remembl!r this number. Let us also remember 

that this number of frames with current film resolutions and grey scale levels 
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Dr. CASTRUCC1O (c-unL.). amounts lo 10 1(1 bits.

Nole also lhal Lhl' quantity of film decreases inversely proportional 

to the square of the resob.1tion. Hence, any gain we can make in ir:terpre-

tation al the coarser resolutions, will greatly reduCl' th� number of frames 

and hence the co:-nplexity and magnitude of the data handling system. 

The data handling problem has several aspects: (l) How can we get 

all the data back lo the grounri"l {l) How can we reduct.\ the data, disseminate 

them, and interpret them on the _ground? (3) Can the data load be reduced 

by raisin� the: astronaut's �kills? This table shows the magnitude of the data 

transmission problem. lFigure ll8) 

R b . h f' I G l 1' h" (' f . . f 1 emem enng t e 1g,1re 1ti:; 1n orrnanon content o a cor:ip ete

survey of the world's land area), it is clear that c:ll'ctron-iagnetic transrniss1on 

using the most advanced microwave systems would take unreasonably long 

times: over 3 years of continuous transmissions uvt:r a 1 OOmc channel. 

As a practical cast•, <.'onsidl'T a spacecraft which could carry say 1, 000 

pounds of film. This would correspond lo about 16, C,QO frames. In turn, t.his 

corresponds to an information content of lox 1v 13 bits, req\tiring !u x 10 5 

seconds or about 18 days continuous transmission. Since, 1n fact, for low 

altitude satellites the readout tim,, pt:r orbit might bp in the order o( l 0 percent 

or even less, this c·orri•sponds lo a Lr;insmission time of many months. 

Better transmission capability can be expected in the future usmg lasers. 

It seems dear that links that can handle up to 10 10 bits/sec, will br achievable.

This is 1 �0 ttmes better than the best radio links and would permit as rnuch 
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Dr. CASTRUCCIO (cont.). as l 0
16 bits to be lransmitted in the order

l 0 days of continuous transmission; with compaction to perhaps 2-3 days.

For practical data loads which are constrained by film supply (say 16, 000 

frames or 1 6 x 10 13 bits), all Lhc data could be sent down in just 5 hour:;.

Even considering duty factor and the pos sib11ity of cloud conditions over 

readout sites, laser links of the future would appear adequate for transmission. 

An alternative to direct transmission which is applicable in the imn1ediate 

era and which may, even in the long run, be less complex is to return the 

imagery via return capsules. 

A potentially attractive technique for coping with the deluge o! data 

involves on-board screening by the astronaut. Not all the photos taken will 

be useful or meaning.Cul. 1f we can eliminate these on the spot., we save film, 

we help the transmission problem and we also help the ground inter?retation 

system. 

Potentially, the astronaut can "filter" the data in two distinct ways: 

( l) he can be selective in picking the areas to be photographed and the times

to take pictures, and (2) he may hP ablP to screen the imaeery, culling out 

the useless imagery. 

Let me describe each and point out the possibilities and the problems. 

A ::1a1npling tc1..hniquc would work as follows. The astronaut would 

only photograph several ground-truth sites (to serve as a control) and 

various fields or areas which are known to be representative of the largc-r 

area surrounding thc·m. Depending on what 1s found to be an adequa tc sampling 
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Dr. CASTRUCCIO (cont.). rate, the savings in data volume by this 

technique could be very considerahlc; a sampling ralc of 1 percent c: crla.inly 

seems feasible and perhaps 0. l percent - 0. 01 percent might be useabl<'. 

Th1 s technique would be implemented by an on- b1,ard compul£> r which would 

automatically poinl the caml•ras. The astronaut would then evaluate cloud 

and illumination c-onditions. 

A furthc r reduction in n:co rd�•d data could bt.: achi cved by th ... a str·o:,;iut

pin-pointing the camera to cover only lhe very small I i:ampling" area. 

By this I mean the following. If thi> camera were pointed solely by an on

board computer, the error in pomling might be ±5 nules. H the astronau,. 

can recognize his target, he can pin-point the camera to the exact spot. 

Instead of imaging an 8 rnUc x f{ mil,• area on th<" whole Y 11 x 9" film, he 

could use a smaller piece of f:ln'l covering only the few tens or hundreds of 

acres to bt• sa1nple>d. 

So much for astronaut screening of data. Now let me turn to t:w 

possibility of sifting the imagery, after it 1s taken, by the astronaut.. HerP 

thi: rl'al quc�t.io11 is, lo whdl cxlcnl will lhl'. d�t1·u11c1..ut be ctblc to iuLerprel 
• 

the imagery? At first brush, most people familiar with the development of 

photo interpretation procedures would be very pessimistic. Photo inter-

prctation (Pl) is still a very rnanual operation. The PI process can be· 

represented as shown here. (Figure 129) 

To date, computer-assists to tlw PI have largely been in th1..• area of 

storagt.! and n·Lriuval of the collatc•raJ information nt•edcd for int<•rprc-laL1on, 
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Dr. CASTRUCCIO (cont.). i.e., the library functions. These techniques 

are quite well advanced and can bl· used to assist the astronaut in the 

screening and culling function. 

ln the areas involving signaturt• identification, s1.gnificance of images, 

and detection of images, use of c-omputcrs is in a very early stage of R&D.

As an example of some of the work in this area, I cile the experience 

of IBM in automatic map compilation and change detection. He re a computer 

clearly was able to detect the motion of a truck within two images, each of 

which was digitized and then t;urrelatt:d. The practical difficulties with 

automatic change detections a re: ( 1) the vast amounts of storage required 

and the long operating time (it took the 704 computer several hours}, and 

(2) the ability to differentiate between meaningful changes and natural changes .... 

example, truck movement vs. wind effects. For these reasons, practi cal 

automatic ch ange detections by computers has not yet been realized. 

A similar condition applies to automatic interpretation of image signif

icance (target recognihon). Techniques for automatic object 1denti£icat:on 

have been under development for over ten years. Yet, even th e latest work 

indicates Lhat much more work remains lo be done. 

Many workers rn the fleld iecl it will be at ll!ast l c)85 bc-fore autumati<: 

de tee-lion will be practic·al. Dcvdop1nenl of i mprovl!d acros?ac. l' compute rs. 

plus much R&D, is required before aulomall!d interpretation of imagt•ry s1g

nificance can be expected by an astronaut. Thus, to cull photography in the 

spacecraft. tu select the good pictures for transmission, will have to be dont' 
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Dr. CASTRUCCIO (cont.). essentially manually and at a very low rate. 

Under best conditions, PI s on the ground do�ng comparable worl< do 

perhaps 200 sq. miles per day. 

In any event, even if the astronaut can effectively filler the data, 

the magnitude of the ground handling job is large. 

This shows the elements of the ground system that must be incorporated. 

(Figure 130) It includes: 

o Collection Management--for receiving requirements from users;

checking them against an Information System to determine whether

information is already on file; and, if not, planning the missions to

accomplish the requests.

o Exploitation Management--for receiving the information; checking

it in quasi-real time to determine whether the photography meets

acceptable standards and if not to order a repeat observation; and

indexing.

o Information System--the heart of the system, essentially a large

library of the photography. Through use of modern data handling

equipment, large and efficient libraries of this type have been buill.

Our preliminary estimates indicate that the data handling job is a big 

one, but not an insurmountable one. 

This concludes n1y discussion regarding an effective Parth-orbit;;i I 

program of activities. I have given you our views as to its structure and 

described the method by which we arrived at them. 
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Mr. WlLSON. 1 have one qucsliun I would like Lo ask you, Dr. Castrucdo. 

Tbt> systt•ms yt:1u envision in this l'.orps of flight, in synchronous orbit or 

various formations of the pulsivc or near-earth orbit, do you envision a 

man populating tlw station at all Lime:;, or d<> vou .... 

Dr. CASTRUCCJO. I l•nvision lht· man doing this. The man is invaluable. 

Fine enough. He is inv;:duabll· when you ha'lie elements of research. He 

invariably translates lht• 1:l,mwnl:; of research into routine clements. No 

machine can do this. Mayl.>t.- in 20 ycJrs--not now. 

So, Ct)ndit1ons tnii}' e11cl up :;t•ntling all this stuff up, correcting all its 

cn•c,r:;, and being foll<Jwl•d l>y un,•-JHan, day in - day out operational capab1J1l). 

ThcJ·c is always lhc capability for man, and this is how to improve it. 

Mr. WILSON. Mr. Gra<"c, 1 v,(lulcl like to say that 1 want to thank you and 

the 1nanagcmcr.l of IBM hen• rn Huntsville for a very thorough presentation. 

1 know that the people on thP c<>mmittee appreciate the effort you have expended 

to give� them a good <>V<>r-vte\\ of the lnstrument Unit Program in Huntsville. 

Mr. GRACE. Thank you, Mr. Wilson. We were too thorough in some things 

and clid not gel around to the lo\1r--and I (eel badly about that because I arn 

awfully proud cif Lht• fat·ihty ancl wh�t is going on here. Maybe you can gel 

back <lown herl'. 

Mr. WILSON. I gPl down la•n· u,·t•a:;iunally, and I hope that pc-rhaps Mr. 

Peel< and a n1embcr oi y1.H1r subt·on1mittee can show us the facihty. 

Mr. GRACE. WP would he ciclighll!d. 
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